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INTRODUCTION 
Part of the work of Physical and Inorganic Chemistry 
Group VI has been concerned in recent years with investi­
gating and testing models of magnetic exchange and super-
exchange. Systems in which magnetic ions interact one-
dimensionally most simply test these models. Magnetically 
one-dimensional systems which have been investigated in this 
group are CsCuCl^ (Rioux 1969, 1970), (CH^jgNHgCuCl^ and 
(CHgj^NNiClg (Gehring, 1969), CsNiCl^ (Smith, Gerstein, 
Liu and Stucky, 1970) and KCuCl^ (Maass, Gerstein and Willet, 
1967, Maass, 1969). All these compounds except (CH^)^NNiCl^ 
appear to exhibit antiferromagnetic, predominantly one-
dimensional magnetic interactions. In (CH2)^NNiCl2 the 
magnetic behavior appeared to deviate ferromagnetically 
from Curie-Weiss behavior. 
The impetus for this work on nickel squarate dihydrate 
came originally from the fact that its structure was 
+ + proposed to consist of linear chains of Ni ions linked 
together by squarate ions (West and Niu,1963a; see 
Figure 4(b)). The it system of the squarate ion (West and 
Powell, 1963) was considered to be a likely path for anti-
ferromagnetic superexchange (Anderson, 1963) between 
neighboring Ni ions. Although preliminary magnetic 
susceptibility measurements by Smentowski and 
2 
Gerstein^ gave some evidence of such behavior, those results 
were found to be in error due to thermal inequilibrium in 
the sample. It was therefore decided to determine the actual 
structure of nickel squarate dihydrate and to remeasure the 
susceptibility of the compound to better define its low 
and high temperature behavior. 
A low temperature peak found in the susceptibility^ at 
1.6°K indicated magnetic ordering at that temperature, and 
that the magnetic interactions are weak. An ensemble of 
weakly interacting spin 1 systems is of interest because 
such systems may order antiferromagnetically with the spins 
aligned (as is the usual case) or polarized (Mullin, et al., 
1966). In the polarized case, the neutron diffraction pattern 
for the ordered state would be expected to be completely 
2 different from that in the aligned, ordered state (Good, 
private communication), and if detected, such a pattern would 
be a completely new phenomenon to studies in cooperative 
magnetism. 
In addition to the interest in one dimensionally 
interacting magnetic systems, and in weakly interacting spin 
^Smentowski, F. J., Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M 
University, College Station, Texas; and B. C. Gerstein, 
Department of Chemistry, Iowa State University of Science and 
Technology, Ames, Iowa. Unpublished susceptibility data 
for Mn(II), Fe(II), Co(II) and Ni(II) squarates. Private 
communication. 196 8. 
2 Good, R. H. Jr., Department of Physics, Iowa State 
University, Ames, Iowa. Private communication. 1968. 
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1 systems, magnetic exchange in NiC^O^'21120 is intriguing 
because of the chemical information inferred from the 
parameters describing the susceptibility of 3d transition 
metal ions coordinated with the unique resonance 
stabilized ligand. While a substantial amount of structural 
work has been done on the 3d transition metal croconate 
- 2  (CgOg ) complexes none has been done on the 3d transition 
-2 
metal squarate (C^O^ ) complexes because of the difficulty 
of obtaining single crystals large enough for single crystal 
X-tay structure determination. The present work was initiated 
to elucidate the structure of such complexes, and to glean 
as much chemical and physical information as possible from 
the magnetic and spectroscopic behavior of NiC^0^'2H20, a 
representative member of the M C^0^'2H20 series. 
4 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
The literature survey will be primarily concerned with 
studies on squaric acid and croconic acid and their salts 
with various metal ions. Special emphasis will be placed 
on structural studies on the metal salts to date, and the 
geometry of the croconate and squarate ions in these com­
pounds . 
The compound diketocyclobutenediol ("squaric acid"),^ 
was first synthesized by Cohen, Lâcher, and Park 
(1959). They found it to be a strong acid. They proposed 
— 2 that the anion of squaric acid, , has resonance stabili­
zation with a symmetrical structure as indicated in 
Figure 1. From the fact that the potassium salt of squaric 
acid showed no sharp C=0 absorption near 1700cm ^, but 
showed a broad intense band centered at 1500cm , which is 
within the accepted range of C-0 stretching frequencies for 
carboxylic acid anions, they concluded that the C-0 bond 
in the squarate ion is more like a carbon oxygen bond in a 
carboxylic acid anion, [R-C^] than a ketonic C=0 bond, 
substantiating their proposal for resonance stabilization 
in the anion of squaric acid. 
^The terms "squaric acid" and "squarate ion" for dike­
tocyclobutenediol and its dianion were first used by Park, 
Cohen, and Lâcher (1962) and have been adopted by others 
(West and Niu, 1963a). 
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Following the suggestion of n-electron delocalization 
_ 2  in the croconate ion, , by Yamada, Mizuno and Hirata 
(1958) , West, Niu, Powell and Evans (1960) measured the 
Raman spectrum of dilithium croconate, finding two polarized 
and three depolarized lines in agreement with symmetry 
for the croconate anion. They also measured the IR spectra 
of the croconate ion and the rhodizonate anion, , 
obtained from rhodizonic acid HgCgOg. Neither spectrum 
showed an absorption in the usual C=0 absorption region at 
1700cm , but, similar to the squarate ion, exhibited broad 
-1 -1 bands centered at 1570cm and 1500cm , respectively. They 
- 2  - 2  therefore postulated that the three ions , and 
-2 CgOg belonged to a new class of monocyclic aromatic anions, 
_ 2  C^On , with the highly symmetric structures demanded by 
TT-electron delocalization. Subsequently West and Niu 
(1962) prepared the anion from tetrahydroxyquinone, 
and found that the ring configuration in this ion is the 
chair form with symmetry. 
Ito and West (1963) have measured the IR and Raman 
-2 -2 
spectra of the and CgO^ ions. Raman spectra were 
obtained from the potassium salts of the anions in tii=ï solid 
state and from aqueous solutions of the potassium salts. 
A normal coordinate analysis on the basis of and 
symmetries allowed assignment of the observed absorption 
frequencies and a least squares fit yielded force constants 
6 
in agreement with the idea of resonance stabilization in the 
two ions. 
West and Powell (1963) have made Hxickel LCAO-MO calcu­
lations for the n-electron systems of the monocyclic anions 
-2 -4 
, n=3 to 8, and CgOg , and numerous other polycyclic 
anions consisting to a large extent, or completely, of oxo-
carbon groups, many of which are not yet known. The results 
for the monocyclic anions indicated that the delocalization 
- 2  
energy per ir-electron decreases sharply for the 
series in going from n=3 to n=4, and slowly with increasing 
ring size therafter. Carbon-carbon bond orders decrease and 
carbon-oxygen bond orders increase with increasing ring size. 
These trends agree with the trends in the force constants 
derived from a fit to the experimentally observed vibrational 
absorptions via a normal coordinate analysis for squarate 
and croconate ions (Ito and West, 1963). In every case 
the calculated energy levels (in the Hiickel approximation) of 
the TT-electron systems have a nondegenerate level, doubly 
occupied, as the highest occupied level, and a doubly 
degenerate level as the lowest unoccupied energy level. The 
energy difference between these two levels decreases with 
increasing ring size. This is in qualitative agreement with 
- 2  °  
observed spectral transitions in the ions , 2500A; 
3630Â; and CgO"^, 4840A. 
In Figure 1 the proposed structures for the squarate. 
7 
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Figure 1. Simple oxocarbon cyclic anions and their parent 
aniHç (( = ) sqviaric zcid; (b) squaraLe anion ; (c) 
croconic acid; (d) croconate ion; (e) rhodizonic 
acid; (f) rhodizonate ion) 
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croconate and rhodizonate anions and their parent acids are 
given. Four equivalent valence bond structures are given 
for the squarate ion to illustrate the possibility of 
resonance. 
West and Niu (1963b) have prepared and characterized 
complexes of the croconate ion with the divalent ions of 
Ca, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Zn and the trivalent ions of Al, 
Cr and Fe. The divalent metal complexes have the general 
formula All the divalent metal complexes had 
the same Debye-Scherer x-ray powder pattern, differing 
only slightly in corresponding d-values, indicating that 
they all had essentially the same structure. The exception 
is Ca croconate which had a different powder pattern. The 
IR spectra of the metal complexes are all similar and showed 
a band at 1725cm ^ which could be assigned as a typical C=0 
double bond stretching frequency. A very strong broad band 
from 1300 to 1700cm is assigned to a mixture of C-0 and 
C-C stretching modes. Further weak bands were observed at 
1230, 1100, 900 and 800cm ^. Gouy measurements of the 
magnetic susceptibilities at room temperatures showed that 
all the divalent transition metal complexes are high spin 
complexes. 
The three trivalent metal complexes showed a somewhat 
variable stoichiometry and include hydroxyl groups as well as 
water molecules, with probable general formula 
9 
(CgOg)^(OH)^(H2O). The three complexes have the same 
x-ray powder patterns and their structure is concluded to 
be the same. The compounds exhibit similar infrared spectra: 
3250 (s, OH stretch), 1800 (C=0), 1615 (s), 1550-1400 (vs), 
1150 (w), 1105 (m), 1090 (m), 1040 (s) and 900 (s)cm~^. 
West and Niu suggest that both coordinated and noncoordinated 
carbonyl groups are present in these complexes. The magnetic 
moments of the Cr(III) and Fe(III) salts are comewhat low 
for high spin complexes and West and Niu suggest antiferro­
magnetic spin pairing is reducing the paramagnetism. 
The structure of diammonium croconate has been deter­
mined by Baenziger, Hegenbarth and Williams (1963), and 
Baenziger and Hegenbarth (1964). They show that the croconate 
O 
ion has symmetry with average bond lengths of 1.457A for 
O 
the C-C and 1.262A for C-0 bond lengths, respectively. The 
three crystallographically non equivalent C-C bond lengths 
O 
are within one estimated standard deviation (e.s.d.=0.014A) 
of their average and the three C-0 bond lengths are within 
O 
two e.s.d. (O.OllA) of their average. The C-C-C and C-C-0 
bond angles are within three e.s.d. of their average of 
108.3° and 126.0®, as expected for symmetry . The ion 
is essentially planar. The bond lengths, bond angles and 
deviations from the best least squares plane are given in 
Figure 2. Hydrogen bonding seems to play an important role 
in holding the structure together via the NH^ ions. 
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Figure 2. Structure of (a) croconate ion as found in 
di ammoni nm r'-rricrina-t-o A 4- •ni 
(1963); and (b) squarate ion found in K^C^O.-H^O 
after Macintyre and Werkema (1964) 
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Baenziger and Hegenbarth also made further Huckel ir-MO 
calculations for the croconate anion using a large range 
of values for the oxygen coulomb integrals and the C-0 
exchange integrals. They evaluate the ir-bond orders of the 
C-C and C-0 bonds in the croconate via a bond length vs. 
bond order plot constructed with values taken from the 
literature, and use this value to select suitable values 
for the coulomb and exchange integrals involving the oxygen 
atoms. 
Baenziger, et al. (1963) and Baenziger and Williams 
(1966) have determined the structure of rubidium hydrogen 
croconate and ammonium hydrogen croconate. The HC^Og ion is 
expected to have mirror symmetry according to the two 
equivalent valence bond structures: 
OH OH OH 
I i 1 
}~\ }~{ 
This structure for the ion is not found in either salt. The 
O 
C-0 bond distances vary from 1.21 to 1.34A (e.s.d. 0.02 to 
o o 
0.06A) in the Rb salt and from 1.18 to 1.37A (e.s.d. 0.01 to 
° . + 
0.02A) in the NH^ salt. The C-C bond distances vary from 
O Or
1.40-1.54A (e.s.d. from 0.02 to 0.06A) in the Rb salt and 
from 1.40 to 1.56A (e.s.d. 0.02 to 0.03A) in the NH^ salt. 
12 
The C-C-C bond angles vary from 102° to 113° (e.s.d. of 2.9° 
to 4.7°) in the Rb^ salt and from 102° to 118° (e.s.d. of 
1.2° to 2.4°) for the NH^ salt. The C-C-0 angles show 
equally large ranges. The e.s.d.'s in all these parameters 
are large and make it difficult to make any judgement as to 
the symmetry of the HC^Og ion. There is a very short 
interion 0-0 distance of 2.50(5)A^ and 2.46(2)A in the Rb^ 
and NH^ salts respectively indicative of hydrogen bonding 
between these two oxygens; the hydrogen involved is the one 
from the HC_0_ ion. D b 
Click, Downs and Dahl (1964) have determined the struc­
tures of CuCgOg'SHgO and ZnCgO^'SHgO after preliminary work 
on the Cu complex had been done by Takehara and Yokoi 
(1958). The work of Click, et al. showed that the two 
complexes are roughly isostructural (in agreement with the 
studies by West and Niu, 1963b), consisting of chains of 
metal ions packed parallel to each other in the crystal. 
The metal ions are linked together within the chain by the 
croconate anions, each croconate ion acting bidentate towards 
3^ In this work uncertainties and standard deviations in 
quoted values will be indicated in parentheses following the 
quoted value. Values preceded by the + sign are estimated 
uncertainties, values without this sign are root mean square 
standard deviations derived from some least squares procedure. 
In either case, a decimal point may or may not be included. 
If the decimal point is not included, the value given for the 
uncArtainfy or çt?.nd?-rd deviation applies to the Inct signifi­
cant figures of the actual value of Jihe parameter. That is 
2.50(5)A is equivalent to 2.50(0.05)A and refers to root mean 
square standard deviations, whereas 2.50(+5) and 2.50(+0.05) 
are also equivalent but imply estimated uncertainties. 
13 
one metal ion and monodentate towards the next ion. Two 
croconate oxygens do not bond to any metal ion. In addition 
to the three croconate oxygens, each metal ion is coordinated 
by three water oxygens, completing a rough octahedron of 
oxygen atoms about the metal ion. The structure of the chains 
is given in Figure 3 for both compounds and various structural 
parameters are indicated. 
+2 The coordination about the Zn ion is roughly octa-
O 
hedral with five oxygens at an average distance of 2.13A and 
O 
one at a shorter distance of 2.03A. The O-Zn-0 bond angles 
are close to 90® except for two of 80° and 100°. The coordi-
+2 
nation about the Cu shows the usual Jahn-Teller tetragonal 
distortion of octahedral coordination about this ion. There 
O 
are two long Cu-0 bonds at an average of 2.33A, and four 
O 
shorter bonds at an average of 1.99A. The long bonds are to 
two croconate oxygens on different croconate ions, and the 
four short bonds are to three water oxygens and the remain­
ing croconate oxygen. The O-Cu-0 bond angles vary from 81° 
to 95°. In both the Cu and the Zn salt, the smallest O-M-0 
angle involves two adjacent oxygens on the same croconate 
ion. 
In the copper complex the croconate ion seems to have 
generally retained the symmetry it exhibited in diammonium 
cronnnAfe, All C-C and C-C bond Isngths are wiLhin 3 c.a.J.'a 
O O 
of their average values of 1.46A and 1.25A respectively. The 
14 
C-C-C and C-C-0 bond angles are within 3 e.s.d.'s of their 
average values of 108° and 126°, respectively, as expected 
for symmetry. The average values for the C-C and C-0 
bond lengths are in excellent agreement with those observed 
in diammonium croconate by Baenziger• and ITegenbarth (1964). 
The small deviations from symmetry seem reasonably 
related to the asymmetric environment about the croconate ion. 
In the Zn salt the croconate ion shows larger deviations 
from symmetry and seems to exhibit idealized C^^ symmetry. 
1 2 The C -C bond between the two oxygens chelating the Zn ion 
O O 
is only 1.415A while the others average 1.485A (1.480, 
1.484, 1.501 and 1.475A; e.s.d. 0.016A). The two C-0 bond 
O 
distances which involve the chelating oxygens are 1.25A 
while the other C-0 bond involved in coordination of the Zn 
O O 
ion is 1.27A. The other two C-0 bond distances are 1.19A 
O 
and 1.22A. These bond lengths suggest essentially ketonic 
bonds for the two short C-0 distances; these bonds involve 
the non coordinating oxygens. There is also some charge 
concentration in the short C-C bond relative to the ion as 
observed in diammonium croconate. The variation of the bond 
angles agrees with a picture of the ion related to the 
structure expected for croconic acid. This agrees with the 
fact that both ketonic and acid salt C-0 vibrational modes 
were observed by West and Niu (1963b). 
Click et al. speculate that the croconate ion structure 
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Figure 3. Structures of the (a) Zn(II), (b) Cu(II) and (c) 
Mn(II) croconates after Click, Downs and Dahl 
(19^4) and Click and Dahl (1966) 
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in these compounds is due to the stereochemical requirements 
+2  
of the cations. Zn allows essentially equivalent Zn-0 
bonds to the croconate oxygens and this equivalency may 
allow more significant interaction between the Zn^* ion 
and the croconate ion ir-system, thus perturbing it more than 
the Cu"*"^ ion, which, due to Jahn-Teller distortions, forms 
inequivalent Cu-0 bonds and thus allows less Cu^^-croconate 
ïï-system interaction, leaving the ir-system essentially un­
perturbed and the croconate ion with symmetry. 
3 4 In both compounds 0 and 0 are bent out of the plane 
3 
of the carbon atoms in opposite directions. 0 is bent in a 
3 direction of a water molecule in another chain to which 0 
is hydrogen bonded. Other interchain and intrachain hydrogen 
bonds also seem to be present and interchain hydrogen bonds 
seem to be an important mechanism in holding the chains to­
gether. 
Click and Dahl (1966) have also determined the structure 
of manganese croconate, MnCgOg'SHgO. This compound is not 
expected to undergo Jahn-Teller distortion and was found to 
have a structure very similar to that of the zinc croconate. 
In Figure 3 the structural parameters for this compound are 
also given. 
West and Niu (1963a) have prepared and characterized the 
complexes of squaric acid with the divalent transition metal 
ions Mn(II), Fe(II), Co(II) , Ni(II) and Cu(II) and with 
Mg(II), Zn(II) and Ca(II), and with the trivalent ions 
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Al(III), Cr(III) and Fe(III). The salts containing the di­
valent metal ions were reported to have the general formula 
MC4O4•2H2O, The Debye-Scherer X-ray powder patterns were 
essentially the same for the divalent Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Mg 
and Zn salts, differing only slightly in corresponding d-
values, thus indicating that these salts had essentially the 
same structure. The Ca(II) salt was found to have a dif­
ferent powder pattern and thus a different structure; the 
Cu(II) salt also seems to have a different powder pattern 
and structure than the other divalent transition metal ion 
salts. 
The infrared spectra of the divalent squarate complexes 
show only four bands in the sodium chloride region. There 
is an extremely broad and strong band extending from 1400 
-1 
to 1700cm which can be assigned to a mixture of C-C and 
C-0 stretching vibrations (Ito and West, 1963); other bands 
are found at 1150, 1105 and 2210cm ^, the latter being an 
-1 
overtone of the 1105cm band. There is no sharp band 
-1 
above 1600cm and this indicates that there are no free 
C=0 groups, i.e. all squarate oxygen atoms must be coordinated. 
The simplicity of the spectra indicates that the symmetry of 
the squarate ion is not greatly reduced from the symmetry 
found in potassium squarate by Ito and West (1963). 
Copper (II) cquaratc vas found to have aduiLlonal bctnJs 
at 1360, 1320, 9 85 and 900cm , indicating a less symmetrical 
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structure for this compound. 
Gouy balance static magnetic susceptibility measure­
ments at room temperature indicated that the transition metal 
squarates like the croconates are high spin complexes. West 
and Niu's (1963a) results are given in Table 1. 
West and Niu proposed a structure for the isostructural 
divalent squarates which, in analogy to the croconates, con­
sists of chains of metal ions linked together by squarate 
ions, each squarate ion acting bidentate to two metal 
ions and a rough octahedron of oxygens about the metal ion 
being completed by two water oxygens. All the squarate 
oxygens are coordinating metal atoms in agreement with the 
observed IR spectra. The packing of these chains in a three-
dimensional crystal is not discussed. A schematic diagram 
of the proposed structure is given in Figure 4. 
The trivalent Al(III), Cr(III) and Fe(III) squarates 
have the general formula MC^O^(OH)•3H2O and were found to be 
isostructural by Debye-Scherer X-ray powder diffraction 
patterns. The infrared spectra were found to be similar, 
showing bands at 3250, 1615, 1150, 1105, 1090, 1040 and 
-1 900cm . The room temperature magnetic moments of the Cr(III) 
and Fe(III) salts are somewhat lower than expected for high 
spin compounds, similar to the croconate complexes of these 
two ions. The results are g.ivAn in Table 1. 
The structure of dipotassium squarate, has 
o' 
n "2° 
h2o 
HoO 
HgO 
(0) 
(b) 
h' 
v£> 
Figujre 4. Proposed structures of divalent transition metal squarates 
(Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Zn) after (a) West and Niu (1963a) and (b) 
Ludi and Schindler (196 8) 
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Table 1. Magnetic moments of squarate complexes at room 
temperature after West and Niu (1963a) 
Squarate Temp. (°K) 
^eff 
Cu(II) 295 1.77 
Ni (II) 295 3.19 
Co(II) 295 5.17 
Fe(II) 295 5.43 
Mn(II) 295 5.88 
Cr(III) 298 3.52 
Fe(III) 298 6.26 
been determined by Macintyre and Werkema (1964). In this 
compound the squarate ion was found to have essentially 
symmetry. In the crystal the center of the squarate ion is 
at a center of symmetry. The two independent C-C bond dis­
tances, 1.469(8)A and 1.444(8)A differ by 0.025A which 
equals about 3 e.s.d. The two independent C-0 distances, 
o 
1.260(7)A and 1.258(7) agree to within less than one e.s.d. 
The bond angles are within less than one e.s.d. of the 
required values for symmetry. The center of symmetry 
requires that the four carbon atoms and the four oxygen 
atoms be coplanar ^separately, but does not require the 
two planes to coincide. The deviations of the atoms from the 
best least squares plane including all eight atoms is less 
than two radial e.s.d. of position for all atoms. All these 
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parameters point to an essentially structure of the 
sguarate anion. The structural parameters are given in 
Figure 2. The average C-C and C-0 bond distances observed 
o 
in the squarate ion are the same, to within 0.02A, as those 
found in diammonium croconate and copper croconate. 
The squarate ions are packed on top of each other in 
o 
stacks, the ions being approximately 3.30A apart and almost 
coplanar, but neighboring ions are rotated alternately 
by +45° with respect to each other about the stack axis. 
The water molecules form bridges between the squarate ions 
via symmetrical hydrogen bonds. The potassium ions are 
packed between the parallel stacks and hold the structure to­
gether in the plane perpendicular to the stacks. No such 
ionic forces hold the structure together in the direction 
parallel to the stacks, and Macintyre and Werkema propose 
0 
that the close approach of 3.30A between the squarate anions 
is evidence for electron exchange between the anions, since 
the normal van der Waals equilibrium separation of parallel 
o 
TT-systems is about 3.4A (graphite), and it would be expected 
to be larger between negatively charged ir-systems. There­
fore, they propose that the structure is held together in 
the direction of the stacks by a molecular selfcomplexing 
between neighboring squarate anions. 
Recently, Ludi and Schindler (1968) have reported that 
they have derived three different compounds from solutions 
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of Ni (II) and Co (II) ions and dipotassium squarate, which 
could be readily distinguished by x-rays. From Guinier 
powder patterns a pure cubic modification of composition 
o 
MC^0^*2H20 was found to have lattice constants of 8.06A and 
o 
8.ISA for the Ni (II) and Co(II) salts, respectively. The 
densities were found to be 1.9 3 and 1.87 g/cm^ at 20°C, thus 
implying three formula units of MC^O^*21120 per unit cell. 
They also measured the reflectance spectra of the powdered 
compounds and found absorptions at 8600, 13,300, 15,200, 
21,500 sh^ and 25,300cm~^ for NiC^0^-2H20 and 7800, 11,400 sh, 
16,000 sh, 19,600 and 21,500sh cm ^ for CoC^0^*2H20 leading 
-1 
to values for Dq of 860 and 890cm and to values of 
Racah's parameter, B, of 850 and 860cm ^ respectively for 
the Ni and Co salts, assuming octahedral coordination about 
the transition metal ions. They assume that each metal ion 
is chelated by two squarate ions, but due to the large unit 
cell size, propose that the two water oxygens are in cis 
positions in contrast to the structure proposed by West and 
Niu (1963a). The coordination about the metal ions proposed 
by Ludi and Schindler is given in Figure 4; they do not 
speculate about the packing of these units in the crystal. 
In addition to the work described above, there has been 
some structural work on ring systems related to cyclobutene-
dione. In particular the structure of phenylcyclobutenedione 
^sh; shoulder. 
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(Wong, Marsh and Schoemaker, 1964) and 1-cyclohexenyl-l-
cyclobutenedione (Karle, Britts and Bremmer, 1964) have 
been determined. 
There has also been a mass spectrometric study of 
squaric acid, croconic acid, rhodizonic acid and several 
derivatives of these compounds, suggesting that dihydroxy-
cyclopropenone, exists as a singly charged ion in the 
fragmentation schemes of all these compounds (Skujins, 
Delderfield, and Webb, 1968). 
There are also several studies on the synthesis and 
reactions of squaric acid; a recent review has been written 
by Maahs and Hegenberg (1966). There is much interest in 
squaric acid as a starting material for organic dyes, and 
there are several papers on the conversion of squaric acid, 
to cyclobutenediylium dyes in which the chromophores are 
the cyclobutenediyliumdioxide groups (Sprenger and Ziegen-
bein, 1968) 
where the R's are various groups such as 
OH 
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Some work has been done in this laboratory on the mag­
netic properties of some of the squarates by Smentowski 
and Gerstein^. They measured the magnetic susceptibilities 
of the Mn(II), Fe(II), Co(II) and Ni(II) squarates using 
the mutual inductance technique in the 1.3 to 300°K tempera­
ture range, finding that all exhibit paramagnetic behavior 
above 4.2°K. Early indications of one dimensional magnetic 
ordering in Ni(II) squarate were traced to thermal inequilib-
rium in the sample. Their experimental points were fit by 
this author to an equation of the form = aT + b by a 
least squares procedure. The results, including the effective 
magnetic moments in Bohr magnetons are given in Table 2. 
Table 2. Susceptibilities and magnetic moments of Mn(II), 
Fe(II), Co(II) and Ni(II) squarates as determined 
from data by Smentowski and Gerstein 
Squarate x~^ = aT + b (Wg) 
Mn(II) 0.2362(14)T + 0.258(67) ^ 5.82(2)* 
Fe(II) 0.2749(10)T + 0.254(62) 5.39(1) 
Co(II) 0.3891(26)T + 3.46 (28) 4.53(2) 
Ni(II) 0.7540 (82)T + 4.41(66) 3.26(2) 
The uncertainties indicated are root mean square 
standard deviations (in the parameters) derived from the 
scatter of the experimental points about the line of best 
fit. No information about other errors is available. 
Smentowski, F. J., Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M 
University, College Station, Texas; and B. C. Gerstein, De­
partment of Chemistry, Iowa State University of Science and 
Technology, Ames, Iowa. Unpublished susceptibility data 
for Mn(II), Fe(II), Co(II) and Ni(II) squarates. Private 
communication. 1968. 
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The effective moments are in reasonable agreement with those 
obtained by West and Niu (1963a), except for the Co(II) squarate 
which is about 14% low. No immediate explanation for this is 
available. The data for Ni squarate exhibits scatter on the 
order of 20% in at 78°K due to thermal inequilibrium in 
the sample and between the sample and the thermocouple. 
Indications of thermal inequilibrium at 4.2°K and above are 
also observed in the data. A peak in the susceptibility 
attributed to the onset of long range order is observed at 
about 1.6°K in Ni squarate. 
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sample preparations 
Samples of nickel squarate (NiC^O^•2H2O) were prepared 
using squaric acid obtained from the Aldrich Chemical Co., 
Milwaukee, Wis., and from "analytical reagent" grade 
NiCl2'6H20 obtained from the Mallincrott Chemical Works, St. 
Louis. The squaric acid was analyzed for carbon and hydrogen 
by combustion analysis. The results were: calculated for 
C4O4H2, in weight percent; C, 42.12%; H, 1.77%; found: 
C/ 41.95 (+0.08)%; H, 1.77 (+0.02)%. All major constituent 
analyses were performed by Analytical Chemistry Group i of 
this laboratory except where noted otherwise. (The devia­
tions quoted are average deviations of analytical results 
from their mean as obtained from several similar analyses 
performed by Analytical Chemistry Group i.) 
Powder Samples 
Powder samples were prepared as described by West and 
Niu (1963a). The preparation consisted of first dissolving 
the squaric acid in dilute KOH solution and then adding a 
dilute solution of NiCl2'6H20. The pH was adjusted to 
prevent precipitation of Ni (OH)2. A very finely divided 
green powder precipitated, was filtered off and dried. 
Samples prepared in this way always were found to be low in 
IJl contciiL. The analytical results for a rypicai sample 
(labeled sample 1) prepared in this way are given in Table 3. 
Tabic 3. Analytical results for various samples of NiC^O^-21120. Results are 
in weight percent 
% Ni % C % H 
Calculated for NiC^0^-2H20 
SampJ.e 1; prepared by method 
of West and Niu (19 6 3a) 
Sample 2; prepared from 
anc. NiCl_'6H20 solutions 
in 50-50 ETOH/HOH 
Sample 3; prepared from C4O4H2 
and NiCl2'6H20 solutions in 
large volumes of water at 
60°C 
28. 39 
24.83(+0.15) 
25.37(+0.15) 
27.79(+0.15) 
23.23 
23.04(+0.15) 
24.63(+0.15) 
22.67(+0.15) 
1.950 
2. 80 ( + 0.02) 
3.00(+0.02) 
2 .06 (+0.03) 
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The observed Ni content is 3.5 wt. % too low and the H 
content is 0.85 wt. % too high. The X-ray powder patterns 
obtained for these samples, however, are the same as those 
reported by West and Niu. The yields obtained using the 
above procedure were on the order of 50%; this was believed 
due to destruction of the ion in basic solution. The 
unexpected analytical results are believed due to extra 
water and some unknown carbon containing impurity in the 
powder. 
In an attempt to prepare better samples, squaric acid 
and NiClg'GHgO were dissolved directly in a 50/50 mixture 
of ethanol and water. The ethanol water mixture was used 
to aid in the solution of the squaric acid, which is only 
sparingly soluble in water. This preparation resulted in a 
powdered sample of the same appearance as sample 1 and the 
same Debye Scherer pattern. Yields were about 90%. The 
analytical results for a typical sample are given in Table 
3 (labeled sample 2). As can be seen, the Ni analysis is 
still 3.0 wt. % below the expected concentration. The C 
and H concentrations are high by 1.6 wt. % and 2.5 wt. % 
respectively. These results can be explained roughly by 
assuming about 0.41 moles ex':ra water and about 0.37 moles 
extra ethanol per mole of NiC^0^'2H20i These values were 
calculated from the experimental Ni and C concentrations and 
predict a H concentration of 3.08% compared to an experimental 
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value of 3.00(+0.02)%. Some of the extra solvent molecules 
might have been adsorbed on the surface of the very small 
crystals. Others could be occluded in the crystals or 
clathrated in the loose structure of the crystal (see 
discussion of structural studies). Susceptibility measure­
ments were made on this sample. 
Recently some NiC^0^'2H20 was prepared by combining a 
hot saturated aqueous solution of squaric acid with a hot 
dilute solution (0.4M) of NiCl2'6H20. Crystals precipitated 
on cooling the solution. The yield was 65%. Base was added 
to the mother liquor to neutralize the liberated HCl and on 
further reduction of the solution volume a second crop of 
crystals was obtained. The total yield of the two crops 
was 90%. The analytical results for Ni, C, and H are given 
in Table 3 (labeled sample 3). The analytical results for 
both crops of crystals were the same. As can be seen, these 
crystals are only 0.69 wt. % low in Ni, 0.55 wt. % low in C 
and 0.11 wt. % high in hydrogen. If the discrepancy is 
assumed to be due to extra water, and one assumes that there 
are about 0.22 moles of extra water, expected concentrations 
of 27.86 wt. % Ni, 22.79 wt. % C and 2.12 wt. % H are calcu­
lated, which are in good agreement with the experimental Ni 
and C concentrations ; the result for H is somewhat high but 
only slightly outside the estimated limits of error of the 
experimental results. Some susceptibility measurements were 
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made on this sample also. 
From the above, it seems evident that the disagreement 
between experimental and expected analytical results based 
on the chemical formula NiC^0^'2H20 for samples 2 and 3 
can be explained on the basis of solvent contamination of 
the samples. 
Samples 2 and 3 were analyzed for trace impurities by 
spark source mass spectrography by the Mass Spectrometry 
Group of this laboratory. The results are given in Table 
4. As can be seen, the impurity atoms detected in higher 
concentrations are Na, K, Ba and CI. Mn, Fe, Co, Cu and Zn 
are also observed. The results may be in error by as much 
as a factor of 10 in the case of CI; the results for Na and 
K may be regarded as upper limits. The results for the 
rest of the elements are accurate to within a factor of 5. 
The X-ray Debye-Scherer powder patterns for all three 
preparations were the same and corresponded closely to the 
powder pattern for CoC^O^*2H20 given by West and Niu (1963a). 
The d-values given by West and Niu for CoC^O^ *21120 are given 
in Table 5. They are indexed assuming a cubic crystal 
lattice; the above authors did not indicate that this was 
possible, and they do give four lines which do not fit into 
a cubic indexing scheme. However, all of these are easily 
identified as Cu KB lines. In Table 5 are also given the 
d-values for the NiC^0^'2H20 sample labeled as Sample 2 in 
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Table 4. Mass spectrometric analysis of NiC^O^-ZHgO 
samples. Results in atomic ppm 
Sample Sample Sample Sample. 1—I w
 2 3 Remarks El. 2 3 
ppm ppm ppm ppm 
Li In ND ND 
Be <.05 <.05 Sn ND ND 
B <.05 <.05 Sb ND ND 
C Te ND ND 
N I 
0 Cs 
F Ba 40 70 
Na 100 30 La <.9 < 4 
Mg Ce ND ND 
A1 Pr .4 4 
Si Nd ND ND 
P Sm ND ND 
S Eu .1 .3 
Cl 300 1000 Gd .4 .5 
K 3 70 Tb ND ND 
qa 3 10^ dy ND ND 
Sc ND ND Ho ND ND 
Ti ND ND Er ND ND 
V ND ND Tm ND ND 
Cr <3 <.5 Yb ND ND 
Mn 40 30 Lu .3 .3 
Fe 10 10 Hf ND ND 
Co 20 8 Ta ND ND 
Ni 111,000 111,000 Reference W ND ND 
Cu 1 3 Re ND ND 
Zn 4 20 Os ND ND 
Gâ ND ND Ir ND ND 
Ge ND ND Pt ND ND 
As ND ND Au ND ND 
Se .2 . 8 Hg ND ND 
Br .3 10 T1 ND ND 
Rb ND ND Pb 1 ND 
Sr ND ND Bi ND ND 
Y ND ND Th ND ND 
Zr ND ND U ND ND 
Nb Source 
Mo ND ND 
Ru ND ND 
Rb ND ND 
Pd ND ND 
Ag ND ND 
ca ND ND 
Remarks 
^D/ not detected. 
+1^ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
24 
25 
Comparison of d-values for C0C4O4.2H2O from West and Niu (1963a) with 
d-values obtained for NiC^O^-21120, sample 2 
CoC 404.2H20 NiC^0^-2H20 
h^+k^+1^ 
CoC40^-2H20 NiC.O. • 2H, 4 4 
and Niu, (Sample 2) (West and Niu, (Sample 2 
1963a) 1963a) 
8.15 = 8.06 26 1.591 1.580 
6. 32® 27 1.562 1.549 
5.75 5.69 29 1. 509 1. 496 
4.69 4.652 30 1.482 1.469 
4.07 4.026 32 1.434 1.423 
3.63 3.600 33 1.415 
3.31. 3.288 34 
3.18 = 35 1. 372 1.362 
3. 00 36 1. 354 1.343 
2.87 = 2.853 38 1. 316 1.285 
2. 83® 40 1.274 
2.71 2.683 41 1.285 
2.55 2.547 43 1.228 
2.45 2.433 44 1.208 
2. 32 2.324 51 1.128 
2.25 2.233 56 1.077 
2.17 2.152 59 1.048 
2.03 2.015 68 0.9788 
1. 965 72 0.9510 
1.911 1.901 75 0.9310 
1.863 1.847 76 0.9255 
1. 815 1.812 80 0.9015 
1.771 1.766 83 0.8855 
1.718 84 0.8565 
1. 658 1.644 99 0.8115 
1.624 1.612 100 0.8070 
00 to 
lines. 
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Table 3. A Nelson Riley extrapolation of back reflection 
o 
lines gives cubic lattice constants of 8.067(2)A and 
o 
8.062g(21)A for samples 2 and 3 respectively. The extra­
polations were made with the help of a computer program 
written by Vogel and Kempter (1959, 1961). 
Ito and West (1963) have measured the infrared and 
Raman spectra of the ion. The Raman spectrum was 
obtained from in aqueous solution. The infrared 
spectrum was obtained from a K^C^O^'HgO-Nujol mull. Ito 
and West carried out a normal coordinate analysis of the 
C^0^~ ion using a Urey-Bradley force field and made vibra­
tional mode assignments on the basis of these calculations. 
They found that the best agreement between calculated and 
observed spectra could be obtained by assuming symmetry 
for the ion. The infrared active vibrations are 
listed in Table 6. There are only five observed absorptions, 
four of which are fundamentals; there are seven Raman active 
fundamentals predicted for symmetry and seven are 
observed. 
West and Niu (1963a) also report the following absorp­
tions for NiC^O^ *21120: a very broad band in the region of 
1400-1700 cm ^, assigned to a mixture of C-0 and C-C stretch­
ing modes, in Table 6; sharp bands at 1105 cm ^ 
-1 -1 
A Va 6 ^ «i» \J f  ^  ^  ^m V  ^ ate M 
band. The band at 1105 cm ^ could be identified with 
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Table 6. Observed IR absorption frequencies and vibrational 
assignments for the ion in 
assuming symmetry (after Ito and West, 1963) 
IR absorption ^ 
frequency (cm~ ) 
Symmetry of 
normal mode Label and type of mode 
259 s 
^2u 
350 m 
^u 
1090 s 
^u 
1530 vs, V, . broad 
^u 
2200 w ®u 
, out of phase CO bending 
in plane CO bending 
^13' stretching 
v^2' CO stretching 
CC stretching 
^ R active, 1123 cm-1) 
-1 in Table 6 and the band at 2210 cm with They 
also observe a band at 1150 cm ^ which cannot be assigned 
unambiguously. 
Samples 2 and 3 in Table 3 were examined for IR absorp­
tions in the region 4000-600 cm ^ in both KBr pellet and 
Nujol mulls using a Beckman IR7 spectrophotometer. Both 
samples showed the following absorption bands : a very 
-1 -1 broad band centered at 1520 cm ; a sharp band at 1105 cm ; 
-1 
a somewhat weaker band at 2235 cm . No absorption was 
observed around 1150 cm ^. The three absorptions observed 
agree well with those reported by West and Niu in this region. 
There should, however, be some indications of absorp­
tions due to vibrational modes of water molecules, and in 
the case of sample 2, ethanol molecules. In fact, a very 
broad absorption was observed in both samples at 3270 cm ^ 
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which could be due to either the water or ethanol 0-H 
stretching mode (Nakomoto, 1963; Rao, 1963). In sample 2, 
but not in sample 3, additional absorptions were seen at 
-1 -1 2960 cm and 2900 cm due to the CH^ symmetric and 
-1 -1 
asymmetric stretching modes, and at 1088 cm and 104 8 cm 
due to the C-C-0 stretching modes in ethanol (Silverstein 
and Bassler, 1967). 
Crystals Grown in Silica Gel 
Crystals large enough for single crystal X-ray investi­
gations were grown by the silica-gel technique (Henish, 
Dennis,- and Hanoka, 1965). This method was used because 
NiC^0^'2H20 has a low solubility in water and large 
crystals cannot be grown from aqueous solution. The largest 
crystals obtained from aqueous solution are on the order of 
0.02 mm on a side. The compound decomposes at 300®C 
and crystals cannot be grown from a melt. 
The silica gel technique for growing crystals consists 
of separating the two reacting species, in this case C^O^" 
• I '1" 
and Ni ions, by silica gel. The two ions diffuse toward 
each other and form crystals in the gel which grow slowly 
to reasonably large size. The function of the gel is to 
provide a growth medium in which turbulence is eliminated 
and slow growth of crystals can be diffusion controlled; 
it also seems to act as a catalytic agent in initiating 
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crystal growth at nucleation sites, such as gel imperfec­
tions and dust particles. 
The gel is prepared by acidifying an aqueous solution of 
sodium metasilicate, NagSiO^'SHgO. An effective recipe for 
preparing gels is as follows: to 10 ml of 15% by wt. 
aqueous solution of sodium metasilicate 2 ml of 50% by 
volume of acetic acid is added; after intimate mixing of the 
two solutions, a gel will form within a few hours. Gels 
obtained in this way are soft and of low density. These 
are the characteristics needed to grow large crystals 
(Henish et al., 1965). 
Figure 5 illustrates the apparatus used. Silica gel is 
formed in a half inch diameter glass U tube. Dilute solu­
tions of potassium squarate and NiClg'GHgO are placed into 
the two arms of the U tube over the gel. Ni and 
ions diffuse slowly through the gel toward each other and 
crystals will start to form in the gel. Instead of potassium 
squarate solution, one can use solid squaric acid crystals 
covered by water. 
The crystals of NiC^O^* 211^0 grown in silica gel appear 
predominantly as transparent green cubes ; they are of various 
sizes with the largest on the order of 0.5 mm on a side. 
They appear to be of the same form as the solution grown 
crystals except for their larger size. On examination under 
a microscope, imperfections inside the crystals in the form 
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/2 pyrex 
u-tube 
0.5m nicl2 -6h2o 
silica gel 
crystals of 
n10404 • 2h2o 
Figure 5. Apparatus used fcr growing large NiC.0.'2H_0 
crystals ^ 
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of veils and crack's are visible. In Figure 6 the appearance 
of the crystals is seen. A view of any face of a crystal 
cube exhibits faint diagonal lines. These must be due to 
faults in the crystal; all crystals examined have these 
faults and many of them also exhibit other faults. 
The X-ray powder patterns of the crystals grown in 
silica gel are the same as those grown from solutions. 
Figure 6. Appearance of NiC^O^ *21120 in microscope by 
transmitted light (the smaller crystal is 0.145 
mm on edge) 
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structural investigation 
As has been discussed previously, the structure of Ni 
squarate dihydrate has been postulated by West and Niu 
(1963a) to be as given in Figure 4. Another possibility for 
the coordination about the Ni(II) ion was proposed by Ludi 
and Schindler (1968) and is given in Figure 4 also. Both of 
these structures would require either an extensively dis­
torted oxygen octahedron or a distorted squarate ion, if the 
Ni-0 bond distances are to be close to the expected value 
of 1.95A obtained from Slater's radii (Slater, 1964, 1965). 
A major purpose of this study was to determine the actual 
structure of nickel squarate in the solid state via single 
crystal X-ray diffraction techniques. The techniques of 
X-ray diffraction will not be discussed extensively. They 
are treated exhaustively by various authors in standard 
texts. The ones found most helpful in this work are: 
X-ray Structure Determination by Stout and Jensen (1968); 
Crystal Structure Analysis by Buerger (1960); International 
Tables for X-ray Crystallography (1952,1959, 1962), 
(these will be referred to from now on as ITXRC) and Chemical 
Crystallography by Bunn (1946). 
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Preliminary Results 
As discussed in the "sample preparation" section, 
initial attempts to grow sufficiently large crystals from 
aqueous solution for single crystal X-ray diffraction measure­
ments were unsuccessful. Crystals of a suitable size were 
grown in silica gel as described in the section on sample 
preparation. The crystals, identical in appearance to the 
crystals grown from solution, grew predominantly as green, 
transparent cubes. Their general appearance is given in 
Figure 6. The Debye-Scherer X-ray pattern of the crystals 
grown in silica gel is the same as those for crystals grown 
in aqueous and aqueous-alcoholic solutions. Since the powder 
patterns could be indexed on the basis of a cubic crystal 
lattice, it was considered unlikely that the structure con­
sisted of chains as suggested by West and Niu. The cubic 
unit cell size as determined from Debye-Scherer powder 
0 
patterns was found to be 8.068(?,)A for the gel grown crystals, 
-22 3 giving a unit cell volume of 5.252x10 cm . 
The density of the crystals was measured by the flota-
-3 tion technique in a mixture of bromoform (d(20°C)=2.89 g cm ) 
and carbon tetrachloride (d(25°C)=1.585 g cm ^); the density 
was found to be 1.99(+l)g cm This density, together 
with the measured unit cell volume, implies 3.04 (+2) mole­
cular units of NiC^O^'ZHgO per unit call. 
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Under the polarizing microscope nickel squar-ite 
crystals grown from solution and from silica gel behave 
typically as non cubic crystals, however. Cubic crystals 
are optically isotropic; that is, the speed of light is 
independent of the transverse vibration direction of the 
light ray, and consequently of its path through the crystal; 
the indices of refraction are the same for all possible 
transverse vibration directions of the light ray. When such 
a crystal is viewed as it is being rotated between two 
crossed Nicol prisms it will appear uniformly dark. That 
is, plane polarized light coming from the lower Nicol passes 
through a cubic crystal unaffected (for all possible orien­
tations of the crystal) and cannot pass the crossed Nicol 
analyzer, giving the characteristic dark appearance of the 
cubic crystal between crossed Niçois. 
Uniaxial crystals (hexagonal, tetragonal, trigonal) 
exhibit two refractive indices, for light vibrating parallel 
and perpendicular to the unique crystallographic axis. If 
such a crystal is examined between crossed Niçois with the 
unique axis perpendicular to the line of sight, the crystal 
will in general be found to be light except for four orien­
tations 90® apart at which the crystal will become dark, 
or extinct. These orientations are such that the unique 
crystallographic a^is is parallel or nernmndinnlar tn the 
plane of the polarized light. A complete discussion of 
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these and related optical phenomena are given by Bunn (1946) 
and Bloss (1961). 
When nickel squarate crystals are viewed between crossed 
Nicol prisms, extinctions at four distinct orientations 90° 
apart are observed when any crystal has one of its three 
pairs of cube faces perpendicular to the direction of view. 
At other orientations the crystals appear light. This 
property indicates that the crystal structure is not cubic, 
and is indicated in the series of pictures of Figure 7 
which show the appearance of two nickel squarate crystals 
between crossed polarizers at various orientations with 
respect to the Niçois. The planes of polarization are verti­
cal and horizontal for the polarizer and analyzer respective­
ly. The exposures were made at 10OX with a Zeiss polarizing 
photomicroscope kindly made available by Dr. Donald G. 
Biggs of the Geology Department at Iowa State University. 
The smaller crystal is 0.145 mm on edge. 
In addition, color patterns are observed on the faces 
of the crystals when viewed between crossed Niçois; these 
do not appear uniform as expected for a single crystal but 
show a regular pattern, which has fourfold symmetry about a 
point in the center of the face; these patterns are the 
same for all pairs of faces through which the crystal is 
^ y 1 ^ T? 1 *7 ^ J • M —* — A f 1- J _ — - —— — -.J.--.-
' w CL WaUOXi O ^  L#ii J. 6 jy .Lii 
the patterns of dark and light observed in the crystal faces. 
Figure 7. Appearance of NiC404 *21120 crystals between crossed 
niçois. The planes of polarization of the polar­
izer and analyzer are vertical and horizontal 
respectively. Successive pictures show the crystals 
progressively rotated. The smaller crystal is 
approximate!^» 0.145 mm on edge 
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(a) (f) 
(b) (g) 
(c) (h) 
lu (d) (i) 
'-jr^  
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The diagonal lines separating these patterns are also seen 
in crystals viewed by transmitted light only, as seen in 
Figure 6. These observations indicate that the crystals 
are probably "twinned". Each crystal cube appears to con­
sist of some multiple of six individuals. The appearance 
of the crystals under the microscope indicates that a 
crystal cube is made up of six square pyramids, the apexes 
of which are at the center of the cube and their bases 
forming the faces of the cube. Further, there are indi­
cations that each pyramid is composed of four individuals, 
bringing the total to twenty-four in a crystal cube. 
Since the Debye-Scherer powder pattern of the silica 
gel grown crystals can be indexed assuming a cubic crystal 
lattice, however, the question arises as to why this is so, 
and a study of the "twinned" crystal cubes and single 
crystal fragments by single crystal X-ray techniques was 
expected to shed light on the twinning mode and lead to a 
structure solution. 
In order to aid in the selection of a suitable crystal 
for single crystal X-ray investigation, the linear absorption 
co-efficient was calculated for NiC,0,'2H_0 from values of 4 4 2 
r-.vs absorption coefficients tabulated in ITXRC (1962) . 
The values found are: 
y (CuKa) = 38.6 cm ^ 
y(MoKa) =27.8 cm~^ 
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This would give for the optimum crystal size (Stout and 
Jensen, 1968) for maximum scattering, 
t ,(CuKa) = 0.52 mm 
opt 
( 2 )  
t^p^(MoKa) = 0.72 mm 
Since a crystal of 0.52 mm size would require 
absorption corrections to the measured diffraction intensi­
ties it is desirable to use a smaller crystal of about 0.1 
mm in its largest dimensions to permit elimination of ab­
sorption corrections. In the case of NiC^0^'2H20 crystals, 
which grow as cubes, a crystal of about 0.1 mm on a side 
should be suitable for data collection without the use of 
absorption corrections; larger crystals require absorption 
corrections to the measured diffraction intensities. 
Film Data 
A "twinned" crystal cube of about 0.5 mm on a side was 
selected and mounted in a goniometer on a glass fiber with 
one face perpendicular to the goniometer axis. The crystal 
was aligned roughly under the microscope. Rotation photo­
graphs obtained on a Weissenberg camera showed a real cell 
axis parallel to the goniometer axis and perpendicular to 
two crystal faces, and the final alignment along this axis 
was performea on tne Weissenberg camera. Rotation, hkO, 
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hkl, hk2 and hk3 reciprocal lattice level Weissenberg photo­
graphs were obtained and revealed the axis to be a fourfold 
rotation axis. The reciprocal lattice unit cell dimensions 
obtained from the rotation and the 0th level photographs 
agreed with the unit cell dimensions obtained from the 
powder patterns. The diffraction symmetry was found to be 
m3m, and no systematic extinctions were observed. The 
reciprocal lattice unit vectors are perpendicular to the 
faces of the crystal; the threefolds of the diffraction 
symmetry are along the body diagonals of the crystal; that 
is, the symmetry of the diffraction pattern (symmetry of 
the intensity weighted reciprocal lattice) coincides with 
the external shape symmetry of the crystal cube. For m3m 
diffraction symmetry a unique set of intensity data consists 
of all reflection intensities such that h ^  k ^  J, ^ 0, which 
is 1/6 of an octant. The larger set of reflections 
(h^k^O; 5, = 0, 1, 2, 3) was actually measured. In this 
set/ groups of reflections (h,k,&), (h,&,k), (k,&,h), should 
have the same diffraction intensities for m3m symmetry. 
This seemed to be the case on visual examination of the 
Weissenberg photographs, but was checked by making in­
tensity measurements. 
Intensity data was collected using the multiple film 
Weissenberg technique employing nickel filtered CuK^ radia­
tion. Four films each of the 0th to 3rd reciprocal lattice 
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levels were obtained simultaneously by packing four films 
at a time into the camera. Diffraction intensities were 
estimated visually for each film using a calibrated spot 
density scale prepared with the same crystal. Transmission 
factors for each set of four films were calculated using an 
averaging procedure involving all reflections readable on 
two or more adjacent films. Using these factors, average 
intensities normalized to the most intense films were calcu­
lated for each reflection. Rough uncertainties were assigned 
to each reflection according to the following criteria: 
a(I°) = K if I°<K 
(3) 
= 0.21° if I°>K 
where K is 16 times the minimum intensity on the spot 
density scale and 0.2 is the density increment of the spot 
density scale. This assignment of uncertainties is similar 
to the one introduced by Hughes (1941) and often used for 
film data. 
Lorentz-polarization and spot shape corrections to the 
intensities were made using tables from the ITXRC (1959.) . 
Absorption corrections were calculated using a program 
originally written by Busing and Levy . (1957). The calculated 
transmission factors for the diffraction intensities varied 
A  l ^ A  4 - ^  A  o  A  n  0. 1 ^ ^  / 1  A  A  \  f n  n  o  \  
— ^ v * .*. w WW V * ^ \ / V f U / CkilV* V'/ i 
tions, respectively. The observed relative absolute values 
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of the structure factors and their uncertainties were ob­
tained using the relations 
F°(hk&) = [I°(hkA)/(Lp)(A)]l/2 
(4) 
a(f^ ) = 
2F° (Lp)A 
189 intensities were measured; of these, 3 were judged to 
be zero and 33 had |F®l£ 2a; 134 were unique and 55 were 
related to the unique set by the diffraction symmetry. 
Even without bringing all intensities to a common scale, 
symmetry related intensities were within 2a of their 
averages. 
How to proceed from this point, however, presents a 
problem. In investigating a true single crystal a space 
group or several possible space groups are determined at 
this point from the diffraction symmetry and any observed 
extinction conditions. However, in this case, the optical 
observations indicate a non cubic crystal structure, with 
the crystal under investigation being a "twinned" crystal 
consisting of some multiple of six individuals. The ob­
served m3m diffraction symmetry requires that the orienta­
tions of these individuals be related to each other in 
such a way that all diffraction maxima of one individual 
wxuii a umc laxj-xj-aui loii xua^^xiiiuiu u j. i_i l-ucj. xiiu-x 
vidual. Further, the sum of the diffraction intensities 
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from all individuals must yield the observed m3m diffraction 
symmetry. This condition also requires that the dimensions 
and shape of the non-cubic unit cell of the true structure 
be very close to the cubic case, a=b=c, a=#=Y. In none of 
the Debye-Scherer powder patterns and diffractometer powder 
pattern tracings are splittings of the lines observed. Some 
indications of splittings are observed in Weissenberg 
photographs of a "twinned" crystal at 20 ^  140°, where a 
splitting into three spots is observed with separations of 
about 1.0° in 26 for the (10,0,0) reflection, for example. 
The splitting is in the direction of the reciprocal lattice 
line and can be interpreted as a combination of K„ -K, 
1 2 
splitting which is about of the same magnitude, and a 
o 
splitting of about 0.016A in the lattice constant of 
o 
8.068(2)A. The splitting is not found at smaller 26 values, 
being smaller than the spot size, if it is real. 
Since the twinning mode is not known one can only 
proceed with the analysis of the structure by ignoring the 
fact that the crystal is twinned and deriving a view of the 
"twinned" crystal as seen by the X-rays. This view will 
contain additional symmetry elements, introduced by the 
twinning, in addition to those of the true structure. It is 
hoped that these two types of symmetry can be separated and 
Accordingly, from the m3m diffraction symmetry and the 
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fact that no extinctions are observed, three possible space 
groups were found to be ^432^®^' 207), (T^^, 
no. 215) and (ITXRC, 1952). Since these 
space groups have 24, 24 and 48 general positions respective 
ly, and there are only 3 NiC^O^ *21120 units per unit cell, 
it follows that the Ni atoms and the centers of the 
ions must be located at special positions. The special 
threefold positions in all three space groups are the same, 
(1/2,0,0; 0,1/2,0; 0,0,1/2) and (0,1/2,1/2; 1/2,0,1/2; 
1/2,1/2,0). These positions correspond to the centers of 
the faces and the centers of the edges of the unit cell. 
One may put the nickels into either set of threefold posi­
tions and the squarate ions into the others; the two arrange 
ments are equivalent. If the nickel atoms are placed in 
the positions (1/2,1/2,0; 1/2,0,1/2; 0,1/2,1/2) it is pos­
sible to calculate the diffraction intensities from the 
nickel atoms alone; since on the average the nickel atom 
contributes more than 30% of the diffraction intensity to 
each reflection, one would expect the experimental intensi­
ties to parallel the calculated intensities. For the 
nickel positions only, the structure factors can be derived 
from the general expression 
F(hkA) = E f_(hk&) exp[27ri(hx +kv +£z )1 (5) 
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This sum can be separated into a sum over equivalent posi­
tions, and a sum over atoms within an asymmetric unit; 
F(hk«.) = E [E 
n m 
where the sum over n is over all unique atoms in an asymmetric 
unit and the sum over m is over the symmetry related atoms. 
The term in the square brackets can be written as 
T(hk«)„ = Z COS 
+ i r sin2%fhx^n+kym,n+t:m,n) 
= 
and are simplified by substituting the general posi­
tions of the space group under consideration. If the space 
group has a center of symmetry, then to every atomic 
position (x,y,z) there will correspond a position (x,y,z) 
and therefore B^=0. The simplified form of for the space 
group which has 48 equivalent positions and is centro-
symmetric is given in the ITXRC (1952) as 
A = 8 {cos (27rhx) [cos (2ïïky) cos (2ïïS,z)+cos (2TTAy) cos (2iTkz) ] 
+COS(2ïïhy)[cos(2nkz)cos(2n&x)+cos(2n&z)cos(2nkx)] 
+COS(2nhz)[cos(2nkx)cos(2n&y)+cos(2n2x)cos(2nky)]} 
b = 0 
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The asymmetric unit contains only one nickel atom at (1/2, 
1/2,0). The symmetry operations generate 48 other atoms at 
the same or different positions. Since there are only three 
Ni atoms per unit cell, expression (8) must be multiplied 
by 1/16. The structure factor expression for three nickel 
atoms in positions (1/2,1/2,0; 1/2,0,1/2; 0,1/2,1/2) in 
space group then reduces to 
F(hk&) = X 8 [2 cos (ïïh) cos (frk)+2cos ("iïh) cos (TTA ) 
+ 2cos(nk)cos(n&)]f^^(hkA) 
= [(-l)h(_i)k+(_i)&+(_i)k(-l)^]fQi(hkA) (9) 
= 3fj^j^(hk£)/ if h, k, i are all even or all odd 
= -fj^^(hk£), otherwise 
Or, the calculated diffraction intensities are 
I(hk&) = 9f^^(hk&) , if h, k, i are all even or all odd 
= f^^(hkil), otherwise. (10) 
The observed diffraction intensities do roughly follow these 
rules, although the other atoms in the unit cell are expected 
to modify this result somewhat. If either space group ^^32 
01^ P_ had been used, the results would have been the same. 
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Although neither space group is centric, a center is added by 
the Ni atoms if they are in the special positions discussed. 
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The position of the Ni atoms was confirmed by calculating 
a Patterson (Patterson, 1935; Buerger, 1959) function which 
is functionally the same as a Fourier electron density function 
but uses |F(hk&)|^ as the coefficient-tof the exponential terras 
instead of F(hk£). 
1 °° 
p (xyz) = — E F (hkJl) exp [-2ui (hx+ky+Jlz) (electron density) 
hk£ (11) 
1 2 
P (uvw) = — E |F(hk2)| exp [-2Tri (hu+kv+£w) (Patterson) 
^ hkA 
(12) 
This function, instead of giving the electron density distri­
bution in the unit cell obtained if a conventional electron 
density Fourier synthesis were made, exhibits peaks at all 
points which are end points of vectors between atoms in the 
actual structure. All these vectors originate at the origin 
of the Patterson map. The intensities of the peaks are 
proportional to the product of the atomic scattering factors 
of the atoms to which the interatomic vector belongs. If, 
as in nickel squarate, there are heavy atoms such as Ni(Z=28) 
and light atoms such as 0(Z=8) and C(Z=6) then the intensities 
of peaks due to Ni-Ni, Ni-0, Ni-C, 0-0, C-C and 0-C peaks 
should be proportional to the product of the atomic numbers 
of the two atoms involved, that is in the ratios of 
784:224:168:64:36:48. There is an intense origin peak 
2 proportional to E Z^. Although one has to contend with 
r 
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multiplicities, it is usually simple to differentiate 
between heavy-heavy, heavy-light and light-light peaks. 
The heavy-heavy interatomic vectors are then used to deter­
mine the positions of the heavy atoms by inspection or by 
superposition techniques. The heavy atom positions are 
used to calculate phases which are assigned to the observed 
moduli of the structure factors |F(hkS,)|. This procedure 
is called the heavy atom method for determining the phases 
of the observed |F(hk&)|'s. With these phases an electron 
density map can be calculated which will show additional 
atoms besides the heavy atoms. 
In the case of NiC^O^ *21120, the Patterson map was used 
to confirm the tentative placement of the nickel atoms in 
the special positions as discussed previously. For space 
group P^2m' expression (12) simplifies to (ITXRC, 1952) 
p °° 2 
P (uvw) = ^  E |F(hk&)| cos (2ïïhu) cos (2ïïkv) cos (2TrJlw) 
uvw 
0 (13) 
A program written by D. E. Williams^ was used to calculate 
2 the Patterson map using the observed |F(hk&)| 's obtained 
from films as discussed previously. It was assumed that the 
scale factors for the four reciprocal lattice levels were 
approximately the same since the films from which they were 
^Williams, D. E., Iowa State University of Science and 
Technology, Ames, Iowa, A JTOKTKAN IV program to calculate 
electron density and Patterson maps for orthorhombic and 
cubic space groups. Private communication. 1966. 
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(a) 
Figure 8. Patterson map calculated from film data. The 
scale is arbitrary. Solid contours are drawn at 
intervals of 20, starting at 0. Dashed contours 
are drawn at intervals of 100 starting at 100. 
Negative areas are stippled ({a) One quarter of 
section at w=0; the rest of the section is ob­
tained by rotating the map about a fourfold rota 
tion axis perpendicular to the section at the 
origin, (b) Patterson map section at w=l/2) 
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derived were taken under identical conditions as far as 
possible. The w=0 and 1/2 sections of the calculated 
Patterson map are given in Figure 8. The Ni-Ni peaks are 
observed at (1/2,1/2,0; 0,1/2,1/2; 1/2,0,1/2). These are 
exactly the interatomic vectors obtained from the positions 
assumed for the Ni atoms in the previous discussion. 
Since (E Z^^)/E ZQ ^  = 784/532 = 1.4, the phases derived 
from the nickel positions should be very good, but in any 
subsequent least squares refinement the R factor will be 
somewhat insensitive to the positions of the light atoms and 
the refinement will yield large uncertainties in the posi­
tional parameters of the light atoms (Stout and Jensen, 
1968, p. 278). Phases were assigned to the measured 
|F(hk&)|'s and the same program used in the Patterson 
synthesis was used to calculate an electron density map. 
The result is given in Figure 9. Figure 9(b) shows the 
electron density in one quarter of the z=l/2 unit cell face; 
Figure 9(a) shows the whole face. The outlines of two 
squarate ions can be seen, related to each other by mirror 
planes parallel to the z-axis. The skeleton of a squarate 
ion of dimensions as found in (Macintyre and 
Werkema, 1964) has been superimposed on one set of peaks. 
The oxygen peaks fit the assumed geometry well. The carbon 
peaks of the two ions are not well resolved. The intensitipr 
of the squarate oxygen peaks relative to the intensities of 
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the Ni peaks are such as to suggest only half an oxygen 
atom for each of the eight oxygen peaks in the face, the 
total being four squarate oxygens per face, or one squarate 
ion per face. The only significant electron density 
observed inside the unit cell is exemplified by the peaks 
seen in Figure 9(c) and 9(d) which show sections at z = 0 . 4 3 3  
and z=0.233; the peaks are those with peak heights of 22 and 
can be identified as water oxygens (the peaks with peak 
heights of 17 in the z=0.434 section are part of the 
squarate oxygen peaks in the z=l/2 section, and the ones 
with peak heights of 30 in the z=0.233 section are squarate 
oxygens in the yz and xz faces). The intensities of the 
water oxygen peaks relative to the intensities of the Ni 
peaks are such as to suggest only one quarter of an oxygen 
atom at each of the positions indicated in the sections at 
z=0.433 and z=0.233. There are twenty-four such peaks in 
the unit cell while there should only be six water oxygens 
per unit cell. It seems that the total electron density for 
the six water oxygen atoms is distributed over twenty-four 
peaks, each of them of intensity equivalent to 1/4 of an 
oxygen atom. 
Since two squarate ions cannot simultaneously occupy 
the same face of the unit cell and since the total electron 
density in the face represents only one squarate ion it 
follows that the observed electron density map is due to the 
Figure 9. Electron density map of NiC^O^ «21120 calculated 
from film data collected on a "twinned" crystal. 
°-3 
The scale is in O.leA . Solid contours are 
°-3 
drawn at intervals of leA and dashed contours 
o_3 
are drawn at intervals of lOeA starting at 
°-3 
lOeA , ((a) Section at 3=0.5; the whole face. 
°-3 
Areas where p(xyz) < leA are stippled. (b) 
Section at z=0.5; l74 of the face. (c) Section 
at z=0.433; 1/2 of the section. (d) Section at 
z=0.233, 1/4 of the section) 
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Figure 9 (Continued) 
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fact that the crystal under investigation is multiply twinned, 
and the observed image results from superposition of the 
images from two or more individuals in which the squarate 
ions are in different orientations. As seen by the X-rays, 
the arrangement of the Ni atoms appears the same in all 
individuals of the "twinned" crystal and only the orientation 
of the squarate ions and the positions of the water mole­
cules differ for different individuals. 
The structure of the unit cell of an untwinned crystal 
could be that shown in Figure 10. The Ni atoms are in the 
middle of the unit cell edges and the squarate ion is in 
the unit cell faces, with each squarate 0 atom bonded to 
a different Ni atom. The squarate ion is oriented so that 
a line through the O-C-C-0 atoms of the squarate ion makes 
an angle of = 20° with a line through two Ni atoms on 
opposite edges of the unit cell face. The three squarate 
ions are arranged so that there is a threefold axis of ro­
tation along the (1,1,1) direction in the unit cell. The 
water 0 atoms are placed around the Ni atoms to complete 0 
octahedra about the Ni atoms. In order to produce a 
"twinned" crystal with m3m diffraction symmetry one would 
need some multiple of eight individuals with their threefold 
axes pointing along both directions of the body diagonals 
of the unit cell of the "twinned" crystal. In Figure 10 
the water oxygens are drawn for only one Ni atom in order 
Figure 10. Proposed structure for NiC.0.». Schematicostereo pair. The large 
spheres represent Ni atoms (Slater radius=l.35A); the smaller spheres 
represent oxygen atoms (Slater radius=0.60Â). The squarate ion is 
represented by the squarate oxygens only. The octahedral coordination 
about one Ni atom is indicated. The stippled circles represent 
squarate oxygen atoms from different unit cells and the solid black 
circles represent water oxygens. The rest of the water oxygen atoms 
have been omitted to avoid undue complication in the diagram. There is 
a Cg rotation axis along the body diagonal indicated as a dotted line 
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to avoid undue complexity, and to show the octahedral coordi­
nation about the Ni atom. 
In this proposed structure, there is no reason why 
the angles between the (1,0,0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,1) axes 
should be 90°. The threefold rotation axis along the 
(1,1,1) direction only requires that they be equal, and in 
general, one would expect the structure as depicted in 
Figure 10 to be elongated or compressed along the (1,1,1) 
direction. 
If the actual structure is in fact as proposed above, 
the observed cubic diffraction symmetry and unit cell 
dimensions (including unit cell angles) for the twinned 
crystal indicate that such a distortion is very small. The 
squarate ions need not be exactly in the plane of the unit 
cell face. In fact it is considered most likely that they 
are tipped slightly out of the faces in order to render the 
coordination about the Ni atoms more closely octahedral, 
the threefold symmetry along the (1,1,1) direction being 
maintained. In this proposed structure it is possible for 
each water molecule to form two hydrogen bonds to two 
squarate oxygens on different squarate ions which have a 
lone pair of electrons situated in a favorable position. In 
fact it is these hydrogen bonds which might in large measure 
stabilize the structure as it is Tf. ho'*rever,- one 
admits the possibility that the squarate ions are not 
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strictly coplanar with the Ni atoms to which they are 
bonded, then one must recognize that the peaks observed in 
the electron density map are really the sum of peaks slightly 
above and below the apparent common plane observed. Such a 
possibility would be reflected in electron density peaks 
elongated in the direction perpendicular to the apparent 
squarate ion plane; it would also cast some uncertainty on 
bond lengths and bond angles derived from the average posi­
tions of the squarate ions. 
To obtain rough C-C, C-0 and Ni-0 bond distances, a 
least squares refinement of all atomic positions as seen in 
the Fourier map was performed, although it was recognized 
that the bond distances obtained in this manner would not 
be very accurate because the assumed structure in the refine­
ment would be incorrect. The space group was assumed 
and the nickel atoms were placed in the special positions 
found from the Patterson. The squarate oxygen and carbon 
atoms were placed in the positions obtained from the Fourier 
map with occupation factors of 1/2. The water oxygen was 
placed in the observed position with an occupation factor of 
1/4. Isotropic temperature factors were used and only the 
(x,y) coordinates of the squarate oxygen and carbon atoms, 
the (x,y,z) coordinates of the water oxygen atom, all iso­
tropic temperature factors and four scale factors (for the 
hkO, hkl, hk2 and hk3 reflections respectively) were allowed 
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to vary. The refinement was carried out using a full 
matrix least squares program (Busing, Martin and Levy, 
1962) . Atomic scattering factor tables used were those of 
Hansen, Herman, Lea and Skillman (1964) and those in 
ITXRC (1962). Weights for each reflection were taken as 
— 2 
w(h,k,&) = [cr(h,k,Jl)] where a(h,k,&) is the estimated un­
certainty in F^(h,k,il) as described previously. All data 
were used in the refinement. Four cycles of refinement led 
to a discrepancy factor, 
R =2 ||f°| - | F^1 j/Z |f°| (14) 
of 15.2%, and a weighted discrepancy factor, 
= (Zw(F° - F°)^).^'^^/(Zw(F°)^)l/2 (15) 
of 20.6%. The positional parameters and temperature factors 
are given in Table 7. The uncertainties in the positional 
o 
parameters are 0.015-0.025A and will result in bond dis­
tances with large uncertainties. Ni-0, C-0, and C-C bond 
distances obtained from the positional parameters in Table 7 
are given in Table 8 (Busing, Martin and Levi, 1964). The 
geometry of the squarate ion and the coordination about the 
nickel atom deduced from these results consistent with the 
proposed structure given in Figure 10 is shown in Figure 11. 
The Ni-0 bond distances are within the accepted range of 
o 
1.95-2.17A observed in various compounds (Slater, 1965; 
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Table 7. Positional and thermal parameters derived from 
the film data 
Atom X  y  z  B 
Ni 0.0* 0.5* 0.5* 3.76(14) 
Os 0.1041(18) 0.2629(19) 0.5* 5.12(30) 
C 0.0412(26) 0.1228(25) 0.5* 5.35(54) 
Ow 0.2343 (23) 0.4075(28) 0.4421(32) 2.01(44) 
^Parameter not varied. 
ITXRC, 1962). The C-0 and C-C bond distances are withi%-their 
e.s.d.'s of the values found for the squarate ion in 
^2^4*^4*^2*^ by Macintyre and Werkema' (1964, see Figure 
2(b)). The C-C-0 bond angles of the squarate ion are found 
to be 140.6(2.1)° and 129.4(2.1)° which deviate considerably 
from the 135° expected for the ion with symmetry. The 
various O-Ni-0 bond angles given in Table 8 and Figure 11 
Table 8. Bond distances and angles derived from the film 
data 
bond distances bond angles 
Ni-Og 2.089(15)Â Og-c-c 140 .6(2.1)° 
Ni-O* 2.085(19 >Â C-Og-Ni 132 .1(1.3)° 
C-Os 1.239(24)Â 0 -Ni-O s w 92 .1(0.6)° 
C-C 1.478(30):Â 0 -Ni-0 
s s 
11 
80 .7(0.3)° 
angle of cocking of squarate ion in the 
' ' 99 
f ace : 
.2(0.3)° 
21.6° 
Figure 11. Bond distances and bond angles derived from film data assuming "twin­
ning" and actual structure as given in Figure 10. The complete 
coordination about only one Ni atom is shown. All atoms except the 
water O atoms and the two squarate O atoms indicated are at z=0.5. 
The z coordinates of two squarate O atoms and two water O atoms are 
given. The z coordinates of the rest of the water O atoms depend 
on the choice of orientation of the squarate ion in the xz and yz 
face. The circles indicating the atoms gre drawnto correspond 
to Slater atomic radii (Ni-1.35A, 0-0.60A, C-0.70A) 
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vary from 80.7 to 99.2°. These angles could be closer to 90° 
if the squarate ion were allowed to tilt slightly out of the 
plane, without altering the Ni-0 bond distances significant­
ly. 
The large temperature factor found for the Ni atom could 
be due to generally inaccurate data, or it could be due to 
the possibility that in the real structure the shape of the 
unit cell deviates sufficiently from the cubic case, so that 
Ni atoms in different individuals in the "twinned" crystal 
are not on lattices strictly commensurate, thus yielding a 
diffraction pattern which is characteristic of an enlarged 
atom. The least squares program can only accommodate the 
trial structure to this situation by increasing the tempera­
ture factor of the nickel atom. This same type of effect 
might be operating with respect to the squarate ion atoms 
if the ion is in fact tilted slightly out of the face. 
A list of observed and calculated structure factors 
is given in Table 9. 
Counter Data 
In order to determine the cause of the large estimated 
standard deviations in the atomic positions and the large 
temperature factor obtained for Ni, intensity data was 
collected for a second crystal on a General Electric single 
crystal orienter using Zr filtered MoK^ radiation. The 
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Table 9. Observed and calculated structure factors for the 
"twinned" crystal. Film data. R=15.2% 
L = 0 7 7 47 -37 9 5 34 40 7 6 0 -12 
H K FO FC 6 6 91 -90 8 6 32 33 
1 0 287 -428 L = 1 7 7 66 65 7 7 33 —44 
2 0 762 1049 H K FO FC 
3 0 511 -589 1 0 377 -561 L = 2 L = 3 
FC 4 0 658 654 2 0 ICI 51 H K FO FC H K FO 
5 0 395 -324 3 0 327 -276 1 0 117 51 1 0 339 -27 6 
6 0 85 120 4 0 37 -18 2 0 382 364 2 0 175 -147 
7 0 58 -70 5 0 166 -195 3 0 152 -147 3 0 175 -167 
8 0 219 205 6 0 61 76 4 0 478 430 4 0 158 -157 
9 0 24 -22 7 C 83 -93 5 0 168 -135 5 0 89 -64 
10 c 66 61 8 c  15 -31 6 0 189 169 6 0 39 -3 
1 1 358 -561 9 0 70 -69 7 0 52 -50 7 0 93 -59 
2 1 114 51 10 0 15 -4  8 0 174 153 A 0 46 -4 7 
2  1 398 -276 1 1 466 341 9 0 28 -22 9 0 14 -15 
4 1 35 -18 2 1 88 -122 10 0 32 40 1 1 478 376 
5 1 194 -195 3 1 451 376 1 1 126 -122 2 1 166 -110 
6 1 70 76 4 1 87 -82 2 1 99 -92 3 1 385 411 
7 1 95 -93 5 1 342 344 3 1 163 -lie 4 1 70 — 60 
8 1 36 -31 6 1 0 -37 4 1 191 -210 5 1 305 293 
9 1 82 -69 7 1 110 98 5 1 119 -100 6 1 62 -58 
10 1 23 -4 8 1 55 -36 6 1 144 -128 7 1 143 124 
2 2 377 364 9 1 104 92 7 1 36 -8 8 1 63 -49 
3 2 156 -147 IC 1 0 -11 8 1 59 -54 9 1 65 63 
4 2 487 430 2 2 89 -92 9 1 35 -25 2 2 86 -92 
5 2 170 -135 3 2 151 -lie 10 1 14 -12 3 2 150 -165 
6  2 209 169 4 2 195 -21C 2 2 233 262 4 2  171 -178 
7 2 52 -50 5 2 118 -100 3 2 84 -92 5 2 111 -108 
8 2 181 153 6 2 138 -128 4 2 419 422 6 2 78 -63 
9 2 32 -22 7 2 36 -8 5 2 83 -70 7 2 70 -51 
IC 2 37 40 8 2 63 -54 6 2 222 237 8 2 33 -25 
3 3 197 -167 9 2 34 -25 7 2 43 -51 3 3 339 420 
4 3 164 -157 10 2 17 -12 8 2 134 119 4 3 25 -3 5 
5 3 84 -64 3 3 370 411 9 2 34 -24 5 3 231 256 
6 3 33 -3 4 3 64 —60 3 3 153 -165 6 3 69 -72 
7 3 100 -59 5 3 293 293 4 3 170 -178 7 3 122 123 
8 3 55 -47 6 3 58 -58 5 3 118 -108 8 3 48 —44 
9 3 22 -15 7 3 139 124 6 3 74 -63 9 3 36 44 
4 4 163 132 8 3 59 -49 7 3 66 -51 4 4 75 -61 
5 4 154 -123 9 3 62 63 8 3 32 -25 5 4 36 -25 
6 4 129 115 4 4 50 59 4 4 168 188 6 4 62 -63 
7 4 27 -13 5 4 80 -87 5 4 76 -79 7 4 29 -17 
8 4 118 93 6 4 59 -44 6 4 143 153 8 4 28 -33 
5 5 78 58 7 4 44 ^54 7 4 24 -17 5 5 12 8 139 
6 5 54 — 67 8 4 20 -5 8 4 85 72 6 5 47 -47 
7 5 27 -13 9 4 45 -36 5 5 46 -54 7 5 76 83 
8 5 66 -57 5 5 154 16C 6 5 25 -29 8 5 18 -23 
6 6 152 126 6 5 49 -35 7 5 54 -55 6 6 50 -47 
7 6 28 -23 7 5 105 98 8 5 26 -11 7 6 17 -16 
8 6 65 56 8 5 33 -35 6 6 109 120 7 7 28 46 
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crystal used was a cube 0.114 mm on a side; it was oriented 
in the same way as the one used in collecting the film data, 
the fourfolds of the apparent m3m diffraction symmetry 
again being perpendicular to pairs of crystal faces. The 
crystal was oriented in the spectrogoniometer (single 
crystal orienter) using the procedures of Furnas (1957) 
who gives a comprehensive description of the use of the 
spectrogoniometer. Three reflections, (8,0,0), (0,8,0) 
and (0,0,8) were used as standard reflections, and were used 
throughout the data taking procedure to check the stability 
of the X-ray source and cr} al alignment. No systematic 
variations in the diffraction intensities of these standard 
reflections was observed during the period of intensity 
measurements. 
From the instrumental orienter settings for these 
o 
three reflections a value of a = 8.068gA for the cubic 
lattice constant was calculated, in excellent agreement with 
the value of 8.06 8(2) obtained from Debye-Scherer powder 
patterns. The orienter settings for these three reflections 
were used also to generate the settings for all reflections 
with 20 £ 100°, using a program written by Williams^. 
The intensities of the reflections were measured using 
^Williams, D. E., Department of Chemistry, Iowa State 
University of Science and Technology, Ames, Iowa. Generation 
^  f  e  1  ^  ^  ^  ^  1  ^  ^  —  J  —  -  —  ^  —  —  —  — — \  —  —  f  .  
— — ^ Ckzi ^  u. CO • JC X JL V A L.C ^ d Oil # 
1966. 
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a 6-20 coupled scan with a 5° takeoff angle. Forty second 
stationary-counter background counts were made before and 
after the scan across the reflection. The scan across the 
reflection was at an angular velocity of 2"/minute in 26 
for 100 seconds, or a total scan of 3.32°. The scan was 
started 1.6° in 26 before the calculated position of the 
reflection, placing the reflection approximately at the mid­
point of the scan. A ratemeter output of the count rate on 
a chart recorder was monitored to insure that all of a 
particular reflection was included in the scan. 
The integrated count for each reflection was corrected 
for background by subtracting an average integrated back­
ground count (=1.25(BGRD1+BGRD2)). Lorentz and polarization 
corrections were made. Absorption corrections were made in 
the same manner as discussed for the film data. The linear 
absorption coefficient used was 27.8 cm ^ and the calculated 
transmission factors varied from 0.758 to 0.788 for the 
(1,0,0) and (6,6,6) reflections respectively. Standard 
deviations were assigned to the intensities according to the 
formula: 
0(Iq) = (C + + (0.05C)2 + (O.OSC^)^ + (0.05A)2)l/2 
(16) 
where C, , and A are the total counts, the background 
counts, and the absorption correction respectively. The 
quadratic terms correspond to estimated systematic errors in 
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the total counts and background counts due to X-ray tube 
instability and estimated errors in the absorption correction 
of 5%. The standard deviations of the observed structural 
factors were calculated using Equation 4. 
All 481 possible reflections with h ^ k ^  5, ^ 0 and 
with 26<90® (sin 0/X < 0.996) were scanned. Of these, 288 
reflections were found to have intensities above background; 
an additional 25 were found to have F°_<2o and were taken to 
be unobserved. This resulted in a unique set of 263 
reflections. Many of these were measured twice and some 
more often; duplicate measurements were averaged. In addi­
tion, 44 reflections which are related to' the unique set 
by the diffraction symmetry were also measured (to check 
the diffraction symmetry); two of these had F°<2o. It was 
found that the intensities of 39 of these were within a, and 
the rest were within 2a of the average of the symmetry 
related reflection intensities. 
An electron density map was calculated from this data 
using phases determined from assumed Ni positions as dis­
cussed previously for the film data. The results are given 
in Figure 12. Figure 12(a) shows a section through the 
whole face at z=l/2. As can be seen the carbon atom peaks 
of the two superimposed squarate ions are now resolved. 
The squarate ion skeleton superimposed on one set of peaks 
has the dimensions found for the ion in K.C.O.'H.O. A more 2 4 4 2 
Figure 12. Electron density map calculated from counter data 
collected on a "twinned" crystal. The scale is 
®-3 
in O.leA . Solid contours are drawn at inter-
°-3 0-3 
vais of leA , starting at leA , and dashed 
0-3 
contours are drawn at intervals of lOeA 
o_3 
starting at lOeA ((a) Section at z=0.5; the 
o_3 
whole face. Areas where p(xyz)_<leA are 
stippled. (b) Section at z=0.5; 1/4 of the 
face. (c) Section at z=0.438; 1/4 of the section, 
(d) Section at z=0.219; 1/4 of the section) 
(a) 
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Figure 12 (Continued) 
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detailed map is given in Figure 12(b) where only one quarter 
of the section at z=l/2 is shown. Figures 12(c) and 12(d) 
show sections at z=0.438 and z=0.219. These sections show 
the water oxygen peaks in the positive octant of the unit 
cell. The conclusions reached from consideration of the 
electron density map calculated from the film data also 
hold for the counter data map. In addition one can see 
that the squarate oxygen peak as seen in Figure 12(d) is 
elongated in the direction perpendicular to the face it is 
in. This could be an indication that the squarate ion is 
tilted out of the plane of the nickel atoms. 
A least squares refinement using the above 307 observed 
reflections and using the positional and isotropic-thermal 
parameters obtained from the film data led, after four cycles 
of full matrix least squares refinement, to an unweighted R 
factor of 10.1% and a weighted R factor of 10.4%. The re­
sulting positional and thermal parameters are given in 
Table 10. The calculated bond distances and bond angles, 
assuming the structure to be as given in Figure 10, are given 
in Table 11. As can be seen, the thermal parameters for 
the Ni, Og and C atoms have been reduced, compared to the 
film data, by 57%, 40% and 38% respectively. The thermal 
parameter of the 0^ atom has increased slightly. The posi­
tional parameters have changed somewhat, the changes ranging 
from one to five times the e.s.d.'s in the film data 
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Table 10. Positional and isotropic thermal parameters de­
rived from counter data for a "twinned" crystal 
Atom X Y z B 
0.0^ 0.5^ 0.5^ 1. 60(44) 
°s 0.0979(13) 0.2647(13) 0.5^ 3. 07(18) 
C 0.0457 (17) 0.1222(18) 0.5^ 3. 33(31) 
ow 0.2366 (20) 0.4202(58) 0.4336(62) 2. 09(39) 
Parameters not varied. 
Table 11. Bond distances and bond angles derived from 
counter data for a "twinned"crystal assuming iso­
tropic thermal parameters 
bond distances bond angles 
Ni-0 
s 
Ni-0^ 
2.056(10)A 
2.084 (16)A 
0 -C-C 
s 
C-0 -Ni 
s 
134. 
140. 
6(1.4) « 
6(2.1)° 
Os-C 1.224 (16)A 0 -Ni-0 
w 
93. 8(1.3)° 
c-c 1.489(20)A 0 -Ni-0 ''' 
s s 
81. 5(0.2)° 
0 -Ni-0 ' • ' 
w s 
96. 6(1.3) ° 
Squarate ion orientation: angle between O-C-C-0 vector of 
squarate ion and across face Ni-Ni vector: 
from 0 position, 6 = 20.3 (+0.4) 
from C position, 6 = 20.5 (+1.0) 
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positional parameters. For the 0^ and C atoms the e.s.d.'s 
decreased by about 30%. For the 0 atom the e.s.d. in the x 
coordinate remained the same, while the e.s.d.'s in the y 
and z coordinates doubled. The decreases in the thermal 
parameters and in some e.s.d.'s of the positional parameters 
were expected because of the greater accuracy of the counter 
data and the larger number of reflections measured; the 
increase in the e.s.d.'s of the 0^ positional parameters is 
not explained. 
Since the electron density map calculated from the 
counter data gave indications that the 0^ atoms had a non-
spherical electron peak distribution it was decided to carry 
out a least squares refinement using anisotropic thermal 
parameters. Because of symmetry the Ni atom had to be con­
sidered to vibrate isotropically, while for the 0^ and C 
atoms one principle vibration direction had to be assumed 
perpendicular to the unit cell face. This attempt was un­
successful because the thermal parameter matrix of the 0^ 
atom was not positive definite after one cycle of refinement. 
Therefore a least squares refinement was performed in which 
the Ni and 0^ atoms were assumed to have isotropic temperature 
factors and the 0 and C atoms were considered to have 
s 
anisotropic temperature factors; after two cycles of least 
squares refinement an unweighted R factor of 8.8% and a 
weighted R factor of 9.4% were obtained. The resulting 
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Table 12. Positional and thermal parameters derived from 
counter data for a"twinned" crystal, assuming 
anisotropic thermal parametersa for 0^ and C 
Atom 
Ni Ô C 5 
s w 
X 0 . 0 ^  0 . 0 9 8 1 ( 1 1 )  0 . 0 4 6 0 ( 1 4 )  0 . 2 3 6 3 ( 1 9 )  
y 0 . 5 ^  0 . 2 6 4 2 ( 1 0 )  0 . 1 2 2 0 ( 1 4 )  0 . 4 1 8 9 ( 3 7 )  
2  0 . 5 ^  0 . 5 ^  0 . 5 ^  0 . 4 3 3 9 ( 3 9 )  
3 ^ ^ x 1 0 ^ 5 . 8 4 ( 0 . 3 0 )  8 . 2 1 ( 1 . 3 1 )  9 . 0 5 ( 1 . 6 9 )  9 . 5 3 ( 2 . 1 1 )  
$ 2 2  5 . 8 4 *  7 . 5 7 ( 1 . 2 4 )  7 . 4 1 ( 1 . 3 6 )  9 . 5 3 ^  
^23 
'l2 
®13 
^23 
g g i  5 . 8 4 *  2 0 . 9 6 ( 2 . 1 6 )  1 7 . 0 0 ( 2 . 2 7 )  9 . 5 3 *  
0 *  - 1 . 8 6  ( 1 . 0 9 )  1 . 4 8 ( 1 . 2 3 )  0 *  
0* 0* . 0* 0* 
3oo 0* 0* 0* 0* 
^hexçaal parameters are defined byexp[-(B^^h +$22%' 
+6^^&^+26^2hk+26^^ha+2323ka)]. 
^Parameters not varied. 
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positional and thermal parameters are given in Table 12 
and the resulting bond disLances, assuming a structure as 
given in Figure 10 are given in Table 13 and Figure 13. The 
changes in the positional parameters in going from iso­
tropic thermal parameters to anisotropic thermal parameters 
for Og and C are all less than the e.s.d.'s of either set 
of the positional parameters. The e.s.d.'s themselves have 
all decreased somewhat. The derived bond distances and bond 
angles are also within their e.s.d.'s of each other in the two 
cases. A list of observed and calculated structure factors 
resulting from the counter data taken on the "twinned" 
crystal is given in Table 14. 
Table 13. Bond distances and bond angles derived from 
counter data for a "twinned" crystal, assuming 
anisotropic thermal parameters for 0^ and C 
bond distances bond angles 
Ni-Og 2.060(9)A C-O^-Ni 137.3(0.8)° 
Ni-0^ 2.085(16)A 0 -C-C 134.4(1.2)° 
0 -C 1.222(14)A 0 -Ni-0 93.5(1.1)° 
s o S W 
C-C 1.487(16)A Og-Ni-Og'" 81.5(0.2)° 
O^-Ni-Og'!' 96.6(1.1)° 
Squarate ion orientation: angle between O-C-C-0 vector of 
squarate ion and across face Ni-Ni vector 
from 0 position 9 = 20.3(0.4)° 
from C position 0 = 20.5(1.0)° 
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Table 14. Observed and calculated structure factors for the 
"twinned" crystal. Counter data. R=8.8% 
L c 7 5 54 -50 13 3 115 99 
H K FO FC 8 5 136 -122 3 4 117 -106 
1 0 399 -459 9 5 24 -13" 4 4 34 25 
2 0 1307 1195 10 5 64 -47 5 4 140 -142 
3 0 575 -623 11 5 49 -52 6 4 101 -1C3 
4 0 821 806 12 5 62 -27 7 4 83 -94 
5 C 453 -•457 0 6 192 196 8 4 54 -45 
b 0 186 196 6 6 286 281 9 4 118 -113 
7 0 114 -105 7 6 66 -79 10 4 103 -98 
a 0 374 377 9 6 170 177 11 4 76 -53 9 c 65 -68 9 6 49 -59 12 4 48 -49 
10 0 199 184 IC 6 125 123 13 4 39 -39 
11 0 64 -62 11 6 31 -29" 3 5 486 485 
12 c 121 130 12 6 76 67 4 5 134 -142 
13 0 IC2 -82 6 7 57 -79 5 5 308 331 
14 c 80 65 7 7 104 -97 6 5 106 -108 
0 1 4C3 -459 8 7 67 -70 7 5 243 244 
1 1 511 -605 9 7 49 -38 8 5 77 -87 
3 1 411 -336 11 7 66 -4C 9 5 154 154 
4 1 61 -61 C 8 383 377 10 5 42 -47 
5 1 242 -234 7 8 69 -70 11 5 146 133 
A I 62 55 3 8 135 140 12 5 25 -25" 
7 1 144 • -150 9 8 63 52 13 5 65 78 
8 1 76 -71 10 8 112 101 5 6 88 -108 
a 1 128 ' -127 12 8 46 67 6 6 169 -175 
IC 1 61 -52 8 9 77 -52 7 6 52 -36 
11 1 65 -58 9 9 62 -45 8 6 45 -37 
12 1 57 -48 8 10 lie 101 9 6 46 -38 
13 1 51 -32 10 IC 69 61 10 6 51 -56 
2 13C9 1195 0 14 66 65 6 7 66 -36 
2 2 514 497 7 7 212 209 
? 2 195 -198 8 7 76 -56 
4 2 646 608 I • 1 9 7 134 128 
•i 2 222 -230 H K FO FC 10 7 55 -26* 
6 2 335 319 c 1 462 -605 11 7 97 96 
7 2 97 -84 1 1 632 457 1 8 97 -112 
c 2 335 337 2 1 131 -152 6 8 18 -37' 
Ç 2 79 -77 3 1 596 520 9 9 118 113 
IC 2 152 152 4 1 14C -136 10 9 59 -9 
11 2 69 -55 Î 1 553 538 
12 2 79 98 6 1 37 -58 3 603 -623 7 1 232 235 L • 2 
1 3 404 -336 8 1 111 -112 H K FO FC 
2 3 194 -198 9 1 247 241 0 2 524 497 3 221 -222 IC 1 19 -27" 1 2 125 -124 
4 3 216 -220 11 1 128 142 2 2 384 348 
5 3 116 -103 12 1 14 -10" 3 2 121 -124 
6 7 -zr 13 1 152 128 4 2 579 587 
7 3 140 -116 15 1 13 45" 5 2 89 -113 
8 3 98 -96 1 2 132 -152 6 2 373 424 
9 3 63 52 2 2 134 -124 7 2 88 -71 
10 3 49 -34 3 2 191 -161 8 2 290 306 
11 3 58 -43 4 2 264 -271 9 2 65 -86 
0 4 821 806 5 2 174 -173 10 2 138 133 
1 4 66 -61 6 2 217 -213 11 2 65 -61 
2 4 668 608 7 2 75 -68 12 2 96 82 
3 4 218 -220 8 2 ICO -111 3 3 234 -219 
4 4 295 279 9 2 7C -66 4 3 2 54 -246 
5 4 225 -215 10 2 65 54 5 3 19C -178 
6 4 247 248 11 2 42 -4C 7 3 126 -114 
7 4 52 -63 12 2 25 34" 8 3 91 -84 
3 4 243 242 C 3 378 -336 9 3 49 -39 
9 4 42 -17 I 3 585 520 10 3 42 -24 
IC 4 181 186 2 3 195 -161 3 4 256 -246 
11 4 37 -27 3 3 595 567 4 4 333 341 
12 4 lis 101 4 3 103 -106 5 4 147 -141 
0 5 450 -457 5 3 492 485 6 4 305 312 
I 5 245 234 6 3 113 -101 7 4 63 -53 
2 5 225 -230 7 3 280 271 8 4 219 224 
3 5 114 -103 8 3 116 -116 IC 4 19 169' 
4 5 228 -215 9 3 177 191 4 5 125 -141' 
5 3 52 54 10 3 66 -59 S 5 IC4 -134 
6 S 100 -97 11 3 122 131 6 5 58 -61 
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IC 5 64 -55 
11 5 56 -42 
6 6 220 237 
7 6 75 -81 
e 6 146 156 
9 6 61 -27 
10 6 117 122 
11 6 29 -32" 
7 7 26 -51" 
e 7 81 -72 
? 7 51 -49 
10 7 25 -43* 
8 P 114 129 
9 9 47 -57 
L = 5 
H K FO FC 
5 5 170 221 
6 5 102 -118 
7 5 144 186 
e 5 58 -45 
9 5 86 116 
IC 5 47 53 
11 5 86 96 
h 6 52 -28 
7 6 63 -68 
8 6 52 -28 
9 6 48 -45 
8 7 24 -27* 
9 7 65 104 
IC 7 36 -37* 
11 7 85 75 
8 8 43 -39 
9 8 29 -29" 
IC e 21 -21" 
9 Ç 81 88 
11 9 79 57 
L • 6 
H K FO FC 
c 6 273 281 
t 6 147 174 
7 6 55 -54 
A 6 IOC 110 
IC 6 89 87 
12 6 48 70 
7 7 47 -45 
P 7 63 -45 
9 7 25 -3tf 
8 8 84 91 
9 8 26 -2r 
10 8 62 67 
11 8 69 -23 
L • ^ 
H K FO FC 
n 7 112 -97 
7 7 107 124 
9 7 80 92 
IC 7 26 -3C* 
11 7 69 63 
8 8 39 -45 
9 9 79 76 
L • 8 
H K FO FC 
r P 119 140 
8 8 67 79 
10 8 64 53 
L • 9 
M K hO PC 
9 9 TS 62 
Figure! 13. Bond distances and bond angles derived from counter data assuming 
"twinning" and actual structure as given in Figure 10. The complete 
coordination about only one Ni atom is shown. All atoms except the 
water O atoms and two squarate O atoms, as indicated, are at z=0.5. 
The z coordinates of two O atoms and two squarate O atoms are given. 
The 2 coordinates of the rest of the water 0 atoms depend on the 
assumed orientations of the squarate ions in the xz and yz faces 
8.068 A 
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Crystal Fragments 
Attempts were made to obtain a single crystal fragment 
by breaking the "twinned" crystal cubes according to the ideas 
discussed in the sections on the appearance of the crystals 
under the polarizing microscope. The general plan was to 
first isolate one of the square pyramids and then break a 
fragment from it. It was found that the square pyramids 
could not simply be broken from a "twinned" crystal cube 
since the crystal did not cleave naturally along the tri­
angular faces of the square pyramids, but broke irregularly, 
and the pyramids had to be isolated by trimming irregular 
fragments obtained from breaking the "twinned" crystal cube. 
One result of this procedure was the loss of knowledge of 
the exact location of the final fragment in the original 
"twinned" crystal cube. 
Thirteen different fragments were investigated by single 
crystal X-ray techniques. Three fragments were examined on 
Weissenberg cameras and the rest were examined on Buerger 
Precession cameras (Buerger, 1964). Of the thirteen frag­
ments, six showed a diffraction symmetry different from the 
m3m diffraction symmetry observed for the "twinned" crystals. 
None of the crystals examined on the Weissenberg camera 
showed a recognizable reduction in m3m diffraction symmetry. 
Ths dcviatioii fium m5m diffraction symmetry was most 
pronounced for fragment #8, and it was selected for closer 
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examination. (0,k,il) , (l,k,Jl) , (l,k,J-), (2,k,Jl) and (h,k,0) , 
(h,k,l,), (h,k,T) , (h,k,2) reciprocal lattice level Buerger 
precession photographs were obtained for this fragment. In 
addition, zero level exposures such as (h,k,h) (h,k,h), 
(2h,k,h) and (2h,k,h) were also taken. The exposures were 
o 
made using Zr filtered MoK^ (0.7107A) radiation. 
The (0/k,and (h,k,0) photographs showed only four­
fold rotation symmetry along the h and I axes respectively. 
No mirror symmetry is found in either photograph; the (h,k,0) 
section deviates more strongly from m3m diffraction symmetry 
in that reflections which are related in the "twinned" 
crystals by mirrors show larger differences in intensity 
in the (h,k,0) section than in the (0,k,S,) section. The 
upper level photographs show no symmetry at all. Careful 
examination of all the photographs revealed no overall dif­
fraction symmetry except the center introduced by Friedel's 
Law. Therefore it was decided to treat the fragment and the 
data derived from it as belonging to space group P^. 
Crude intensities were estimated visually from the 
available (0,k,5,), (l/k,£) , (2,k,£), (h,k,0) , (h,k,l) and 
(h,k,2) photographs using a calibrated spot intensity scale. 
The exposures consisted of one film for each reciprocal 
lattice section, each film of different exposure time. Since 
there was only one spot to measure for each reflection, no 
averaging procedure could be employed as discussed for the 
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film data obtained for the "twinned" crystal, and the 
measured intensities are subject to large errors (40%) 
especially if the reflection was very intense or very faint 
(50%). The relative intensity scales also differ from film 
to film. Information regarding the reflections measured 
on each film is given in Table 15. 
Table 15. Number of reflection intensities measured for 
fragment #8 from precession photographs and 
scaling factors 
Reciprocal 
lattice 
section 
No. of 
reflections 
measured 
No. of 
reflections 
found to 
be zero 
Relative scaling 
factors obtained 
from 
cross scaling 
(hkO) 132 19 1.0 
(hkl) 323 25 1.66(22) 
(hk2) 217 28 0.78(9) 
(Ok&) 125 31 0.76(12) 
(Tk&) 309 37 1.56(22) 
(2k&) 220 41 1.07(9) 
Total 1326 181 
Some tables of Lorentz-polarization correction factors 
for Buerger precession exposures were available, but were 
found to be for special instrument settings and directly 
applicable to only some of the data obtained in this work 
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(Buerger, 1964; ITXRC, 1959). Therefore a computer program 
was written to calculate Lorentz and polarization correc­
tions for every reflection. The applicable formulas were 
taken from Buerger (1964), Waser (1951a, 1951b), Burbank, 
(1952) and Grenvilie-Wells and Abrahams (1952). The Lorenrz 
and polarization correction factors are given by; 
L = [ ^ 
2__ 2 fîÇsiny sinn 1 + tan y sin (4»+ri) 
1 + tan^y sin^(4'-n) 
p = 1 + cos^2e (17) 
where 
2— _2 . 2— 
cosn = sin M + £ - sin V 
2Çsiny 
and 
sinv = [1 - (cosy-ç) (18) 
L is the Lorentz correction factor and p is the polarization 
correction factor. 0 is the diffraction angle of a particular 
reflection and y is the precession angle at which a particular 
reciprocal lattice level has been photographed, ç, Ç and (p 
are the coordinates of a particular reflection in the 
reciprocal lattice as indicated in Figure 14. Ç and Ç are 
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(H,K,5) RECIPROCAL 
LATTICE LEVEL 
(0,0,5) 
Figure 14. Reciprocal lattice coordinates used in the calcu­
lation of Lorentz-polarization correction factors 
for precession photographs 
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o o 
in reciprocal lattice units, RLU = X/a = 0.7107A/8.06 8A 
= 0.08885. is the constant angular velocity of the 
precession and can be regarded as a scale factor. The 
program was checked by calculating some of the tables given 
by Buerger (1964) , and was then used to calculate the 
Lorentz-polarization correction factor for each reflection. 
The corrected intensities were brought to a common 
scale by comparing intensities measured on two films. The 
resulting relative scale factors are given in Table 15. 
Although absorption corrections should have been applied to 
the estimated intensities since fragment #8 was about 0.3 
mm in its largest dimensions (see Figure 15), such correc­
tions were not made because of the large uncertainty in the 
data, estimated to be 40% for most reflections and as much 
as 50-100% for the most intense and the weakest reflections. 
The 132 estimated |f (hkO)| and 125 estimated]f (Okil)] 
values were then used to calculate electron density projec­
tions of the structure down the z and x axes using a pro­
gram written by Rodgers and Jacobson (1969). Phases were 
calculated using the least squares program (Busing, Martin 
and Levy, 1964) by assuming the Ni atoms to be in the 
(1/2,0,0), (0,1/2,0), (0,0,1/2) positions and the space 
group P^. The two electron density projections are ^iven 
in Figure 16. As can be seen, only one squarate ion is 
evident in the (yx) and (yz) projections. The electron 
density projection maps do exhibit small residual peaks 
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azi-nhi 
Q25hnhn 
Figure 15. Approximate shape and dimensions of crystal 
fragment #8. All planes indicated are only 
approximations to the irregular surfaces of 
the fragment 
Figure 16. Electron density projections on the (xy) and 
(yz) faces calculated from (h,k,0) and (0,k,il) 
intensities, respectively.^ Data from fragment 
#8. The map unit is 1.54eA~2. The numbers 
given for the electron density maxima are in 
terms of these units. Areas where the electron 
density values are less than zero are stippled. 
The map is distorted in the vertical or y 
direction by a factor of 1.08 relative to the 
horizontal direction due to limitations of the 
computer printer, ((a) p(xy). Solid contours 
are drawn at intervals of 2 map units starting 
at zero; dashed contours are at intervals of 
10 map units starting at 10. (b) p(yz). 
Solid contours are drawn at intervals of 1 map 
unit starting at zero; dashed contours are at 
intervals of 10 map units starting at 10) 
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ELECTRON DENSITY PROJECTION DOWN THE Z AXIS 
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ELECTRON DENSITY PROJECTION DOWN THE X AXIS 
34 — 
34— 
Figure 16 (Continued) 
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attributable to the second, superimposed squarate ion. The 
oxygen peak ratios are 11:1 and 13:3 in the (yz) projection 
and 4:1 and 3:0 in the (yz) projection; the C atom peak 
ratios are 8:3 and 9:3 in the (yx) projection and 5:3 in 
the (yz) projection. 
Recalculation of the (yx) electron density projection 
using the observed squarate ion in the (yx) face and four 
water 0 atoms (peaks labeled 8,9,7 and 9 close to the edges 
in Figure 16 (a) V in addition to the Ni atoms to determine 
phases increased the 0 and C atom peak ratios only slightly. 
The recalculated (yx) projection is given in Figure 17. 
An electron density map was calculated using all avail­
able unique data (1236 reflections) and phases as deter­
mined by the Ni positions at the middle of the cell edges. 
The (x,y,0), (0,y,z) and (x,0,z) sections of the electron 
density map are given in Figure 18. The only significant 
electron density inside the unit cell are peaks identifiable 
as due to water 0 atoms. The (x,y,0) section clearly shows 
a squarate ion in the face, although there are strong indi­
cations of peaks attributable to a second squarate ion re­
lated to the clearly outlined squarate ion by mirror planes 
as seen for the "twinned" crystal. These features agree with 
the (xy) electron density projection. In section (0,y,z) 
the mirroring is much stronger, especially for the carbon 
atoms which show peak ratios of 31:20 and 21:13. The oxygen 
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ELECTRON DENSITY PROJECTION DOWN THE Z AXIS 
I 
0 
Y 
Figure 17. Electron density projection down the z-axis. 
In addition to the Ni atoms ; one squarate ion 
and four water 0 atoms observed in Figure 16(a) 
were used to calculate the phases. Details of 
scale and contouring are the same as in 
Figure 16(a). Areas where p (xy) <0 are cross 
hatched 
Figure 18. Electron density sections calculated from data 
obtained for fragment #8. Phases were determined 
by Ni atoms of the center of unit cell edges. 
The map unit is 0.254eA~3. Solid contours are 
at intervals of 10 map units starting at 10; 
dashed contours are at intervals of 50 map 
units starting at 50. The areas left blank have 
p (xyz) <1. 3eA~^( (a) p (x,y,0) , (b) p(0,y,z), (c) 
p(x,0/z) ) 
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peak ratios are 43:35 and 36:20. These features agree in 
general with the (yz) electron density projection. 
The (x,0,z) section does not show a clearly recognizable 
squarate ion. The peculiar elongation of the Ni atom electron 
density peaks in the z and x directions is most likely due 
to the limited reciprocal lattice intensity data set avail­
able. To calculate an accurate electron density map it 
is necessary to have a complete set of intensity data, 
without missing sections. Therefore conclusions in this 
section are based mainly on the (yx) and (yz) electron 
density projections for which a complete set of data is avail­
able. 
From the appearance of the electron density projections 
and sections (especially the (yz) projection and (0,y/Z) 
section) it seemed that the fragment #8 was still not a 
single crystal but was composed of several individuals 
present in unequal amounts. Therefore further work on frag­
ment #8 was discontinued. 
Structural Investigations: 
Summary and Conclusions 
Although X-ray powder patterns of NiC^O^ « ^^2^ crystals 
grown from solution and in silica gel can be indexed assuming 
a cubic crystal lattice, optical examination of these 
restais under a polariziiiy microscope indicate that the 
crystals do not have a cubic crystal structure, and that 
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the characteristic crystal cubes obtained both from solu­
tion and silica gel are "twinned", consisting of some 
multiple of six individuals. The appearance of the crystal 
cubes suggest that they are composed of six square pyramids 
with their apexes at the center and their bases forming the 
faces of the "twinned" crystal. There are also indications 
that each of the pyramids is further composed of four indi­
viduals . 
From the measured density of the crystals and the 
apparent cubic unit cell size it is concluded that there 
are three NiC^O^"2H2O units per unit cell. 
The diffraction pattern of the "twinned" crystal cubes 
was found to have m3m diffraction symmetry. A Patterson 
synthesis located the Ni atoms at the center of the edges 
0 
of a unit cell with a=b=c=8.068(2)A and a=B=Y=90°. An 
electron density synthesis using the observed structure 
factors for the "twinned" crystal and the Ni positions for 
determining the phases revealed the squarate ions to be in 
the faces. However, two squarate ions were seen to occupy 
the same position in each face, the two ions being related 
to each other by mirror planes perpendicular to the face 
diagonals. Since the actual structure could not contain 
two squarate ions in the same face, and in view of the 
optical data, it was concludpd -hhat- fhe two superimposed 
squarate ion images were due to "twinning" in the crystal, 
Ill 
an equal number of individuals having the squarate ion 
in the two positions observed. 
If one assumes the Ni skeleton to be the same for all 
individuals/ namely in the center of the cube edges, and then 
places the squarate ions in the face, one has a choice of 
two orientations for each of three faces, or a total of 
eight different choices of orienting the three squarate 
ions. Each of these possible arrangements will have a three­
fold rotation axis along one body diagonal of the unit cell, 
and if all eight structures are oriented such that their 
threefold rotation axes are parallel they will appear 
identical. That is, only one structure results from all 
eight possible ways of placing the three squarate ions in 
the faces. The water 0 atoms are then placed around the 
Ni atoms to complete approximate 0 atom octahedra about the 
Ni atoms. Such peaks are observed in the electron density 
map. No other significant peaks were observed in the electron 
density map inside the unit cell. The resulting structure 
is the one shown in Figure 10. From a scale model of this 
structure it was evident that each water molecule could 
participate in two hydrogen bonds to squarate 0 atoms, which 
have a lone pair pointing toward the hydrogen atoms. This 
hydrogen bonding might in large part be responsible for the 
stability of this structure. 
Support for the above view of the structurci'was obtained 
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from a crystal fragment broken from a "twinned" crystal in 
an attempt to isolate a single crystal. X-Ray intensities 
obtained for the fragment showed a reduced diffraction 
symmetry, although a threefold axis could not be located 
unambigously and the data was treated assuming the lowest 
symmetry space group P^. Electron density projections and 
sections showed the images of only one squarate ion in the 
(xy) and (yz) faces, although residual electron density 
attributable to the mirror image of this squarate ion was 
still present, indicating that the fragment still was not 
a single crystal but was composed of unequal amounts of one 
or more individuals. 
A least squares refinement of the atomic positions of 
the squarate ion atoms and the water oxygen atoms (as dis­
cussed in the section on the counter data) led to bond 
distances for the squarate ion and the Ni-0 bonds in reason­
able agreement with the corresponding values found in the 
literature. 
The structure of NiC^O^ « ^^2^ as proposed above has a 
void inside the unit cell. The size of this void is 
0 0 0  
approximately 4.7A x 4.7A x 4.7A if one assumes the van der 
Waals thickness of the squarate ion ir-system is approxi-
o 
mately 3.4A, the value found in graphite and other aromatic 
compounds (Robertson, 1953). (Since the squarate ion is 
negatively charged one expects its ir-system to be larger) . 
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This void is large enough to accommodate one or two sol­
vent molecules (H^O, CH^CH^OH) and might be the explanation 
for the extra solvent molecules found in the solution grown 
samples discussed in the chapter on sample preparation. 
The measured density of the silica grown crystals 
is 1.99(+1)g/cc, while the calculated density, assuming three 
NiC^O^'2H2O units per unit cell and the measured unit cell 
"22 3 3 
volume (5.252x10 cm ) is 1.9 6 g/cm . If one assumes 
that each unit cell has at least one water molecule 
clathrated in it, then the calculated density would 
be 2.01 g/cm^ which is much closer to the measured value. 
Therefore the density measurement lends further support to 
the probability of solvent molecules being clathrated in the 
structure. 
A possible twinning mode which would produce a "twinned" 
crystal with m3m diffraction symmetry would require 8 indi­
viduals of equal size (with the structure discussed above) 
oriented with respect to each other in such a way that the 
threefold rotation axis of an individual is pointed along 
both directions of all four body diagonals of a ("twinned" 
crystal) cube. 
In conclusion, the available evidence supports the 
proposed structure for NiC^O^«^^2^^ discussed above. However, 
it would be desirable to make further attempts to isolate a 
single crystal fragment by breaking a "twinned" crystal cube. 
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so that the structure of NiC^O^ « ZH^O may be determined un­
ambiguously. Of special interest are the dimensions, con­
figuration, and exact orientation of the squarate ion, the 
coordination geometry about the Ni ion, and the possibility 
of hydrogen bonding. It would also be desirable to retain 
knowledge of the location and orientation of the single 
crystal fragment in the "twinned" crystal cube from which 
it is broken, in order to shed light on the twinning 
geometry and the nature of the structure change in going from 
one individual to another in the "twinned" crystal. 
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OPTICAL SPECTRUM 
The optical spectrum of NiC^O^'21120 was measured using 
transmitted light and crystals grown in silica gel. The 
instrument used was a Cary 14 spectrophotometer. Attempts 
to obtain the spectrum using a powder sample in the form of 
a KBr pellet or a Nujol mull were unsuccessful due to 
excessive scattering of light by the powdered crystals. The 
spectrum was obtained at room temperature from silica gel 
grown crystals which were placed on a 1 mm quartz plate 
within a 3 mm diameter circle drilled in a 0.3 mm copper 
plate which was clipped to the quartz plate. The NiC^O^*21120 
crystal cubes were all about 0.2 to 0.3 mm on a side and 
were held to the quartz plate by the surface tension of a 
thin film of Nujol and filled the hole in the copper plate 
completely. An identical combination of quartz and drilled 
copper plates was placed in the reference beam. The 
spectrum obtained is given in Figure 19. Four absorptions at 
8550, 13800, 14900 and 25700 cm ^ are observed. In Table 16 
are given the optical absorptions and assignments of the Ni"*"^ 
ion doped in MgO (Low, 1958a,b), the absorption frequencies 
by Ludi and Schindler (1968) from reflection measurements on 
powdered NiC^O^•2H2O, and the present results obtained for 
silica gel grown NiC^O^*21520 crystals. It is seen that the 
1 A Firr xza T n o -î v* ^ r* -î o c c A ^ 
agreement with the value detained by Ludi and Schindler. 
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Figure 19. Near IR, visible, and UV absorption spectrum of NiC^0^*2H20 
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Table 16. Assignments for observed absorption frequencies 
in Ni^^:MgO and NiC^O^-2H20 
Assignment 
'^ 2g-'^ 2g 
'^ 2g-'^ lg 
Experimentally observed absorptions 
nu^^:mgo N.C .0 . •2H_0 1 4 4 2 
(Low, 1958a,b) (Ludi and (present 
Schindler, 1968) work) 
8600 cm 
13700 
14700 
21750 
24500 
25950 
28300 
-1 8600 cm 
13300 
15200 
21500 sh 
25300 
-1 8550 cm 
13800 
14900 
25700 
25700 
-1 
sh, shoulder. 
The shoulder observed by Ludi and Schindler (1968) at 
_2 21,500 cm is not seen clearly in this work, although 
very faint indications of its presence are seen in Figure 
19. 
8 A more complete treatment of the Ni , d , ion in an 
octahedral crystal field has been made by Liehr and Ball-
hausen (1959) and is discussed in Appendix A. 
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SUSCEPTIBILITY MEASUREMENTS 
Since the magnetic susceptibility measurements made on 
NiC^0^"2H20 by Smentowski (see footnote 1 on page 24) showed 
large scatter at liquid temperatures and above, it was 
decided to remeasure the susceptibility of NiC^0^'2H20 
to obtain better high temperature data and more closely 
define the low temperature peak in the susceptibility. 
Apparatus and Theory of Measurement 
The basis of the susceptibility measurement is the 
fact that the mutual inductance between two concentric 
coils is dependent on the permeability of the space inside 
the coils. The voltages induced in the secondary coil with 
the sample present and absent (due to the alternating field 
produced by the primary coil) are measured with an alter­
nating current bridge. 
The susceptibility measurements were made on a Hartshorn 
type mutual inductance bridge (Hartshorn, 1925). The appa­
ratus in several states of modification has been described 
previously by various authors (Jennings, 1960; Gerstein and 
Spedding, 1960; Olander, 1966; Maass, 1969; and Rioux, 
1969). The most recent account of the apparatus actually 
used in this work is that by Rioux and is based on a design 
by Maxwell (1965). A simplified circuit diagram of the 
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bridge is given in Figure 20. The signal generator feeds 
an alternating, sinusoidal signal of 45 Hz frequency 
through the primary circuit, setting up a varying magnetic 
field in the primaries of the sample coil (see Figure 21) 
and the external variable mutual inductors. The secondaries 
of these mutual inductors will develop voltages across them 
equal to (jwMg+Pg)ip and (jwM^+p^)ip respectively, where 
M and M are the mutual inductances of the sample coils and 
s V 
the external mutual inductor; Pgip snd p^i^ are resistive 
voltage components in the secondaries due to capacitive 
effects and eddy current contributions. The external mutual 
inductor is connected so that the inductive voltage developed 
in its secondary is 180° out of phase with the inductive 
voltage developed in the secondary of the sample coils, 
which can thus be cancelled by adjusting the external mutual 
inductor. The resistive voltages developed in the secondaries 
can be nulled by tapping a voltage R i into the secondary; 
s p 
its polarity can be chosen with the reversing switch to 
cancel the voltages p i and p i . When no signal is observed 
^ s p V p ^ 
in the secondary there must be zero voltage drop around the 
secondary, and 
(jwMg + Pg - jwM^ + P^ + Rg)ip = 0 , (19) 
which, on equating real and imaginary parts, yields 
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VARIABLE 
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SWITCH 
PRIMARY SECONDARY 
CIRCUIT CIRCUIT 
Figure 20. Simplified circuit diagram of the Hartshorn 
mutual inductance bridge 
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Figure 21. Sample mutual inductance coil 
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M = M 
S V 
rs = ±(ps+pv' 
(20) 
The design of the sample coil is such that it has 
nearly zero mutual inductance when there is no sample in 
the coils. The construction is shown schematically in 
Figure 21. The primary consists of a ten inch solenoid 
with a one inch ID; it is composed of four layers of #30 
Formvar insulated copper wire. The secondary consists of 
three sections, each containing three layers of #34 Formvar 
insulated copper wire; the end sections are wound in a sense 
opposite to that of the center section and they contain a 
total of enough turns to give essentially zero mutual 
inductance between the primary and secondary. If a sample 
is placed in the secondary with complex susceptibility 
x=x'~jx"/ there will be an additional mutual inductance equal 
to (Gerstein and Spedding, 1950; Abel, et al., 1964; Bleaney 
and Bleaney, 1967) 
" = "svo twfir fsfp '21) 
where n^ and n^ are turns densities of primary and secondary 
respectively; V is the volume of the sample with volume 
susceptibility %; and f are constants depending on the 
s p 
coils respectively. In terms of the dimensions given in 
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Figure 21 they are 
f = -i = 0.99 
[1 + 
f = b b' (b'+a) Q Q2 
( 2 2 )  
Derivation of Equations 21 and 22 assumes the sample is 
spherical and the external field on it is essentially that 
at the center of the primary, n f i . The numerical values 
P P P 
for fp and f^ are calculated from the approximate dimensions 
of the sample coils as given in Figure 21. The maximum 
susceptibility measured in this work was Xni=0*8 emu/mole, 
for a sample consisting of N=0.010 moles, occupying a volume 
of roughly 4cc. Since xV=Nx^^ X=NXjjj/V - 2x10 ^ emu/cc 
-0.025 MKS/m^. Therefore x/3 - 0.008 or less and 1 + x/3-1. 
Equation 21 can then be written as 
M = rvx = TNx^ = rN(x;-jXj;) (23) 
where r=nnyff is called the coil constant. 
s p o s p 
The mutual inductance bridge is now used as a null 
instrument; it is balanced to give zero secondary current 
both with the sample in and out of the sample coils. The 
two equations expressing zero voltage drop around the 
secondary with the sample in and out of the coil are 
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and 
(24) 
(jwMg + Pg + + Py ± Rg^^)ip = 0 
(jwMg - jwNr (x'-jx") + Pg 
+ + py + rg*) = 0 
and, taking the difference we have 
(-jwNr(x'-jx") + jwAM^ + ARg)ip = 0 
AM^ = (25) 
». • «S" - c 
AR_ 
x" = t snf <2«) 
4 =  +  ^ -  i  
x - w 
It is clear that x* and x" can be calculated from the balance 
settings of and with the sample in and out of the coils, 
and a knowledge of the coil constant and the frequency of 
the primary current. 
The external variable mutual inductor in the bridge as 
described by Maass (1969) is a calibrated mutual inductor not 
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available commercially and difficult to construct. It has 
been replaced by a commercial decade autotransformer (ratio 
transformer, ESI "Dekatran" model #DT45) connected across 
the secondary of a fixed mutual inductor whose primary is 
part of the primary circuit. The Dekatran is adjusted to 
tap the desired fraction of inductive voltage from the 
secondary of the fixed mutual inductor into the secondary 
circuit. The Dekatran has high impedence and loads the 
secondary of the fixed mutual inductor very lightly, thus 
acting as a true voltage divider (Maxwell, 1965). 
The circuit diagram^of the actual bridge as used is 
given in Figure 22. The signal generator is an ESI AC 
generator Detector, model 861A. The power amplifier is a 
tube type constructed in this laboratory. In series with 
these in the primary circuit are the primaries of the sample 
coils, the coarse mutual inductor and the fixed mutual in­
ductance quadrupole coupling coils, and the resistive net­
work. The sample coils have been described above; since it 
is sometimes difficult to construct a sample coil with zero 
mutual inductance (in the absence of a sample), a coarse 
inductor is necessary to bring the bridge to an operating 
point where the remaining inductive voltage in the secondary 
of the sample coils can be nulled by the Dekatran. The 
setting of the external coarse inductor is not changed for 
any set of "in" and "out" readings. The resistive network 
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Figure 22. Circuit diagram of Hartshorn mutual inductance 
bridge as used in the susceptibility measure­
ments on NiC^0^*2H20 
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is designed to allow extremely small resistive voltages to 
be tapped into the secondary across the 0.1 ohm resistor 
Rg. The secondary circuit contains the secondaries of the 
sample coils, coarse mutual inductor, quadrupole coupling 
coils (in parallel with the Dekatran), plus a 1:100 trans­
former which couples the secondary circuit to a narrow band 
amplifier and an oscilloscope. The narrow band amplifier 
(constructed in this laboratory) is tuned to 45 c/sec; its 
output is fed through a 60 cycle filter to an oscilloscope 
which is externally synched with a signal from the signal 
generator; this allows both in phase and out of phase 
voltages in the secondary to be detected separately. 
The voltage tapped into the secondary across Rg depends 
on the setting of the reversing switch. 
position a: 
dR. dR RfR 
^^6 ~ d+R +R +R ^p ~ R +R *here d = - 0.10 
p 5 1 ^ p 5 6 sec 
and 
Rg - 0.10, R. = 2000, R, - 10, R +Rg = 2000. D 50C J. P 3 
position b; 
dR 
p 
dR 
V"5 
2 i p = r T 
6 d+r_+rc+ri ^p 5 1 
2 
P ip (reversed polarity) 
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Switching from a to b reverses the polarity of the voltage 
but its amplitude changes only due to changing to Rg which 
are both nominally one ohm. The voltage across Rg will be 
designated 
iR. = + dR, _/(R +R ) , d — 1/2 p 3 
where 2 ~ ^1 ^2 depending on the position of the re­
versing switch. 
The voltage drop around the secondary without the sample 
in the coils is 
dR 
+ pg + + py + tr-tthïïti 
(27) 
and with the sample in the coils 
[jwMg - joiNF (XjJj-jx^) + Pg + + Pg + jwMy* 
The sign of the last term depends on the setting of the 
reversing switch. Subtracting the two equations gives 
[-j»nr(x;-jx;) + ± ° 
where AM.. = pin(out) ^  ^ in (out) = 
C ' jt' 
R^^-R°^^. Solving for real and imaginary parts yields 
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AM 
V (30a) 
dR AR 
(30b) 
The constant F is determined by taking in and out readings 
on a substance of known susceptibility. 
The sample coil is mounted on a pyrex coil tube and 
immersed in two concentric glass dewars as shown in Figure 
23. The coils can be cooled to liquid or liquid He 
temperatures by direct immersion in these refrigerants in 
the inner dewar. The inner dewar can be pumped on and liquid 
He can be pumped down to a temperature of approximately 1.2°K. 
The sample is placed into the coil tube via the sample 
assembly shown in Figure 24(a). The sample container was 
constructed of bakelite as shown in Figure 24(b). It fits 
tightly inside a paper heater shell on the outside of which 
a non inductively wound heater is glued. This sample-
heater assembly is suspended by fishline from the upper 
sample support as shown in Figure 24(a). The unit is movable 
vertically about 15 inches by sliding the glass tube through 
the 0-ring vacuum coupling attached to the top of the coil 
tube. The thermocouple and heater leads are led through a 
rubber hose-hose clamp vacuum wire lead through into the 
two points the leads are wound on styrofoam plugs; these 
caTn-rvl ^ -l-l-to vxsavot 4 -ho ev»! n no 
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windings serve to increase the length of wire between the 
sample and room temperature in order to reduce the amount 
of heat conducted to the sample along the leads. 
The sample in the coil tube is cooled by the liquid 
or He surrounding the coil tube via the exchange gas 
inside the sample space. Temperatures between 1.2-4.2°K 
were obtained by pumping on the liquid He bath. Temperatures 
from 4.2-100°K can be obtained by pumping out the sample 
space and using the heater to heat the sample, with the coils 
at liquid He temperatures. Temperatures from 78°K to room 
temperature are obtained using the heater with the coils at 
liquid temperature. 
The sample coil was originally wound to fit so tightly 
around the coil tube that refrigerant could not flow between 
the coil and the coil tube. During measurements at 140°K 
and above, with the sample coils in liquid and the sample 
being heated electrically, it was found that the mutual 
inductance reading with the sample out of the coils ("out" 
reading) changed with time after removing the sample from the 
coils/ and the "in" reading changed with time at constant 
sample temperature after replacing the sample in the coils. 
Evidently the hot heater next to the inside of the coil 
tube caused distortions either in the coil tube, which were 
transmitted mechanically ro rhe sample coil, or in the coil 
directly by radiated heat. These changes in sample coil 
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configuration caused changes in mutual inductance not 
associated with changes in the moment of the sample. The re­
sulting measurements were in error by as much as 50% above 
150°K. 
To correct this situation a nineteen inch section of 
the coil tube of 25 mm O.D. was replaced by a tail of 20 mm 
O.D. pyrex tubing. In order to thermally shield the coil 
from the heater, a double layer of "coil foil" (Anderson, 
et al., 1961) was wound and taped about this section, and 
the sample coil was fastened around the coil foil by means 
of wooden spacers at the top and bottom of the coil. A gap 
of about one mm between the coil foil and the sample coil 
allows free circulation of the refrigerant between the two. 
The coil foil eliminated radiative heating of the coil which 
was physically isolated from the coil tube and kept at the 
bath temperature by refrigerant circulating freely around it. 
With this arrangement no further problems with "out reading" 
irreproducibility were observed and measurements to 250°K 
were obtained. 
Temperatures were measured with a No. 36 Au (2 at % Co) 
versus No. 36 Cu thermocouple referenced at the ice point. 
The gold-cobalt wire was obtained from the Sigmund Cohn Corp. 
of Mt. Vernon, New York. The T versus e.m.f. curve for wire 
drav.'n from the same bar a? wi rp nspfl i n this work was 
measured by Powell, Bunch and Corrucini (1961) of the National 
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Bureau of Standards (Sparks and Powell, 1965). It was as­
sumed that the shape of the e.m.f. curve for the thermocouple 
used in this experiment was the same and the difference 
varied linearly with temperature. A calibration point at 
liquid He (T measured from the vapor pressure) allows one to 
obtain an e.m.f. vs. T curve. This procedure has previously 
been found to yield temperatures accurate to 0.5 deg. above 
78°K and 0.2 deg between 4.2 and 80°K (Jelinek, 1965). Below 
4.2®K vapor pressures over the liquid He bath were measured 
with mercury and oil manometers; the oil manometer was cali­
brated versus the mercury manometer. The "1958 He" Scale 
of Temperatures" was used to convert vapor pressure 
measurements into temperatures (Brickwedde, van Dijk, 
Durieux, Clement, and Logan, 1960). 
The coils were calibrated with a sample of GdO^ g pre­
pared in this laboratory. Before use it was baked at 800-
900°C for 10 hours to decompose any carbonate. A typical 
spark source mass spectrographic analysis of material from 
the same batch is in ppm; Mg 15, Cr 10, Si 50, Fe 10, Ta 200, 
Cu 20, A1 30, Ca 500, Ni 10. Wet chemical analysis on fresh­
ly baked material indicates 431 ppm C and 58 ppm F. The sus­
ceptibility of GdO^ g used in the calibration is that given by 
Hacker, Lin and Westrum (1965), who measured the susceptibility 
.C ^ — O n A O v rnV*^ 1 Tna a o n ^ 1 Q 
Brown and Hubbard (1965) and Miller and Jelinek (1968) below 
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6°K. Examination of these measurements yields the uncertain­
ties attached here to the results of Hacker et al. (1965) 
Y "^ = 2.21 (+0.01) + 0.1280 (+0.0018)T (31a) 
m — — 
or 
X = 7.814 (+0.109) (31b) 
^ T + 17.3 (+0.3) 
which implies = 7.905 (+0.055) Bohr magnetons and 
6 = -17.3 (+0.3)°K since = (N6^/3k)(T-0)]. For a 
typical calibration the coils used in this work gave 
AM = 0.042619 (+100) "turns"^ for 0.018097 (+5) moles of 
V — — 
GdO^ g at 4.190°K. Using Equations 30a, 30b and 31 one 
obtains 
r = ^  = 6.467(+0.041) turns ^coils in liquid He (32) 
NY„ — emu 
^m 
for the coil calibration constant when the coils are immersed 
in liquid He. With the coils in liquid a different 
coil constant.is expected and a typical value is 
r = 6.592(+0.087) ^^rns ^ coils in liquid N. (33) 
— emu /, 
"Turns" is a term deriving from the use originally of a 
naTibrated mutual inductor with a smallest step of one turn; 
presently it stands for an arbitrary unit of mutual in­
ductance as read on the Dekatran; the largest decade unit on 
the Dekatran being 0.1 turn. 
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The quoted uncertainties in T are due to uncertainties in 
reading AM, and uncertainties in N and the susceptibility of 
GdO^ g. Although the uncertainties in T are calculated to 
be around 1% successive determinations of the coil constant 
have varied by only about 0.5% over half a year. 
The calibration discussed above gives P in units of 
turns/emu, and is suitable for calculating from a AM^ 
reading using Equation 30a. For calculating from a 
*^^1 2 AR 1 r reading using Equation 30b, T must be in (jj Q^n^out ^ 
units of fisec/emu. Turns are related to f2sec as follows. 
From Equations 29, 30a and 30b inductive and resistive 
voltage differences between in and out readings are 
Vina = 3"Nrx;ip = •(34a) 
= "^ ''1,2 ;îïïp5t ip 
If the primary current i^ = i^e^^^, then magnitudes of peak 
to peak voltages are 
l^ind.l = = a.AM^2i^ (35a) 
l^es. I = = 3^1,2 (35b) 
Experimentally it is found that 
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IVres.l = = <2VI,2>- <;#5ïït = ^-SOxlo"^ û"^) 
(36b) 
Dividing (36a) by (36b) yields the relation 
1 turn = ^  (37) 
Relation 37 can be used to convert F in turns/emu to F in 
flsec/emu suitable for use in Equation 30b. The values of 
2 dR^ 2 d w are 0.1816 (for the reversing switch on; 
all data taken in this mode) and 2 82.7 sec respectively 
for the apparatus used in this work. 
Measurements 
Susceptibility measurements were made on samples 2 and 
3 listed in Table 1. Two types of measurements were made. 
In the first type the sample was put into a bakelite sample 
container and mounted in the sample assembly as shown in 
Figure 24; this arrangement was used to obtain measurements 
at any temperature. In the second type of measurement, the 
sample container, without heater or thermocouple, was simply 
suspended from nylon fishline in the coil tube without any 
other support. This arrangement allowed measurements to be 
made at bath temperatures only. However, it was better 
suited for field dependent measurements because of the possi­
bility that the heater and thermocouple might contribute to 
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field dependence. The second arrangement was also conven­
ient for measuring because resistive losses due to eddy 
currents in thermocouple and heater wires were eliminated. 
Measurements on sample 2 
Measurements on the preparation labeled as sample 2 
in Table 1 were made on a sample of 3.1214g of material. 
Since this sample was analyzed to contain only 25.37(+0.15)% 
Ni, it contains 0.01349 (+9) moles of Ni. The sample con­
tainer was constructed from bakelite as shown in Figure 24(b); 
it weighed 5.9g. The sample was saturated with Dow Corning 
silicone diffusion pump oil (number 704) to improve heat 
conduction in the powdered sample. Tests indicated that 
the bakelite and silicone oil gave very small contributions 
to the signal at all temperatures. Salinger and Wheatley 
(1961) have also found that these materials have small 
susceptibilities. Corrections for the contribution to AM by 
the sample assembly were made. Some of these were due in 
part to inductive pickup from the heater and thermocouple 
wires. The results obtained for sample number 2 are given 
in Tables 17 and 18. Table 17 lists the results obtained 
by using sample support arrangement type 1. Runs 1-4 were 
made with the coils in liquid He, the sample being heated 
electrically. Temperatures were measured with the thermo­
couple discussed previously except for the initial points at 
bath temperatures. The temperatures of these points were 
Table 17. Molar susceptibility of NiC^O^ *^^2^' Sample wt. = 3.1214g (0.01349 
moles of Ni) labeled sample #2 in Table 1 (25.37% Ni) 
Y ' (T-0) Y ' (T-6) 
T(°K) y , il,mole. ^ T(°K) y ' (ÊBIL.) il,mole. W 
^m mole ^m emu .emu^KT ^m mole ^m emu ,emu°K. 
mole mole 
Run 1 14.80 0.0588 17.00 1.286 
4.175 0.1143 8. 750 1.284 16. 24 0.0551 18.13 1.285 
4 .51 0.1123 8.903 1.300 17.59 0.0519 19.28 1.278 
4.73 0.1102 9.075 1.298 19.35 0.0488 20.5 1.289 
5.04 0.1064 9.402 1.286 21.07 0.0457 21.9 1.284 
5.95 0.0984 10.16 1.280 22.56 0.0433 23.1 1. 282 
6.64 0.0935 10.69 1.280 24.13 0.0410 24. 4 1.280 
7.51 0.0884 11.31 1.288 28.67 0.0370 27.0 1. 322 
8.28 0.0840 11.90 1.288 29 .08 0.0365 27 . 4 1. 319 
9. 43 0.0778 12. 85 1.283 32.22 0.0331 30.2 1.299 
11.24 0.0698 14.33 1. 277 34.90 0 . 0305 32. 8 1. 281 
12.64 0.0646 15.49 1.272 37.65 0.0287 34. 8 1.284 
14.26 0.0597 16.76 1.272 40.17 0.0273 36.6 1.290 
17.07 0.0527 18.99 1.270 41.90 0.0263 38.0 1.288 
Run 2 44. 44 0.0250 40.0 1.286 47.68 0.0234 42. 8 1.280 
4.175 0.1139 8.778 1.280 50.07 0.0224 44.6 1.280 
4.175 0.1139 8.782 1. 279 53.68 0.0210 47.6 1.275 
4. 60 0.1111 8.998 1.295 57. 07 0.0199 50 . 3 1. 276 
5.07 0.1076 9-296 1.305 60.04 0.0190 52.7 1.273 
5.42 0.1042 9.59 8 1.300 62.02 0.0184 54.4 1.271 
6.71 0.0946 10.57 1. 303 46.65 0.0241 41.5 1.294 
7.67 0.0882 11.34 1.299 50.65 0.0222 45.1 1.280 
9. 33 0.0795 12.58 1.303 53. 81 0.0210 47.6 1.28 
11.70 0.0688 14.53 1.291 56.89 0.0199 50.2 1.27 
13.16 0.0637 15.71 1.287 59.90 
65.90 
0.0189 
0.0174 
52.8 
57.6 
1.27 
1.27 
Table 11 (Continued) 
Y ' (T—6 ) 
T(OK) y.il/m o l e )  
mole ^m emu ,emu°K /CI I IU.  
^mole ' 
67.64 0. 0170 58.7 1.27 
70. 45 0. 0162 61.5 1.26 
73.23 0. 0159 63.0 1.28 
75.97 0. 0154 64.9 1.28 
78.68 0. 0149 67.0 1.28 
82.94 0. 0143 70.1 1.28 
85.59 0. 0138 72.4 1.28 
88.21 0. 0136 73.6 1.29 
89.45 0. 0133 75.2 1.28 
89. 82 0. 0135 73.9 1.31 
Run 3 
4.21 0. 1138 8.786 1.282 
4.21 0. 1138 8.788 1.282 
4.27 0. 1139 8.788 1.291 
4.02 0. 1140 8.769 1.263 
5. 00 0. 1043 9 .59 1.257 
8.49 0. 0815 12.26 1.257 
15.07 0. 0575 17.40 1.272 
27.51 0. 0370 27.1 1.28 
33.77 0. 0323 31.0 1.32 
33.69 0. 0322 31.1 1.31 
41. 75 0. 0265 37.7 1.29 
45.26 0. 0247 40.6 1.29 
50.29 0. 0225 44.4 1.29 
50. 03 0. 0227 44.1 1.30 
56. 04 0. 0204 48.9 1. 29 
63.94 0. 0184 54.4 1. 30 
-'"•o xre 
mole 
Run 4 
4. 191 0. 1137 8. 794 1. 279 
4. 10 0. 1137 8. 796 1. 269 
4. 76 0. 1045 9. 569 1. 235 
6. 50 0. 0925 10. 81 1. 254 
8. 27 0. 0824 12. 14 1. 262 
12 . 39 0. 0652 15. 34 1. 268 
17. 34 0. 0520 19. 25 1. 268 
16. 84 0. 0532 18. 82 1. 270 
21. 23 0. 0445 22 . 49 1. 258 
20. 55 0. 0452 22. 14 1. 247 
27. 34 0. 0370 27. 0 1. 27 
Run 5 
76. 98 0. 0153 65. 5 1. 284 
77. 12 0. 0152 65. 9 1. 277 
77. 19 0. 0153 65. 2 1. 292 
77. 33 0. 0153 65. 4 1. 291 
105. 73 0 . 0114 88. 0 1. 282 
105. 39 0 . 0113 88. 4 1. 272 
127. 73 0. 0095 105. 1. 29 
126. 93 0. 0096 104. 1. 28 
152. 21 0. 0080 125. 1. 27 
151. 63 0. 0079 127. 1. 25 
176. 71 0. 0068 147. 1. 25 
175. 43 0. 0071 141. 1. 30 
203. 41 0. 0065 154. 1. 36 
201. 09 0 . 0065 154 . 1. 35 
Table ]7 (Continued) 
Y  '  ( T -  A )  
T ( ° K )  Y ,  7I /itiole. L 
mole ^m emu ,emu*Kt 
Vole ' 
221. 56 0. 0058 173. 1.32 
219. 69 0. 0057 174. 1.30 
246. 44 0. 0052 192. 1.32 
243. 32 0. 0051 197. 1.27 
240. 36 0. 0052 192. 1.29 
Run 6 
77. 04 0. 0152 65. 8 1.278 
77. 10 0. 0153 65. 5 1.284 
76. 99 0. 0152 65. 6 1.281 
77. 07 0. 0153 65. 5 1.284 
80. 14 0. 0148 67. 6 1.291 
85. 33 0. 0139 71. 9 1.284 
90. 62 0. 0131 76. 6 1.275 
90. 64 0. 0130 76. 8 1.272 
98. 28 0. 0122 82. 3 1.280 
108. 91 0. 0109 91. 6 1.266 
118. 10 0. 0101 99. 0 1.264 
117. 92 0. 0101 98. 8 1.265 
130. 62 0. 0091 110. 1.25 
146. 43 0. 0083 121. 1.27 
156. 98 0. 0076 131. 1.25 
170. 47 0. 0072 140. 1.27 
186. 24 0. 0069 145. 1.33 
185. 70 0. 0068 148. 1 .30 
195. 94 0. 0065 155. 1.31 
207. 81 0. 0062 162. 1.33 
T (°K) y 
^m mole 
-l.mole. 
'^m emu 
X^/T-8) 
,emu°K. 
mole 
Run 7 
77.12 
77.12 
77.25 
77.28 
122.75 
122.63 
173.21 
172.88 
201.73 
200.05 
219.93 
218.85 
232.36 
232.00 
2 3 8 . 8 6  
238.68 
251.27 
250.51 
4, 
4, 
4, 
4 
3, 
3 
182 
182 
182 
072 
838 
555 
0.0152 
0.0150 
0.0152 
0.0152 
0.0099 
0.0097 
0.0073 
0.0071 
0.0064 
0.0064 
0.0058 
0.0059 
0.0057 
0.0054 
0.0052 
0.0052 
0.0050 
0.0050 
0.1142 
0.1141 
0.1140 
0.1152 
0.1179 
0.1212 
65, 
6 6 , 
65, 
6 6 , 
101, 
103, 
137, 
140, 
157, 
157, 
172 
170, 
177 
186 
192 
192 
2 0 2  .  
2 0 2  
Run 8 
8.760 
8.762 
8.772 
8.679 
8.479 
8. 248 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
283 
265 
283 
278 
28 
26 
32 
1.28 
1. 33 
1.32 
1.32 
1.33 
1.36 
1.29 
1.28 
1.28 
1.28 
1.28 
1.283 
1.282 
1.281 
1.282 
1.285 
1. 286 
Table 17 (Continued) 
Y *  (T-0) 
T(°K) Y' (ÊEH_) rl/mole. ^ 
^ ' Xm^mole' ^emu ' ,emu°K. 
Vole ' 
3. 320 0.1246 8.026 1.293 
3.038 0.1291 7.748 1.303 
2 . 810 0.1327 7.534 1.327 
2. 563 0.1380 7.247 1.327 
2.158 0.1500 6.668 1.382 
2.121 0.1514 6.604 1. 390 
2.067 0.1544 6.476 1.409 
2.004 0.1571 6. 366 1.423 
1.923 0.1719 5.816 1.544 
1. 860 0.1984 5.041 1.769 
Run 9 
4.189 0.1141 8.766 1.283 
4 .189 0.1142 8. 755 1. 284 
3. 567 0.1214 8.237 1.290 
2.865 0.1318 7.588 1.308 
2. 893 0.1312 7.620 1.306 
4.183 0.1142 8.756 1. 284 
4.183 0.1140 8.773 1.281 
2 .523 0.1383 7.233 1.324 
1. 895 0.1828 5.470 1.637 
1. 806 0.2074 4.821 1.838 
1.753 0.2154 4.643 1.897 
1.676 0.2349 4.257 2.051 
1.638 0.2602 3.844 2.262 
1.542 0.2723 3.672 2 . 342 
1.464 0.2341 4.272 1.994 
Y *  (T-0) 
T ( o r r \  ,emu > ri ,mole. 
mole ^m emu ,emu°K, 
Vole ' 
1.464 0.2364 4.230 2.014 
1.464 0.2364 4.230 2.014 
Run 10 
4.191 0.1127 8.873 1.268 
4.191 0.1115 8.969 1.254 
3.303 0.1218 8.214 1.261 
2.530 0.1348 7. 417 1.291 
2.481 0.1357 7.370 1.294 
2.090 0.1484 6.740 1.357 
1.964 0.1561 6.408 1.408 
1.976 0.1547 6.464 1.397 
Run 11 
4.191 0.1128 8. 868 1.268 
4.191 0.1127 8.875 1.267 
2.724 0.1326 7.539 1.297 
2.323 0.1413 7.078 1.325 
2. 313 0.1413 7.076 1.324 
2.278 0.1425 7.018 1.330 
2.025 0.1528 6.544 1.388 
1.956 0.1600 6.249 1.442 
1.892 0.1801 5.551 1. 612 
1.774 0.2086 4.793 1.842 
1.645 0.2711 3. 689 2. 359 
1.542 0.2735 3.656 2 . 352 
Table 17 (Continued) 
T('K) 
1.473 
1.443 
1.224 
1. 394 
1.541 
1.554 
1. 556 
1. 589 
1.612 
1.632 
1.686 
0.2447 
0.2038 
0.1600 
0.2090 
0.2699 
0.2762 
0.2769 
0.2814 
0.2734 
0.2604 
0.2331 
4.087 
4.908 
6.251 
4.784 
3.705 
3.621 
3.612 
3.553 
3.657 
3. 840 
4.290 
,einu°Kr 
mole 
2.087 
1.732 
1.325 
1. 766 
2.321 
2.378 
2 . 384 
2.433 
2.370 
2  . 2 6 2  
2.038 
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obtained from vapor pressure measurements. Runs 8-11 were 
made with the coils in the liquid He bath in thermal contact 
with the sample via He exchange gas in the sample space. 
The temperature of the bath was lowered by pumping; the 
temperature was controlled by manually operating a throttle 
valve to control the pumping speed. The lowest pressure 
attained was about 0.7 mm Hg at a bath temperature of about 
1.22°K. The primary current was 100 ma for Run 1, 30 ma and 
50 ma for Run 2 and 50 ma for the remainder of the runs. 
These currents correspond to fields of approximately 21.3, 
6.4 and 10.6 Oe at maximum (see Appendix B). The frequency 
was 45 Hz. No field dependence was observed above 4.2°K. 
Table 18 lists the results of measurements made as 
a function of field on sample 2. These were type 2 measure­
ments without heater and thermocouple; therefore, was also 
obtained. These measurements were made at 30, 50, 100 and 
150 ma, corresponding to fields of 6.1, 10.2, 20.4 and 30.6 
Oe at maximum (see Appendix B). The experimental points 
above 4.2°K are given in Figure 25 as a plot of 1/%^ versus T. 
The results below 4.2°K are given in Figure 26. Both and 
-2 X" are plotted. The x' versus T curve is linear down to 
4.2°K obeying a Curie-Weiss law and exhibiting paramagnetic 
behavior. As expected x^ was found to be field independent 
in this region and y way £ouiiu Lu ue vei-V as zndzcatcd 
^m 
by the results in Table 2. Figure 26 indicates that there 
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Table 18. Field dependent susceptibility of NiC404*2H20, 
Sample wt.=3.124g; labeled sample 2 in Table 1 
(25.37% Ni); no thermocouple or heater assembly 
were used 
x;(^ ) T(OK) x;(^ ) X;(^ ) 
i =30 ma; H=6. 4 Oe 
P 
4.203 0. 1132 0. 447x10 
4.203 0. 1130 0. 450 
4.189 0. 1132 0. 455 
4.194 0. 1181 0. 429 
2.822 0. 1307 0. 480 
2.216 0. 1441 0. 480 
2.209 0. 1448 0. 480 
2.158 0. 1470 0. 547 
2.035 0. 1517 0. 549 
1.884 0. 1766 3. 522 
1.788 0. 2080 6. 86 
1.694 0. 2256 7. 39 
1.659 0. 2385 8. 21 
1.652 0. 2420 8. 52 
1.644 0. 2470 8. 96 
1.631 0. 2533 9. 74 
1.610 0. 2662 11. 83 
1.595 0. 2752 13. 57 
1.575 0. 2841 15. 62 
1.561 0. 2857 16. 17 
1.553 0. 2845 15. 97 
1.540 0. 2805 15. 17 
1.524 0. 2725 13. 48 
1.487 0. 2547 9. 86 
1.443 0. 2374 7. 48 
1.388 0. 2118 5. 58 
1.270 0. 1667 1. 400 
1.234 0. 1608 1. 165 
ip=50 ma; H=10 .6 0 
e 
77.18 0. 0150 0. 165x10 
77.18 0. 0150 0 
77.17 0. 0150 0 
77.17 0. 0150 0 
4.196 0.1132 0. 461x10 
4.196 0.1131 0. 450 
i =100 ma ; H= 21.3 Oe 
77.21 0.0146 0. 060x10 
77.21 0.0146 0. 119 
77.21 0.0147 0. 116 
77.21 0.0146 0. 116 
4.19 8 0.1130 0. 405 
4.197 0.1131 0. 403 
4.196 0.1129 0. 424 
4.196 0.1130 0. 384 
3.891 0.1164 0. 424 
3.843 0.1170 0. 424 
3.419 0.1221 0. 485 
2.983 0.1285 0. 445 
2.970 0.1287 0. 447 
2.615 0.1352 0. 538 
2.603 0.1353 0. 518 
4.201 0.1131 0. 459 
4.201 0.1130 0. 472 
3.021 0.1279 0. 524 
2.578 0.1357 0. 565 
2.348 0.1416 0. 565 
4.199 0.1130 0. 652 
1.981 0.1550 0. 645 
1.967 0.1563 -
1.943 0.1588 0. 816 
1.856 0.1825 5. 22 
1.822 0.1941 8. 21 
1.681 0.2261 10. 33 
1.658 0.2349 11. 40 
1.594 0.2682 18. 95 
1.582 0.2755 21. 96 
1.567 0.2786 23. 25 
1.560 0.2800 24. 00 
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Table 18 (Continued) 
x;(Si> x'(^) x;(^) 
1.546 0. 2800 24. 52x10 
1.548 0. 2803 25. 21 
1.508 0. 2662 21. 06 
1.482 0. 2560 18. 08 
1.486 0. 2538 17. 40 
1.456 0. 2435 14. 98 
1.454 0. 2424 14. 84 
1.453 0. 2432 -
1. 385 0. 2136 13. 14 
ip=150 ma; H=31.9 Oe 
4.197 0. 1130 0. 447x10 
4.196 0. 1130 0. 447 
4.191 0. 1132 0. 343 
4.191 0. 1132 0. 343 
3. 860 0. 1163 0. 39 8 
3.435 0. 1219 0. 377 
2.816 0.1309 0.342x10 
2.380 0.1398 0.426 
2.149 0.1476 0.406 
2.043 0.1518 0.465 
1.900 0.1664 1.671 
1.902 0.1657 1.545 
1.806 0.1964 9.08 
1.709 0.2131 9.69 
1.661 0.2304 11.29 
1.645 0.2367 11.92 
1.634 0.2419 12.26 
1.617 0.2495 13.76 
1.598 0.2593 16.06 
1.564 0.2739 22.53 
1.552 0.2758 23.82 
1.537 0.2747 24.10 
1.480 0.2615 20.15 
1.434 0.2324 13.23 
1.379 0.2126 13.31 
1.259 0.1636 1.294 
is a transition to an ordered magnetic state at about 1.56°K. 
The direction of the deviation of the susceptibility from 
Curie-Weiss behavior indicates that the ordered state is 
ferromagnetic. The existence of magnetic losses as measured 
by x" correlates with this indication. There is a shoulder 
m 
on the high temperature side of the peaks in both and x^-
The shoulder is centered roughly at 1.8°K. As can be seen 
from Figure 26 there is only a very small field dependence in 
X^' The field dependence in x^ is more pronounced. The x^ 
points plotted for 50 ma were taken with a type 1 sample 
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Figure 25. Molar susceptibility of NiC^O^'2H2O, sample 2, above 4.2°K 
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Figure 26. Molar susceptibility of NiCaO^-SHgO, sample 2, below 4.2°K 
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arrangement including heater and thermocouple. 
Measurements on sample 3 
Only type 1 measurements were made on sample 3, con­
taining 27.79(+0.15)% Ni. Two samples were measured; 
sample 3a weighed 2.2298g (0.010555(+59) moles of Ni^^) and 
sample 3b weighed 0.7934g (0.003756(+26) moles of Ni^^). 
Both samples were run in the same bakelite sample container 
weighing 5.37g and with 1.31g and 0.785g of silicone oil, 
respectively,- saturating the samples. Points were taken at 
liquid nitrogen temperatures at 50 ma and at liquid He 
temperatures at 100 ma. The experimental results are given 
in Table 19. Figure 27 shows the behavior of and xll 
^ m m 
below 4.2°K. As can be seen, both Y' and Y" exhibit two 
^m m 
peaks at 1.68°K and 2.05°K. The peaks indicate two magnetic 
transitions in sample 3. Further, both peaks in Y *  and Y "  
m m 
are larger in magnitude and occur at higher temperatures 
than the peak observed for sample 2. In this temperature 
range, the susceptibility behavior of the two samples thus 
seems to be quite different. The small shoulder at 1.8°K 
observed in and of sample 2, however (see Figure 26), 
could be considered as indicative of the same type of 
double peak behavior exhibited by sample 3. 
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Table 19. Molar susceptibility of NiC^0^*2H20, sample #3. 
Sample 3a, 2.2298g (0.010555 moles of Ni). 
Sample 3b, 0.7852g (0.003756 moles of Ni) 
T(°K) ,,emu ) 
^m mole 
../emu ) 
^m mole 
T (°K) /emu ) 
^m mole 
../emu . 
^m mole 
77.12 
Sample 3a _ 
0.0150 0.048x10 1.738 0.6737 93.42x10" 
77.12 0.0149 0.048 1.732 0.7036 87.44 
77.16 
77.16 
0.0151 
0.0149 
0.029 
0.052 Sample 3b 
77.16 0.0150 0.064 77.04 0.0155 0.0221x10 
4.190 0.1094 0.433 77.04 0.0153 0.0288 
4.190 0.1094 0. 368 77.04 0.0154 0.0 
4.191 0.1093 0.380 77.04 0.0153 0.0 
4.190 0.1093 0.513 4.178 0.1094 0.707 
4.190 0.1093 0.369 4.178 0.1100 0.628 
3.518 0.1168 0.469 2.392 0.1376 0.702 
3.500 0.1168 0.350 2.148 0.1514 0.784 
2.914 0.1258 0.436 2.115 0.1634 0.972 
2.342 0.1374 0.262 2.104 0.1785 1.255 
2.012 0.3719 128.3 2.094 0.2050 4.30 
2.023 0.3827 130.0 2.082 0.2818 15.05 
1.851 0.2687 40.93 2.064 0.3876 45.75 
4.192 0.1096 0.432 2.048 0.4331 109.2 
4.192 0.1095 0.480 2.018 0.4130 145.9 
4.192 0.1095 0.435 2.004 0.3766 126.2 
4.192 0.1095 0.353 1.973 0.3369 104.8 
3.580 0.1176 0.496 1.954 0.3070 83.65 
2.640 0.1298 0.453 1.933 0.2854 64.43 
2.297 0.1390 0.411 1.910 0.2712 46.45 
1.970 0.3143 90.52 1.869 0.2651 38.41 
2.152 0.1477 0.456 1.838 0.2745 32.20 
2.114 0.1564 0.480 1.822 0.2887 32.20 
2.079 0.2634 11.18 1.774 0.4351 52.00 
2.050 0.4394 105.1 1.750 0.7162 105.7 
2.061 0.3922 128.3 1.678 0.7907 137.6 
1.991 0.3557 114.0 1.650 0.7878 164.4 
1.972 0.3250 96.27 1.659 0.7860 152.9 
1.921 0.2740 54.42 1.683 0.7791 133.4 
1.881 0.2644 44.96 1.598 0.7569 153.4 
1.852 0.2693 41.44 1.535 0.7098 152.3 
1.817 0.2996 41.85 1.443 0.6386 147.9 
1.785 0.3760 51.93 1.379 
1.248 
0.5920 
0.5059 
143.8 
133.1 
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Figure 27. Molar susceptibility of NiC^O^*2H20, sample 3, below 4.2*K 
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Data analysis 
If the susceptibility of the two samples follows Curie-
Weiss law behavior above 4.2°K, then 
where C is the Curie constant and 6 is called the Weiss 
constant. since in the paramagnetic region at 
the low frequencies employed in this work. The reciprocal 
susceptibility will then be a linear function of T; 
V' = - § + & ^ (39) 
A linear least squares fit of the experimental data in the 
paramagnetic region to Equation 39 gave ^ = 5.99(0.20) 
+ 0.7681(0.0020) T for sample 2 and = 5.83(0.20) 
+ 0.7814(0.0039) T for sample 3. The resulting values for 
C and 6 are given in Table 20. The uncertainties in rounded 
brackets are standard deviations derived from the scatter 
of the experimental points about the line of best fit. 
On theoretical grounds, as discussed in Appendix A, 
however, one expects the susceptibility of octahedrally 
coordinated nickel to be of the form 
Xm = T^ ë + * 
To determine, C, 6 and a, a nonlinear least squares program 
was written and used to fit the high temperature data for 
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Table 20. Results of high temperature data analysis (data 
for T>4.2°K) 
Sample 2 Sample 3 
Result of c(emu deg^ 1.302 ( 0.003) 1,280 ( 0.006) 
fit to ® [+0.027] [+0.027] 
8(deg) -^'80 -7.46 ("0.30) 
Result Of 1-280 ( 0.008) 
[+0.027] 
° 6 (deg) -7.06 ( 0.07) 
C [+0.27] 
Xm = T^G + G 0.37 (~1.13) xio""^ 
sample 2 to Equation 40. Young (1962) and Deming (1943) 
were used as a guide in writing the program. The results 
for sample 2 are given in Table 20. The values for C and 6 
differ somewhat from those obtained in the fit of the data 
to Equation 39. A fit of the data for sample 3 to Equation 
40 is not possible since only a few points at liquid He 
and liquid temperatures are available. A linear fit was 
made however and the results are given in Table 20. The 
values of C for the two samples obtained from the linear fit 
differ by only 1.7%, indicating essentially the same effective 
moment for both samples. The value of C obtained from a 
linear fit of the data for sample 3 is exactly equal to the 
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result is probably accidental. However, for sample 2 the 
results of the nonlinear fit will be used and for sample 3 
the results of the linear fit will be used, since in both 
cases those are the best results available. 
Uncertainties 
The uncertainties quoted in Table 20 in the rounded 
brackets are standard deviations calculated from the scatter 
of the experimental points about the line of best fit. This 
scatter is due to errors in reading AM^ and T. Although the 
accuracy of the thermocouple temperature measurements is 
about 0.5 degree, this error is systematic, and a series 
of successive temperature measurements is expected to yield 
values uniformly low or high with scatter of about 0.05 
degree. That is, it is the case that 6T/T << 6(AM)/AM, 
where 6T and 6M are possible reading errors in one tempera­
ture or AM measurement. One can thus assume that T is 
measured "exactly" and that the experimental scatter is due 
to reading errors in the determination of AM^. Estimated 
uncertainties in reading AM^ lead to errors in of 0.15% 
at 1.5°K, 0.41% at 4.2°K, 2.2% at 77.1°K and 6.8% at 250°K. 
The expected scatter in the experimental points due to these 
errors is indicated in Figure 25. As can be seen, the actual 
scatter of the points is somewhat less than expected through­
out most of the temperature range. 
In addition to the random type errors discussed above a 
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systematic error due to uncertainties in V and N could be 
included in the observed This will be a systematic 
error because the same T and N are used in calculating all 
X^'s. Assuming the uncertainties in F and N quoted pre­
viously, the possible systematic error in was calcu­
lated to be 1.42% in the range where the coils are in liquid 
He and 2.1% in the range where they are in liquid . The 
size of this possible error has also been indicated in 
Figure 25. If one assumes the susceptibility to follow 
Equation 39 the additional uncertainties in C and 6 due to 
this possible systematic error are easily estimated graph­
ically to be +0.027 and +0.27 respectively; one can assume 
that these additional uncertainties in C and 0 will be 
approximately the same if x^ versus T is assumed to obey 
Equation 40. It is not possible in this case to estimate 
the error in a simply, but since a essentially represents 
curvature in the nearly straight line of 1/x^ versus T it 
should not be changed much by a systematic type of error in 
X^ ^ . The possible systematic errors in C and 0 are given 
in square brackets in Table 20. The relationships are such 
that if the systematic error in C is positive it is also 
positive in 0. 
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Susceptibility Measurements: Discussion of Results 
At temperatures above 4.2°K the measured susceptibility 
for sample 2 could be represented by the equation 
Tiv'oGM"'} + 0.37(1.13)k10-^ (41) 
From this relation the diamagnetic contribution of about 
-0.75x10 ^ emu/mole must be subtracted (Selwood, 1956; West 
and Niu, 1963a). The paramagnetic contribution is then given 
by 
Xm- T;7!O6M!34) + 1-12(1.13)xl0-^ (42) 
In the crystal field approximation one expects octa-
+4* hedrally coordinated Ni ions to have a paramagnetic sus­
ceptibility (as given in Appendix A) 
SNW* 45, 2 
^m •" SBT" ~ lODq) TODq 
where g = 2(1 - and = g[S (S+1) ] . From 
the susceptibility data (Equation 42) one calculates 
g=2.262(+0.031) and p^j^=3.20(+0.04). The effective number 
of Bohr magnetons is in good agreement with the value ob­
tained by West and Niu (see Table 1), but is lower than 
the value derived from the data of Smentowski and Gerstein 
(see Table 2) . 
The value of lODq measured via the optical spectrum is 
-1 8550 cm (see the section on the optical spectrum). This 
value allows one to calculate a value for X of -280(+30) cm 
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which is 86% of the free ion value of -324 cm ^ (Moore, 1952; 
Shenstone, 1954). Similar reductions in the spin orbit 
coupling parameters have been found for other transition metal 
ions in coordination complexes. In particular, for Ni^^ 
ions coordinated by six H^O molecules (roughly octahedrally) 
some typical measured spin orbit coupling parameters are: 
-281 cm_^ in a-NiSO^-GHgO (Fisher and Hornung, 1968); -250 
-1 to -270 cm in several Tutton salts of prototype formula 
K2Ni(SO^)2•7H2O (Owen, 1955a,b; Griffiths and Owen, 1952); 
and -242 cm ^ for Ni^^ doped in MgO (Low, 1958a,b). The 
measured spin orbit coupling parameter is called the effective 
spin orbit coupling parameter. 
This reduction in the spin orbit coupling parameter has 
usually been explained with use of the molecular orbital 
theory, a brief discussion of which is given in Appendix A. 
The expression for the g-factor obtained from the M.O. theory 
is 
g = 2(l-4N^k X/lODq) (44) 
where and k have the definitions given in Appendix A. 
The effective spin orbit coupling parameter measured is set 
equal to k , 
^ff = \ ^ \ <«> 
where is the free ion spin orbit coupling parameter. 
The ratio of X^^^ to X^ is about 0.864 and we set 
k = 0.864 (46) 
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Assuming N^^l and using Equation A72 we find that the frac­
tion of unpaired electron density transferred to each oxygen 
atom is about 9%. A similar calculation by Owen and Thornley 
(1966) yields an unpaired spin density of 3.8% (k=0.88) on 
-4 the F ion in the NiF^ complex. The lower value was ob­
tained because ir-bonding was included in their calculations. 
It is likely that n-bonding is important in NiC^O^'ZHgO 
also, but is not easily incorporated in a M.O. treatment of 
the complex. 
The above calculation of the unpaired spin transfer to 
the oxygen atom in NiC^O^*21120 is subject to a number of 
approximations given above and in Appendix A. 
The theoretical expression for the temperature inde­
pendent paramagnetic susceptibility (Equation 43) yields 
-4 
a value of 2.43x10 emu/mole while the measured value is 
-4 1.07(1.13)xlO emu/mole. From the large standard deviation 
in the measured value, all of which is due to the experimental 
scatter in the data, all one can say is that the two values 
agree to within two standard deviations of the measured value. 
The Weiss constant (see Appendix A) obtained from the 
experimental data is -7.06(+0.34)°K, which if due to magnetic 
interactions, would predict that they are antiferromagnetic. 
However, the susceptibility of both samples exhibit peaks 
characteristic of ferromagnetic ordering at temperatures <2°K. 
Susceptibility behavior identical to the Curie-Weiss 
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law can be obtained for a Ni^^ complex if the zero-field 
ground state manifold of the ion is split (see Appendix A) by 
spin orbit coupling. However, no meaningful results concern­
ing the zero field splitting can be obtained from the powder 
data; to extract any information about zero field splittings 
from the "Weiss constant" would require single crystal data. 
The original interest in NiC^O^-ZHgO came from the expec­
tation of observing one-dimensional magnetic interactions via 
susceptibility measurements since the structure as originally 
proposed by West and Niu (1963a) was a linear coordination 
. + + 
polymer in which Ni ions are linked by squarate ions as 
shown in Figure 4(a). The possibility of superexchange 
+ + between the Ni ions via the w-molecular orbitals of the 
squarate ion indicated that exchange interactions would 
most likely be antiferromagnetic (Kanamori, 1959; Anderson, 
1963). Although the structure was found not to be a linear 
coordination polymer, as discussed in the section on the 
structural work, any magnetic superexchange interactions are 
still expected to go through the squarate ion ir-orbitals 
leading to antiferromagnetic interactions. 
The low temperature susceptibility results, however, 
indicate that NiC^0^'2H20 orders ferromagnetically at 
temperatures less than 2°K. The exact ordering temperature 
of sample #2 is 1.56°K. Sample #3 exhibits two peaks at 
2.05°K and 1.68°K. Sample #2 also shows a shoulder on the 
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high temperature side of the peak at 1.56°. The shoulder is 
centered at about 1.8°K (see Figures 26 and 27). Therefore 
it seems that both samples qualitatively exhibit the same 
type of double peak behavior at lower temperatures. Both 
peaks in sample #3 are characteristic of ferromagnetic 
ordering, while in sample #2 the larger peak is also 
characteristic of ferromagnetic ordering. The small shoulder 
in Xjj^ for sample #2 is not well resolved and no conclusions 
about it can be reached. This double peak behavior might 
be due to an impurity in the sample or to the ferromagnetic 
ordering of two magnetic sublattices in the sample. 
It would be of great interest to measure the suscepti­
bility of a single crystal of NiC^O^'ZHgO in order to resolve 
the ambiguities in the interpretation of the powder magnetic 
susceptibility measured in this sample. 
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PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE 
Attempts were made to obtain the electron spin resonance 
+ + 
spectrum of the Ni ion in NiC^O^-ZHgO (Carrington and 
McLachlan, 1967; Low, 1958a,b,1960; Bleaney and Stevens, 1953). 
The instrument used was a Strand model 602B, X band 
(hv-0.32 cm electron paramagnetic resonance spectrometer 
combined with a 12" Magnion electromagnet. The magnet was 
capable of a maximum field of about 12 kOe. Cavities avail­
able were a Strand cylindrical TE^^^ cavity and a Varian 
rectangular TE^^g cavity. Cold Finger type liquid N^ and 
liquid He dewars (constructed in this laboratory) were 
available for low temperature measurements. The lowest 
temperature attainable with the liquid He dewar is estimated 
to be approximately 15°K. 
A search for a resonance signal was made using powdered 
NiC^0^*2H20 and "twinned" crystal cubes as large as 0.5 mm 
on a side. Also, samples of ZnC^O^*2HpO doped with 1-3% Ni 
(both powder and "twinned" crystal samples) were investigated 
at room temperature, liquid N^ temperatures and at 15°K. No 
signal was observed in any of these experiments. Since 
experimental conditions were such that an absorption as 
wide as 500 Oe should have given signals at least 5 times the 
noise, it is concluded that the zero field splitting of the 
.Q+*;^ +*o +-"r'îr-vlô4- mne-l- V\o 1 4-)^  T»4- TO 
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kOe DC field is insufficient to produce transitions induced 
by the energy quanta available with the X band spectrometer. 
Zero field splitting and variation of the energy levels as a 
function of an applied magnetic field is discussed in 
Appendix A. 
An attempt to obtain the electron spin resonance of Ni^^ 
in NiC^O^*21120 using K or Q band spectrometers would therefore 
be very fruitful in determining the zero field splitting and 
g factors of the ion and thus elucidating the actual symmetry 
of the crystal field about the Ni ion and giving a check on 
the g factor derived from the susceptibility measurements. 
The best results would be obtained from single crystals, 
however, and at present no technique has been found to grow 
single crystals large enough for electron paramagnetic 
resonance work. Experiments on "twinned" crystals would face 
some of the same problems found in the structural work and 
would require exact knowledge of the twinning mode to yield 
meaningful results. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
The results of this investigation have been summarized in 
the various sections and some suggestions for further work 
have been given. The major need is for the production of 
single crystals to allow a straight forward structural deter­
mination without the ambiguities introduced by the twinning 
found in the crystals grown in this work. Such single crystals 
might most easily be obtained by further efforts to obtain 
them by breaking "twinned" crystals. Single crystals large 
enough for susceptibility and electron paramagnetic resonance 
measurements can not be obtained in this way and a tech­
nique to grow large single crystals of NiC^O^-ZHgO is needed. 
It would also be of interest to determine the structure 
of CuC^O^*21120 which was found by West and Niu (1963a) to 
have a different powder pattern and hence different structure 
than NiC^0^'2H20. The differences in the structure of the 
Mn, Zn and Cu croconate salts have been discussed in the 
Literature Review section. Such a tetragonal distortion 
of the coordination about the Cu^"*" ion is typical [compare 
for example the structures of CsNiCl^ (Stucky, D'Agostino, 
and McPherson, 1966) and CsCuClg (Schlueter, Jacobson and 
Rundle, 1968} ] and it would be interesting to determine the 
change in structure in going from Ni to Cu squarate. 
Finally, it would be desirable to make heat capacity 
measurements on Ni squarate samples below 4.2°K in the region 
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of the magnetic transitions to obtain some measure of the 
entropy associated with the transitions. Such capability has 
recently been achieved in this group with the completion of a 
^He calorimeter (Keller, 1970). 
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APPENDIX A: CRYSTAL FIELD AND MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY 
OF THE d® Ni^2 ION WITH OCTAHEDRAL COORDINATION 
The purpose of this section is to very briefly consider 
the crystal field and molecular orbital theories for the 
octahedrally coordinated Ni"*"^ (d^) ion and to derive an energy 
level scheme which can be used to discuss the spectroscopic 
and magnetic measurements made in this work. The basic theory 
is discussed extensively in numerous books and articles. The 
most useful references have been Theory of Atomic Spectra by 
Condon and Shortley (19 51), Ligand Field Theory by Ballhausen 
(1962) , Introduction to Ligand Fields by Figgis (1966)/ 
Operator Methods in Ligand Field Theory by Watanabe (1966) and 
Quantum Chemistry by Eyring, Walter and Kimball (1944). 
The theory of crystal fields was first developed by 
Bethe (1929), who investigated the effect of the symmetry 
and strength of a crystalline field on the electronic energy 
levels of free ions placed in the field. Since then the theory 
has found application in describing the bonding in transition 
metal complexes in solution and crystals, and the experimental 
results of heat capacity, magnetic susceptibility, electron 
spin resonance and absorption spectroscopy measurements have 
been explained with its help. The analysis of some of the 
results of these experiments require the use of molecular 
orbital thccrj', vhich is a "lOre général Llxeoxy of bonding bur 
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contains the crystal field theory as a special case 
Ballhausen, 19C2). 
The Free Ion 
The discussion of the treatment of the free ion will 
follow Condon and Shortley (1951), Eyring, Walter and Kim­
ball (1944) and Griffith (1961). The electronic wave-
functions and energies of a many electron ion are the solu­
tions of Schroedingers equation using the approximate, non-
relativistic Hamiltonian 
2 2 2 
H S V. 2 - S + Z |— + E Ç(r .)£ .s. (Al) 
i 1 ^ r^ j>i ^ij i 111 
The terms are listed in order of decreasing energy. In the 
solution of this problem the Hamiltonian above is first 
approximated by the central field Hamiltonian 
2 
"c = - Is <^ 2^) 
1 1 
where U(r^) is spherically symmetrical and consists of the 
nuclear attraction terms and most of the electronic 
repulsions; the repulsions acting on electron i are approxi­
mated as a spherical charge distribution due to the other 
electrons. is a sum of one electron Hamiltonians and 
yields as solutions wavefunctions very similar to the 
hydrogenic wave functions; i.e., the wavefunctions are 
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products of angular and radial parts. The angular functions 
are the familiar spherical harmonics, the radial 
parts are very similar to the hydrogenic radial functions and 
the familiar orbitals s, p, d, f, g, h and quantum numbers 
(n, it m^) are retained. Configurations are written and 
closed shells are ignored. For partially filled shells, such 
2 
as d for example, properly antisymmetrized many electron wave-
functions are written by use of the Slater determinant forma­
lism and the effect of V_ = H -H on these states is pert o c 
calculated by perturbation theory. 
„2 2 
Vrt  "  + Î  f— + E Ç(r , ) î .  ; s .  (A3)  pert i i i i i 
This procedure results in new wavefunctions characterized 
by total orbital angular momentum L=ZA^,M^=Z(m^)^, total spin 
angular momentum S = Ss^, and total angular 
momentum J=L+S, L+S-1,... L-S. The procedure for obtaining 
these functions and their energies is exhaustively treated by 
Condon and Shortley (1951). For a single d electron, ignoring 
the closed shells, one obtains the term 2/2 standard 
notation (i.e., L=2; S=l/2; J=5/2, 3/2 ). For two d electrons, 
2 d , one obtains the terms and electrostatic repulsion energies 
given in Table 21 in terms of the Condon-Shortley parameters 
Fq, F2 and F^, where 
e'" 
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with Dg = 1, Dg = 49, and =441. For hydrogenic radial 
-1 functions one obtains = 203Z and F^ = 14.7Z in cm 
Usually, however, the F^ are evaluated from experimental 
spectra. For Ni"*"^, d^, (considered in the hole formalism) 
-1 -1 
experimentally one finds F^ = 1710 cm and F^ = 132 cm 
(Shenstone, 1954). 
The spin orbit coupling term in the Hamiltonian (term 
4 in ) will split the two triplet terms according 
3 3 to their J values. For F, J = 4, 3, 2 and for P, 
J = 2, 1, 0. For a particular term the splitting is 
given by 
AEJ.J-I = " 
where X=—^ for d^ and X= — f o r  d ^ .  T h e  s p l i t t i n g s  f o r  d ^  
8 ++ 
and d are given in Table 21. For the free ion Ni the spin 
-1 -1 
orbit coupling parameter is %gj^648 cm , and X= -324 cm 
(Moore, 1952). These levels can be further split by a 
magnetic field. The operator connected with this splitting 
(the Zeeman effect) is, for a field in the z direction. 
«Z = "B'ts+ZSclH; = (A5) 
and the energy levels are 
=  VA9  (AG)  
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where 
g = 1 + (A7) 
a schematic diagram of the energy levels is given in 
Figure 28. 
8 ++ 
Table 21. Term energies of configuration d (Ni ) due to 
interelectronic repulsion and spin orbit 
splittings for the free ion 
Electron repulsion 
S"onaL-Sho?tSy splittings 
parameters 
^So Pg + "Fj + 126P^ 
^G4 P„ + 4?, + 
Fg + VPj - 84F^ -2X 
" - X 
" X 
Pg - SFj + 36P, 
^^ 2 0^ - 8^ 2 -
' f j " -X 
" 3X 
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SI,) 'So(i) 50,000 
d(45) 
I ! 
I I 
11 
I / 
I I 
I I 
f 
\ 
\ 
G(9) 
P(9) 
D(5) 
F(2I) 
-e--
PnC) 
T,(5) 
F,(7) 
-—li fi(9) 
'G,(9) 
'0^ (5) 
Jj» 0 
Jj- I. . .-I 
j_=2...-2 
... -2 
-3 
X-4...-4 
20,000 
E(crn') 
- - 10,000 
E YCJ + /yL+z*).H 
Figure 28. The Ni (d ) free ion energy levels. Only the 
term splittings and spin orbit splittings are to 
scale. The Zeeman splittings are on the order of 
10"4 fnn~l/aanBs 
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The magnetic moment of N free, noninteracting ions with 
energy levels characterized by energies in A6 and J, Mj 
values as discussed will be (Morrish, 1965) 
+J M gy H/kT 
^ " ^+J M gy H/k.T 
E e ^ ® 
-J 
For multiplets such that Ej,-Ej>>kT (i.e., all atoms considered 
— 2  to be in ground state)or, since M_gy„H/kT < 10 , (AS) 
U ID — 
reduces to 
Z Mj(l + MjgygH/kD 
M = Ngyg (A9) 
I  (l+MjgUgH/kT) 
Terms like Z ML = 0, Z 1 = 2J+1 and Z M-^= J (J+D pJ+D ^ 
-J -J -J ^ 
so that 
2 Ng"^ J(J+1)VU, H 
M = — 
3kT 
and, the susceptibility is given by 
where y = P^ffUg and p^^^ = g[J(J+1)]. Equation (AlO) 
is known as Curie's Law, Y=ê. with . 
• i JK 
If the separations between levels are comparable to kT, 
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the whole manifold with J=|L+S|, . . . | l -S[ will be populated 
and one obtains for the susceptibility a sum over terms such 
as AlO, each term attenuated by the Boltzman factor. 
' J(J+l)/3kT]e"G(J)/kT 
X = N (All) 
J=|I.-S| ++ 3 
For a gaseous free Ni ion the ground term is F 
with a J manifold of J=4,3,2. The spin orbit energies are 
3X, -X and -4X respectively where X= -324 cm . Therefore 
the J=4 and J=3 levels are separated by 1296 cm ^ (1860®K)and 
the ratio of population will be 0.002 at 300°K, so that 
the susceptibility should be given to a good approximation 
by AlO. 
+ +  A  ^  o  c  
X(Ni d , free ion) = 3^^ 20 = 
where J=4, g=1.25 and P^ff = 5.59 (A12) 
The Crystal Field Approximation 
In this approximation the ligands surrounding a transi­
tion metal ion are considered as point charges or point 
dipoles which create an electric field about the central ion. 
The effect of this electrostatic potential on the energy 
levels of the central ion is then calculated making use of 
perturbation theory. In particular, in this work the main 
interest lies in the effect of an octahedral ligand field on 
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the energy levels of the ion which has the configu­
ration. First it is instructive to look at the effect of an 
octahedral field on a single d electron. 
The crystalline field is treated as a perturbation on 
the free ion wavefunctions. The strength of the crystalline 
field relative to the various terms in the free ion 
Hamiltonian (Al) results in three different modes of treat­
ment. The three cases are: 
1. V < Ç(r)£*s , rare earth complexes 
/\ 2 2. Ç(r)£-s < V < e /r.complexes of first 
^ transition group 
2 3. e /r.. < V, complexes of second and third transi-
tion groups (covalent complexes) 
Octahedral Ni^^ complexes are usually somewhere between cases 
2 and 3, called the weak and strong field cases respectively. 
e2 
In the weak field treatment, since V < , one considers 
^ij 
the effect of the crystalline potential as a perturbation 
on the free ion states while in the strong field case, where 
e2 
V > -— , basis functions diagonal in H and V are formed 
^ij ^ 
and electronic interactions between electrons are considered 
as a perturbation on these ground states. At intermediate 
field strengths one may use either formalism. In this 
discussion the strong field approach will be used. That is, 
the wavefunctions used as a starting point are the ones 
obtained from the Hamiltonian 
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"o = - a J 'i' - ^ if 
The solutions of this Hamiltonian for the first transition 
series will be the 3d hydrogenic wave functions if one ignores 
closed shells. If we have the configuration d^ (d^) as in 
Sc^^ y we have one electron to be placed in one of five 
degenerate d orbitals (excluding the radial functions) 
d+2 ~ ^ 2 +2 ~ /3/8 (x+iy)^ (/5/4Tr 
D ± I  =  ? 2 , + L  =  ^  (A1 4 )  
dg = YgpO ~ (x+iy ) 2  (/5/4ï ï  
The form of the potential field at a central ion ob­
tained from placing negative charges about the ion in the 
form of an octahedron is (Watanabe, 1966) 
11 1 
(A15) 
where Z is the charge on the ligands, a is the distance of 
the ligands from the central ion, and the Y. 's are the 2,m 
spherical harmonics. The form of Vq is obtained by expand­
ing the potential as a series of normalized spherical 
harmonics. The potential must transform like the irreducible 
representation ("irrep" ) (be invariant) under all operations 
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of the group 0^ (Cotton, 1963; Hochstrasser, 1966). This 
eliminates all terms except those with n=4&, m=0,+4k; 
Terms with n>4 are eliminated because the direct product of 
two d orbital-sets spans no representations of the rotation 
group of order higher than 4. The first term in A15 will 
raise the energy of an electron in any wavefunction given in 
A14 equally by an amount 6ze/a, while the angular part will 
split the energy levels of the five d functions. Degenerate 
perturbation theory yields the energies and associated 
eigenstates 
E = -4Dq (xz) 
(xy) 
(yz) 
/2 
(di'dr) 
. /2  
i/2 
(dj-dj) 
(dj^ +d^ ) 
(A16) 
E = 6Dq (z ) = df 
where 
(xf-yZ) = -1 (d_+d^) 
/ 2  ^  ^  
5 — 4 D = 35ze/4a and q = r = 
(A17) 
* 4 2 
®3 ,2 r dr 
The symbols t^g and Cg applied to the two groups of 
orbitals are descriptive of the transformation properties 
of the two groups of wavefunctions in octahedral symmetry. 
The two groups of energy levels are separated by lODq, the 
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^2g levels being the lower. Into these energy levels the d 
electrons are fed. For d^ we get the configuration 
and since there are no interelectronic interactions with one 
electron the energy levels of the system are as given in 
A16 and A17. 
If we have more than one d electron various configura-
g 
tions are possible. In the case of d we have the possible 
configurations t_^ e^, t_^ e^, and t„^ et in order of in-2g g 2g g 2g g 
creasing energy; or, considering two electron holes in a 
2 filled d shell, we obtain the configurations e^, ^ 2g^q 
2 tgg in increasing energy. All possible wavefunetions can 
be classified according to their symmetry properties in the 
symmetry group 0^ or the double group 0'. The irreps of the 
orbital parts of the wavefunctions are given in Table 22 with 
their energies; a left superscript indicates the spin func­
tion associated with the orbital function. The are 
Bethe's (1929) notation for irreps in the octahedral double 
group 0', and are given in parentheses to indicate the irreps 
spanned by the total spin-orbit functions for the configu­
rations indicated (Ballhausen, 1962). For holes, Dq is nega-
2 tive and e^ is lowest in energy. The transformation proper-
ties of the spin functions [ — (aB-Ba); S=0 ML=0] and 
1 [aot,— (a3+3a) , 68; S=l, M„=+1,0] are like the A ' ( r , )  and 
/2 
T^'(r^) irreps of 0' respectively. For the singlet states 
(S=0) in Table 22 the total spin-orbit wavefunction will 
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Table 22. Irreps of the double group 0' spanned by configu­
rations , t„_ e_ and t»£ g 2g g 2g 
Configu- T>.™c. 4. n' Crystal field 
ration Irreps spanned in 0' energy 
®g 12Dq 
+ ^T^(r5)+^Tj_(r^) 2Dq 
3Ti<r]+r,+r,+r5)+iTj/rsl+iA'(ri)+iE'(r3) 
transform like the orbit wavefunction above. For the triplet 
states the spin-orbit functions will transform like (in the 
double group 0'; Ballhausen, 1962) 
= Ti(r^)xR'(r2) - T'(r5) 
tggGg, ^T- = (A18) 
A^(r2)+Ej^(r3)+Tj^(r^)+T^(r5) 
^2g®g' M = TlfraixTifr,) 
^ A|(r^)+Ej^(r3)+T^(r,)+Tj(r5) 
2^g ' 'n = 
One sees that there are four excited states with wave-
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functions transforming like the ground state function 
3 2 Fg( Aggfe^); the explicit form of the ground state wave-
function is 
9, = I(x^-y^) (z^) I aa 
8_ = I (xf-yZ) (z^) (A19) 
/2 
6^ = I (x^-y^) (z^) 163 
where a convenient short hand notation is used to write 
the wavefunetions. The "holes" are always understood to be 
in order 1,2 in the form |a(l)b(2)| which is meant to repre­
sent the diagonal terms of a Slater determinant. 
ab — — 
/2 
a(l) b(l) 
a(2) b(2) 
(A20) 
The wavefunction of the lowest excited state that transforms 
like r.(\^,e^) is 5 2g g 
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(j), = ( I (xz) (z^ ) |+/3| (xz) (x^ -y^ ) I 
^ 4/2 
-i I (yz) (z^) l+i/I| (yz) (x^-y^l)(a6+6a) 
+4i|(xy)(z )|aa} 
^ = t{ ( 1 (xz) (z^) l + ZIl (xaKx^-y^)I) (63-aa) 
-i(|(yz) (z^)|-/3|(yzj (x^-y^)|) (66+aa)} 
= (xz) (z^) 1+ /3 I (xz) (x^-y^) 
4/2 
+i| (yz) (z^) |-i/3| (yz) (x^-y^)|) (ag+Ba) 
+4iI(xy)(z )I 33} (A21) 
The rest of the functions can be similarly constructed. The 
e^ 
electrostatic interaction (-—) and spin orbit coupling (L-S) 
ij 
Hamiltonians will now be diagonal in these symmetry classi­
fied wavefunctions (Hochstrasser, 1966). The energy levels 
associated with these symmetry adapted wavefunctions have 
been calculated for each (i=l,2,3,4,5) by Liehr and 
Ballhausen (1959) . The energy matrix for the Hamiltonian 
(A22-A23) 
for the wavefunctions transforming like for example, is 
given in Table 23a. 
Tablci 23a. Matrix elements of the Hamiltonian given in (A22-A23) with the wave-
functions transforming like Fg in O' 
^i:g^®g^ ^T2g(t2geg) ^lg^^2g®g^ '^2g^^2g®g^ '^lg^^2g^ '^2g^^2g^ 
-8F2-9F^+12Dq 2/2 X 0 2X 0 0 
-8F2-9F^+2Dq- |x 2 ^  " 2^ 
4F2-69F^+2Dq+ ^X -*^X GFg-SOF^+X /2X 
2lP^+2Dq -/6X 2/3 
-5F2-24F^-8Dq-X /Ix 
Fg+lGFj- BDq 
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The eigenvalues of these matrices are functions of , F^, 
Dq and X. Liehr and Ballhausen solved the matrix given in 
Table 23a and the matrices corresponding to r^, and 
for their eigenvalues by numerical methods, for the best 
estimated experimental values of X and F^fFg = 14F^) as a 
function of Dq. They present the results as a plot of the 
energy levels of the various states as a function of Dq, 
4"*t* 
and compare the absorption spectrum of Ni ions doped in 
MgO obtained by Low (1958a,b) with the predicted transition 
-1 _i _i 
energies at Dq = -850 cm for X= -275 cm and F^= 90 cm 
(F2=14F2), finding excellent agreement (see Table 23b). 
As can be seen from Table 23b, the ground state function 
1 2 3 3 2 
r_ ' ' ( A- ,e ) couples under the spin orbit interaction D zg g 
to and . This inter-
action will mix in some of the excited state functions into 
the ground state; the correct ground state wave function to 
first order in X is (Eyring, et al., 1944) 
8F2+30F^-10DqT 5 ' 2g'"2g g' 
''5"<Sg'Wg' 
+ 0.030 .t- e ) 
D 49 /g g 
(A24) 
, ++ 
Table 23b. Transition assignments for the Ni :MgO spectrum (Low, 1958a,b) as 
obtained by Liehr and Ballhausen (1959) 
Absorptions 
observed by 
Low (I958a,b) 
(cm"!) 
Spectral transition assignments 
by Liehr and Ballhausen (19 59) 
Predicted 
transition 
energies^ 
(cm~l) 
8600 8500(lODg) 
':5(\g'Wg' 
''2' '^ 2g'*^ 2g®g' 
13700 "^'^r^<\g''=2g®gl\g'®gl' 13 ,500 
'r4<^Tig'Wg> 
14700 3r^(3A2g.e|).3rs(3Tig.t2geg) 14,500 
'  ' 3 (  ,  t jgSg  ;  ,3^  ]  )  
^Assuming Dq=-850 cm ^, X=-275 cm ^ and F^=90 cm ^ (F2=14F^). 
Table 23b (Continued) 
Absorptions 
observed by 
Low (1958a,b) 
(cn. 1) 
Spectral transition assignments 
by Liehr and Ballhausen (19 59) 
Predicted 
transition 
energies 
(cm-1) 
21750 
*^5'  ' ^ 2 g ' ^ 2 g ^ g ^  * 
20,500 
24500 24 ,000 
21950 
^5^ ^2g'®g^ ' ^4 ^ I '^lg'^2g®g^' '^lg'^2g ^ 24,700 
2&300 does not fit into energy level scheme 
3«500 'r5(\g,e2)-v 31,300 
"•Ts'tSg'^^ag"" 
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If one applies a magnetic field to the Ni^^ ion the 
ground state will be split. The Hamiltonian is given in 
AS. The matrix elements of the Zeeman operator with the 
^^2g ground state wavefunctions (excluding the 
^T^g contributions) as given in A19 are (taking the field in 
the z direction) 
= ZH; M2= +1 
<e2|H^le2> =0 Mg= 0 (A25) 
<8. H: 8_> = -2H^ M = -1 3 ' z ' 3 z s 
and, assuming, for transitions between these levels (as in 
an E.P.R. spectrometer, selection rule AM^ = + 1,0) 
hv = , k=a particular direction with respect 
to molecular geometry 
(A26) 
one obtains ' because all directions are equi­
valent in octahedral symmetry. 
If the corrected wavefunctions given in A24 are used, 
the matrix elements to first order in X are 
<*(r5i)|H,|4(r;i)> = (2 - WgH, 
<(j)(r5^) |H^|(})(r5^)> =0 (A27) 
lAfr s - / > • , _  \ .. „ 
T  5  ,  . - 2 .  T  5  , iODq' ^B"z 
8 X leading to a g value of ^g^^'lODg' correct to first order in X. 
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Magnetic Susceptibility; Van Vleck's Equation 
Van Vleck (19 32) has developed a general theory of the 
magnetic susceptibility for a system with zero order wave-
functions and energies acted on by the Hamiltonian 
given in (AS). The susceptibility for the direction 
- (l)ii)2 0/,, 
n— 2E (2)i]e ^ 
xg = n-i q (a28) 
-e. "at 
Z e ^ 
i 
where 
g (l)ii _ 0|p (L +2S )|^.^> , low frequency 
® 1 ts s s 1 contribution 
(2)i^ |PB'V2S^)»."><j,."|y3(L^-h2S^) |»."> 
sa e . —e . j ^i"^j 
high frequency term. 
Applying this to octahedrally coordinated nickel we have 
from (A27) and ignoring the second order terms, 
2 (A29) 
3kT lODq' 
In an octahedral environment all directions are 
equivalent and x^=X^=Xy • Also g^=g^=g^=2 (1- j^) and 
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2 2 2 
= g S(S+l)=2g with an effective spin of 1, so 
that 
N Peff 
"z = 3kT <"»> 
The magnetic moment of the Ni has been reduced from the 
free ion value of 5.59 pg to approximately 3.18 for the 
NiXHgOïg^^ complexes in Ni"*"^ Tutton salts (Griffiths and 
Owen , 1952). This reduction is the well known quenching 
of the orbital angular momentum of the d electrons by the 
crystal field. If it were not for the small admixture (via 
spin-orbit coupling) of the excited state (^T2gft2geg) 
into the orbitally nondegenerate ground state the orbital 
moment would be completely quenched leaving the spin only 
moment of 2.83 y_. 
B 
The second order terms in (A28) will give rise to a 
temperature independent paramagnetic susceptibility. The 
2 2 2 
orbital ground state is essentially |(x -y )(z )| times a 
spin function, and because of orthogonality it is only the 
orbital angular momentum operator which contributes to 
Operating with on the orbital function gives 
9+ ? +n + +9 
Lgl (x -y^) (zi ) |=2i| (xy) (zi ) | (A31) 
2 2 Now the space function |(xy)(z )| belongs to the T^^ 
state which is lODq above the ground state see (A24, A21). 
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Therefore, considering the three ground state energy levels 
(Mg=+1,0), one obtains 
(2)i -Ei°/kT 
l~^^2 ® _ 3% 2(21)(-21) 8N; 2 
^ _E.O/kT " ^  ^ÏÔDq ^ " lODq <^32) 
Z e ^ 
i 
The total susceptibility is then 
4, 2 8Nu 2 
3kT" ÏÔDq^ lODq %x " %y %av. 
++ When the susceptibility of a Ni salt is measured there is 
also a contribution to the measured temperature independent 
part due to the diamagnetlsm of all elements in the com­
pound. 
For a NifHgOjg*^ complex then (X=-270 cm Dq=850 cm ^) 
one would expect a susceptibility of (using A33 ) 
X = + 2.43x10"^ (A34) 
Zero Field Splitting 
If the field on an ion has an axial or lower symmetry 
component it will split levels which are orbitally degenerate 
in 0^ symmetry. In the case of Ni^^, d^, the rg^X^Agg/e^) 
ground state would not be split by an axial crystalline field, 
VN n 4^ VN* * w m ^ 4- m ^ J-1— ^ ^ — — —. U- — J-1- — — J- — ^ —J ^ JU — — V w^ aiiica.u..j_ c-a \ j  J_ uxic L.CLA o L.ci u.ca 
rg^(^T2g,t2geg) and [^^(^Tgg/t^geg) mixed into the ground 
19 8 
state via the spin orbit coupling, small splittings will be 
observed in the ground state. The magnetic susceptibility 
will now be different at temperatures where kT is comparable 
to the zero field splitting of the ground state and the sus­
ceptibility will depend on the angle the applied measuring 
field nakes with the axial direction of the axial field 
component. 
This problem, for the case of an ion which has an 
orbitally nondegenerate, singlet ground state (without con­
sidering the spin-orbit coupling) has been treated elegantly 
by Pryce (1950). The effect of the spin orbit coupling and 
of the applied field H on the ground state is considered 
using the perturbation Hamiltonian 
Hgp = XL'S + PgH-(L+2S) (A35) 
In this treatment the usual operator representation is em-
A ^ 
ployed for L, but no representation is chosen for S, and 
instead of obtaining the change in the energy levels due to 
the perturbation, one obtains an expression called the spin-
Hamiltonian (Abragam and Pryce, 1951) which gives the energy 
levels as a function of §. The energy levels correct to 
second order in X and lig are the eigenvalues of a Hamiltonian 
involving only the spin variables 
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where the tensor coordinates i, j=x,y, z and the summation 
convention is assumed; the external field is 
H=iH +]H +ÉH and A.. is given by 
X y z 1] 
<0|l.|n><n|l.I0> 
The indices 0,...n,... refer to the orbital levels, zero 
being the lowest, an orbital singlet. The first term in 
(A36), Eq, is the unperturbed energy; the second term, 
2u„(6. .-XA. .)S.His the magnetic energy of a spin system 
B  1 ]  I J  1  J  
with a g-factor represented by the tensor 
^ij " 2(5^j-XA^j) . (A38) 
2 The third term, -X A^^S^Sj is the second order contribution 
of the spin-orbit coupling. If A^j is isotropic as in octa­
hedral fields, it merely represents an equal downward shift 
of all 2S+1 levels; if not, as in axial fields or fields of 
lower symmetry, there is in addition a splitting of the 
levels, even in the absence of a magnetic field. The last 
2 term, "^p^ij^i^j' spin independent, quadratic in H and 
corresponds to a temperature independent paramagnetic 
susceptibility (i.e., it corresponds to the term contain­
ing Eg (2)1 in (A28) . 
In general all the elements A^ ^  and g_. will be non­
zero, but if the coordinate axes are chosen to be the 
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principle axes of the tensor (that is the principle 
axes of the symmetry of the crystal field) then 
Axx=Ax' Ayy=Ay' 9yy=9y' "^her 
terms being zero. If the crystalline field is axial and 
z is taken parallel to the field axis, then A^=Aj|, 
A =A =A, and g =g„ and g =g =g,; if the field is octa-
X y J_ z^ 1^1 x^ ^y 
hedral A^=h^=h^ and ^^=9^=9^ • 
2 Consider the term -X A..S.S. in H_„, which remains even 
I j  1  J  o n  .  
at zero magnetic field, and is the term that causes zero field 
splitting of the ground state spin multiplet. In fields of 
symmetry lower than axial the spin Hamiltonian becomes 
«SH= WB(9xSx«x+9ySyHy+9:S,H2) + Ds/^-E (S^-Sy^) (A39) 
where 
E = -^(A^-Ay) 
(A40) 
Certain terms which shift all levels in the ground manifold 
equally have been dropped from (A39). The terms remaining 
split the ground manifold. 
The energy levels can now be calculated using as wave-
functions effective spin, S=l, functions 
|l> M =+l 
s 
lo> M_=0 (A41) 
a 
|ï> Mg=-1 
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The energy levels for fields in the z, x, and y directions 
are 
H||Z = D+[ 
Eq" = 0 
h||x = d-e 
(a42) 
h|ly Eq^ = D+E 
at zero field all three cases reduce to E=0, D+E. 
The behavior of the energy levels as a function of field 
is given in Figure 29. The figure is drawn for the 
case of aNiSO^'GHgO where D=6.85®K and E=0.41°K (Stout 
and Hadley, 1964). 
Paramagnetic spin resonance transitions may take place 
among the levels plotted in Figure 29, with the selection 
rule AS=2^1,0. However, since zero field splittings for 
+2  
Ni coordinated by six water molecules are generally large 
(D=-l to -3 cm ^ and E=-0.1 to 1 cm ^ for Ni"*"^ Tutton salts; 
Griffiths and Owen, 1952) , it will usually require very high 
fields to bring the levels close enough for transitions to 
take place in an X-band spectrometer (hv=0.32 cm ^ - .46®K). 
lo> 
0 
IT> 
50 75 0 
|o> 
0 
0 25 50 75 
ii> — 
D+E 
D-E 
E(°K) 
lo> 
IT) 
25 50 75 0 
Hllz (kOe) Hllx(kOe) H II y (kOe) 
Figure 29. Variation of the energy levels of the ground manifold of Ni^^ d^ 
in an orthorhoinbic field 
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More moderate fields are required for K and Q band spectro-
-1 -1 
meters (hv=0.6 cm and 1 cm respectively). 
The formulas for the susceptibilities in the x,y, and 
z directions are 
Xx = + -r- '2-9%) 
Xy - ^ <2-S' 
where 0=1 + exp (-5^)+exp (-^^) is the partition function, 
D and E are in units of °K. At temperatures such that 
T>>D,E, these expressions reduce to 
^x ~ 3k D+3E^ "^1 (2-9%) 
— 
2Ny^g^ ^ Ny^ 
Xy = -W^ <r^EZ' +nr-
6 
2 Nu 
Xz " 3k 'ri:) + — '2-g,) 
^ 6 
The calculated susceptibilities are given in Figure 30 for 
aNiSO^'SHgO. From (A44) one sees that a susceptibility in 
the form of a Curie-Weiss law (Equation A45) can be ob­
tained from a compound with zero field splitting. 
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Figure 30. Susceptibility of a Ni^^ ion in an orthorhombic 
crystal field (D=6.85*K, E=0.41°K) 
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In a condensed system magnetic ions will interact either 
through dipole fields or through the mechanism of super-
exchange (Smart, 1966; Anderson, 1959; 1963). The simplest 
theory that takes account of these interactions is the Weiss 
molecular field theory in which all interactions are lumped 
into an effective field at every ion proportional to the 
average net magnetic moment of the crystal. The result of 
this theory is a modification of the Curie law for the 
magnetic susceptibility of a paramagnet called the Curie-
Weiss law, 
X = jre ' (A45) 
where 9 is called the paramagnetic Curie temperature or the 
Weiss constant. 
In terms of a model in which only nearest neighbor 
interactions are considered and the interactions between 
two ions with spins and Sj are taken as the Heisenberg 
exchange interaction, 
= -2JZS^-Sj , (A46-A49) 
(J being the exchange constant), the formula for 6 is 
0 = 2ZJS(S+l)/3k , (A50) 
where Z in the number of nearest neighbors (Smart, 1966). 
Crystals with ferromagnetic exchange interactions will have 
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positive 0 values and crystals with antiferromagnetic 
exchange will have negative 6 values. 
Molecular Orbital Theory 
In the molecular orbital theory (MO theory) the 
structural unit for the electronic wavefunctions of a 
-4 transition metal complex is a unit such as (NiFg) , for 
example. That is, wavefunctions for the valence electrons 
(both the transition metal and ligand valence electrons) 
are constructed as linear combinations of atomic orbitals 
(LCAO's), the atomic orbitals (AO's) being, for example, 
the Ni 3d (and 4S) and the F 2p and 2s orbitals. The 
linear combinations of these AO's are called molecular 
orbitals or MO's (LCAOMO's). Electrons placed in these 
orbitals then have some probability of being found on a ligand 
atom and their probability of being found on the metal atom 
is reduced. 
Although the crystal field theory is very successful as 
a semiempirical theory in explaining the behavior of the d 
electrons in complexes of 3d transition series atoms, certain 
experimental evidence which could not be explained adequately 
by the crystal field theory resulted in the general recogni­
tion of the MO theory as being superior. The main experi­
mental results which were hAtter Avnl th^ MO theory 
were : 
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1. Reduced orbital contribution to the magnetic moment or 
the apparent reduction of the spin orbit coupling 
interaction (Stevens, 1953; Owen, 1955a,b; Low, 1958a,b; 
Griffiths and Owen, 1952) 
2. Reduction of and in the complexes from the free ion 
values (Owen 1955a,b; Knox, Shulman and Sugano, 1963). 
3. Hyperfine interaction between the magnetic electrons 
and the ligand nuclei (Owen and Stevens, 1953; 
Tinkham, 1956). 
4. Reduction of the hyperfine interaction between the 
magnetic electrons and the transition metal nucleus 
(Watanabe, 1966). 
The MO theory is successful in explaining all of these 
experimental results. The theory was first developed by Van 
Vleck (1935a, 1935b) and Van Vleck and Sherman (1935), and was 
applied to explain the spin orbit coupling parameter reduc­
tion and the reduction of the term separations (reduction in 
F2 and F^) by Stevens (1953) and Owen (1955a,b). The showed 
that the mixing of ligand p-orbitals with metal 3d functions 
had the effect of lowering all matrix elements and par­
ticularly matrix elements of by a factor k (the orbital 
reduction factor), smaller than unity. 
More concrete evidence of the essential correctness of 
uiic rxw w aa uixc ucm. v o. wo. 
ligand nucleus hyperfine interactions with the magnetic 
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+4 
electrons in paramagnetic resonance experiments on Ir ions 
diluted in the diamagnetic salt (NH^)2(PtClg) (Owen and 
Stevens, 1953), indicating that the Ir^^ d electrons did 
indeed spend some time on the chlorine atoms. 
A short discussion of the MO theory as applicable to 
(NiFg) ^ will now be given. The general presentation of 
Owen and Thorn ley (1966) will be followed. The AO orbitals 
. ++ 
to be used in constructing the LCAOMO's are the Ni 3d 
orbitals and the 2s and 2p orbitals of the F ions. Since 
it is desirable to work with symmetry adapted wavefunctions 
the d orbitals are classified according to their transforma­
tion properties in the group 0^ as in the crystal field 
theory (see A16 and A17); two groups of orbitals, e^ and t^^ 
are obtained 
®g= = ^0 ^xz = - (A51) 
The F-orbitals consist of six 2s and eighteen 2p 
orbitals. The coordinate system that will be used to label 
the functions is given in Figure 31. For example, the p 
am* ^ 
orbital on F^ which is pointing along the F^ -Ni vector 
^ ^ V T.* 4 4-V» n4-<-t 1 «^V\^ 4-1 rv aT.T f 
the Ni^^ ion; the other two p orbitals on F^ are labeled 
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y2 with their positive lobes pointing in the direction 
of the arrows indicated in Figure 31. All F s and p orbitals 
with rotational symmetry about the F -Ni"*"^ axes can participate 
in 0 bonding. Linear combinations of the p and s orbitals 
which transform as the irreps of the octahedral group are con­
structed by standard group theoretical techniques (Cotton, 
1963; Hochstrasser, 1966). Three sets of a-type linear com­
binations transforming like a, , e and t. are obtained; 2 -Lg g iu 
1 2 ,1 
{Sj^+S^+Sj+S^+S^+Sg} 
1 1 
paeg(^ fx^+y^-x^-yg saeg(z^) = (^)2{-s^-S2-s^-Sg 
-2z^-2zg} fZsg+ZSg} 
P^eg(x^"y^)=|f-xi+y2+x4-y5} sae (x^-y^)=j{s^-S2+S4-Sg} 
1 1 
pcrti^(x) = (j) ^{-Xi-X4} sat^^(x) = (i) ^{sj^-s^} 
1 1 
P<^ti^(y) = (§)^{-y2-y5> sati^(y) = (^) ^{82-84} 
1 1 
pcTt^^(2) = (|)^{^Z3-Z6} sat^^(z) = (|)2{s3-sg} 
Of these only the e^ set will be used to form crLCAOMO's 
the 3d e^ orbitals of the Ni ion. The other two 9ets of 
orbitals transforming like a^g and t^^ could be used to 
A52) 
210 
z 
Figure 31. Coordinate system used in MO theory of 
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form aLCAOMO's. with the empty 4s and 4p orbitals of the 
Ni^^ ion; although such participation of these higher energy 
orbitals of the Ni"^"^ ion is conceivable their energies are 
somewhat higher than the 2p orbitals resulting in small 
participation and they will be neglected in this treatment. 
The a, and t, a combinations will therefore be regarded as 
Ig lu 
non-bonding. 
The sets of ir-type linear combinations are t^^, ^ lu' 
t._ and t^ . Again, only the t_ set will be used to form 2g 2u 2g 
TT LCAOMO's with the t2g orbitals of the Ni"*"^ ion. The 
tggTT ligand combinations are: 
PIT 
PTf t2g(yz) = ^{Z^+X^-Z^-Xg} (A53) 
P" t2g(xy) = ;kyi+X2-y4-X5) 
The linear combinations transforming like t^^, t^^and t 
are considered to be nonbonding; they are tabulated by 
Watanabe (1966). 
Symmetry classified ligand and d orbitals can now be 
combined to give bonding and antibonding orbitals. The 
admixture is controlled by the octahedral potential of seven 
positive charges, and the coefficients of admixture should in 
principle be oaluulateu by solving the secular determinant, 
which has nonvanishing matrix elements only between the 3d and 
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symmetry-classified ligand orbitals that belong to the same 
label of the same irreducible representation. That is, the 
3d tggfxz) orbital for example, has matrix elements only 
with the pTT tggfxz) orbital, and the eigenfunctions of the 
secular matrix are linear combinations of the 3d and 
symmetry classified ligand orbitals that have nonvanishing 
matrix elements with the potential. The secular matrix for 
the 3d tggfxz) and pïï tggfxz) orbitals can be written as 
3d tggfxz) pïï t^gCxz) 
®3d-^d Vpd 
^dp ^2p"*p 
(a54) 
where is the energy of the single 3d electron in the free 
ion and E is the energy of the single 2p electron in the 
-^P 
free ion p. . The Hamiltonian operator used in (A54) is 
^ 0 » 2 
(a55) 
- Ï 
i=l ^i 
where the sum is over the ligands, Z q  is the effective charge 
of the central ion core and Z is the effective charge of the 
F ion. The matrix elements are 
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2 
<3d t2g(xz)|H|3d t2g(xz)>=E2^-<3d t2g(xz)|Z ff-|3d t2g(xz)> 
= ^sd-^d 
<p7r t2g(xz) IhIptt t2g(xz)>=E2p-<pfT t2g (xz) |-^Ipir tg^Cxz)) 
= V'p 
<33 IhIptt t2g(xz)>=E2p S^-<3d (xz) | ^ 
z.e^ 
-oa t2g(xz) I—|p7t t2g(%:)>=Vap 
-=343% 
2 
-<piT t2g(xz)|s 1^1 3d t2g(xz)> 
=v , 
(A56) 
is the group overlap integral <piT t^gXxzjjSd t^^fxzX». 
The formal solution of A54 is 
1 
2 
l:(E3d-Va+E2p-Vp)±{([E3a-Vd]-[E2p-Vp,)2+47,2} ] 
(A57) 
" ®3a-Vd ^ then 
e. > (E_,-V.)>(E. -V ) > f. (A58) 
^ ou Q zp p  < 
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where and e are the larger and smaller of the two eigen­
values of the secular matrix. The wavefunctions correspond­
ing to and can be obtained as linear combinations of 
3d tggfxz) and pir tggfxz), the admixture of the two being 
a function of the matrix elements. The higher energy LCAOMO 
is called an antibonding orbital and the lower energy LCAOMO 
is called a bonding orbital. The antibonding orbital will 
consist mainly of the 3d tggfxz) orbital with a small ad­
mixture of the pir tggfxz) orbital, and the bonding orbital 
will consist mainly of the pir tggfxz) orbital with a small 
admixture of the 3d tggfxz) orbital. The energy levels are 
indicated schematically in Figure 32 (a) and the formula for 
the two functions is given. If fewer than four electrons are 
placed in the molecular orbitals there is a net stabilization 
when the bond is formed; if four electrons are placed in the 
molecular orbitals, no net stabilization occurs. 
This procedure is performed for every pair of central ion 
and ligand orbitals belonging to the same label of the same 
irrep. The qualitative energy level diagram obtained is given 
-4 in Figure 32(b). In the cluster NiF^ there are 56 electrons 
in the valence shells, 34 of these are placed in the non-
bonding ligand orbitals and 22 are placed in the MO's, the 
last two going into the antibonding eg^ MO. The LCAOMO 
functions of the two upper antibonding levels are 
Ed-vH 
'i^itqC") ' ^p~ %) 
£< -, %" Nbfpir^x:) + p3dl5g(*i)) 
METAl AO MOs LGAND AO 
(a) 
a 
2*a55^-
( B )  \  
i \ 
•A\ I J pa»q,p>WK)) 
, \«a XK / :->- ' 
'A 
Ni AOs (b"?'' F" AO's 
4 " 
'"«g"' / "Vi-
"•iqC) \ 
Ni AOs 
10 Oq 
'. (r(sp')«(V*| 
/4g/k, •B) 
\4*" / 
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N) 
M 
Ln 
Figure 32. Molecular orbital energy level diagrams ((a) energy level diagrams for 
bonding and antibonding orbital formed from the edtgg(xz) metal orbital 
and the p7Tt„ (xz) ligand orbital; (b) energy level diagram for molecular 
- d  
orbitals of the NiF, cluster in octahedral symmetry, including 
TT-bonding ; (c) energy level diagram for the molecular orbitals of the 
NiOg cluster in NiC^O^ *21120) 
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(Z^) ' No'4,2- ^  o.^(-2z3+2Zg+x^-x^+Y2-y5)l 
neglecting the contribution of the ligand s orbitals for 
simplicity, and 
tjg^lxy) = N,[dxy- K<yrV^2-'=5" 
t 2 g ^ ( y z )  =  \ [ d y ^ -  S ^ j t ^ j - Z j + y j - y g ) !  ( A 6 0 )  
t2g®(zx) = N^td^x- io^lXs-Xg+Zi-Zj)] 
A transition between these two levels corresponds to the 
energy difference lODq in crystal field theory. 
In the case of the Ni^^ ion in NiC^O^'21120, the Ni"*"^ 
ion is coordinated by four squarate oxygens in a plane, 
with two water oxygens completing roughly octahedral coordi­
nation by occupying the remaining trans apexes. One may 
2 
consider the a type orbitals on the oxygen atoms to be sp 
hybrids in the case of the squarate oxygens or roughly sp^ 
hybrids in the case of the water molecules, occupied by 
lone pairs in each case. The only ir orbitals that could 
participate in the bonding are the molecular ir orbitals of 
the whole squarate ion. Although these orbitals must be the 
main path of any superexchange between neighboring Ni"*"^ ions 
in the structure (Anderson, 1959, 1963), they cannot be 
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simply introduced into the MO theory. Therefore the coordi-
++ 
nation about the Ni ion in NiC^O^«21120 will be considered 
to consist of six oxygen ions each of which has a op and a 
as orbital participating in the bonding to the central ion 
and any TT bonding will be neglected. The MO energy level 
scheme will then be as given in Figure 31. Each 0 atom con-
.  +2 
tributes 2 electrons and the Ni ion contributes eight 
electrons, or a total of 20 electrons. These are placed in 
the energy levels as shown in Figure 32(c). 
The transition 3d t^^ ->• e^^ corresponds to the 
3 3 
Agg Tgg transition in the crystal field theory and lODq 
is taken as the energy difference between these two levels. 
The wavefunctions of the two unpaired spins (or holes) are 
eg*(x2_y2, ^  2 2- Yagt-Xi+Xa+yz-yg) 
X -y 
- I Olg (X^+S^-S^-Sj) } 
»o(-2z3+2Z6+Xi-X4+y2-y5l 
^ Os(2S3+2Sg-Si-S2-Sj-Sg)) 
(A61) 
where 
One may now construct grouna state and excited state two 
(A62) 
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electron (hole) wavefunctions as linear combinations of 
Slater determinants exactly as already illustrated for the 
crystal field approximation; the one electron wave-
functions will be the e^^ antibonding MO's given in (A61), 
while the t^_ functions will be the 3dt_ functions of the 2g 2g 
Ni^^ ion. The ground state 2 electron wavefunction will be 
I eg^(x^-y^) eg'^(z^) [ aa 
(a63) 
Ieg3^x2-y2)eg*(z2)|6g 
and the excited state Tis 
= ;^('|dx2eg"(z:||+/3'|ax:ega(x2-y2) 
-i|dyzeg*(z2)I 
+i/3 1 d^^eg^(x^-y^) |) (oi6+6a) 
+4i|dxyeg^(z^)|aa} 
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r5^'Sg''^2g®g®' = ( I (z^) V) I ) (BB-aa) 
-i'ldyzCg^lz^)I 
-/3| d e^(x^-y^) [ ) (6B+aa) } 
••5'''^2g'Vg'' " - ;^('|ax,ega(:2)|+/2|dx,e/(%2-y2) 
+i|dy2ega(z2) 
-i/3"|dy^eg^(x^-y^) [) (ag+ga) 
+4i|d^yeg^(z^)ibb) (a64) 
The other excited state wavefunctions can also be constructed 
in this manner. 
The matrix elements of the spin orbit coupling Hamil-
tonian E Ç,£.-s. between wavefunctions transforming identical-
ly under group 0^ are then calculated and the first order 
corrections to the ground state wavefunctions are obtained. 
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Only the admixture of the T^state is calcu­
lated since the admixture of the ,t__e will not 5 2g 2g g 
give a contribution to the g factor. 
The expression for the spin-orbit coupling Hamiltonian 
for a complex in the molecular orbital theory should be 
(Misetich and Buch, 1964). 
"so = SL(ril)*iL'SiL) "^«5) 
X L 
^2 , 3U, (r.) 
where 5a_i,(r.) = % "here Ug ^(r.) is the 
potential in which the electrons move. That is, there 
should be a contribution to the spin orbit coupling from 
the unpaired electrons on the ligand ion. However, since 
Çoc—I the approximation that acts only on 
or 
electrons in the d part of the LCAO (ignoring electrons in 
the overlap region and on the ligands) is very good; in addi­
tion, Misetich and Buch (1964) find that in the case of the 
NiF- ^complex, the part E Ç_ (r.,. ) 's.,, of H contributes 0 L ^ ^ so 
only 1.7% of the total, and this part will be neglected in 
the present discussion. This will leave only the part 
"so = I Ed'ri'Ai'Si (A66I 
which is taken to operate on the d function part of the MO's 
only. The matrix elements of H' between rt-^(^A~ , (e ^)^) 
SO O 6 ^ Ç 
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and are then given by 
<^ 5* 'Sg' '<'^ 1 |H J''5"«^ ''2g 't2,eg*f> = (A67) 
and the corrected ground state wavefunctions are 
r, -i =0 2/2 NX ^ _ 
''5 = 5^ 1 TÏÔÔiT '"s 'Sg't2g®g ' 
The matrix elements of the Zeeman Hamiltonian (see Equation 
A5 are now calculated with the field taken in .the z-
direction. The matrix elements are 
1 1 8N^kX 
<^5 IVz'V^Sz'lrj > = Vz'2- nm?) 
= 0 (A69) 
o •, 8N kX 
where ^=<6^^(x^-y^)U^|d^y>/<d^2 ||a^y>=N^(l-2a^S^-2a^S^) 
is known as the orbital reduction factor. The method for 
calculating the matrix elements in (A69) has been discussed by 
Owen and Thornley (1966) and Misetich and Buch (1964). If one 
assumes the ligand orbital admixtures in (A61) to be small, 
then k can be approximated as 
k = 1 - ^  Np(0^2+3^2) (A70) 
If one Dlaces one electron in AAch of t-.ho ^ mmlernlar 
9 
orbitals the fraction of electron in any ligand orbital will 
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be given by 
f = I N[ 2(0 2+0^2) (A71) 
L O O Q S 
and k becomes, if one takes 1, 
^ ^ " 2 (A72) 
The g factor is now given by 
g = <r5^|L^+2sJr/>-<r52|L^+2sJr/> 
= <r,,2|L+2s,|r,,2>-<r.^|L+2s^|r.^> (A?^) 0 ' z z ' b D z ' b 
and from (A69) we have 
8N^kX_ 
Ï = 2 - (A74) 
where is the free ion spin orbit coupling constant. The 
effective spin orbit coupling constant is 
this is the spin orbit coupling constant measured in the sus­
ceptibility measurements on NiC^O^ *21120. N^k can be esti­
mated by taking the ratio 
Misetich and Buch (1964) have treated the complex NiFg ^ 
in the manner discussed above including it bonding and the 
liaand contr-ihutinn tn +-.bp sm'n orhi-h nonnlino Hamiltnnian. 
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They use numerical values of the normalization constants, 
mixing coefficients and overlap integrals obtained from the 
theoretical calculations of Sugano and Schulman (1963); the 
value of lODq was that measured by Knox et al. (1963) in 
KMgFgiNi^^; the free ion spin orbit coupling parameters were 
adjusted to values corresponding to the charges on the ions 
in the complex. The calculated g value of 2.233 was in 
excellent agreement with the measured value of 2.28 (Hall 
et al. 1963). 
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APPENDIX B: FIELD CALCULATION FOR THE 
PRIMARY SAMPLE COIL 
The primary sample coil is 25.4 cm long and consists 
of 4 layers of #30 Formvar covered Cu wire. The average 
diameter is 1.35 cm and the turns density is 121.0 turns/cm. 
The field at the center of a long solenoid is given by 
Bleaney and Bleaney, 1957) 
H = n i—— ip = (150. 6^) ip (A76) 
where n is the turns density, a and b are the radius and half 
length of the coil. The current measured on the bridge is 
the r.m.s. maximum current. Therefore, to obtain the maxi­
mum current one must multiply by 1.414, and the maximum 
field for a measured current i^ is 
«max = '212-9 
The maximum and minimum fields used in this work were 31.9 
and 6.4 Oe at currents of 150 and 30 ma respectively. 
